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STABILITY THEORY OF NONLINEAR OPERATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL
V
Ia
EQUATIONS IN HILBERT SPACES
Chia-Ven Pao, Ph.D.
University of Pittsburgh, 1968
The object of this dissertation is to establish some criteria
for the existence, uniqueness, stability, asymptotic stability and
stability region of a solution of the linear or nonlinear, time-
invariant or time-varying operational differential equations (i.e.,
equations of evolution),of the form
dx(t) - A(t)x(t)	 (t > 0)dt	 .
In Banach spaces and in Hilbert spaces, fro... which criteria for the
same results of a solution of the corresponding type of partial differ-
ential equations can be deduced. In the case of linear time-invariant
equations of evolution$ linear semi--group theory is used; and by the
introduction of an equivalent semi-scalar product on a Banach space,
necessary and sufficient conditions on the linear operator A(t) E A for
the generation of -a semi-group in a real Banach space are obtained. By
using the semi-group property, the existence, uniqueness, stability or
asymptotic stability of a strong solution can be ensured. in the case
of nonlinear time-invariant equations, the concept of nonlinear semi=
group is introduced. Bzsed or . ,aru.e 1;roperties of a monotone operator
(or, a dissipative open for i.i 'xc terminology of this dissertation),
necessary and sufficient -onritions on the nonlinear operator A(t) E A
for the generation of a nontinek- sen.A=group in a complex Hilbert space
are established, from which the ex.stcsee,.uniqueness and stability or
h
E
I
differential operator.
vi
asymptotic stability of a weak solution are guaranteed by the nonlinear
semi-group property. The introduction of an equivalent inner product in
a complex Hilbert space makes it possible to develop a stability theory
in terms of a Lyapunov functional which is defined through a defining
sesquilinear functional. It is shown that such a functional defines an
equivalent inner product and that the existence and stability property
of a weak solution are invariant under equivalent inner products. In
case of a Banach space, the defining sesquilinear functional is replaced
by an equivalent semi-seLlar product. The investigation of the existence,
uniqueness and stability of weak solutions is extended to nonlinear time-
varying operational differential equations. Under some additional res-
trictions on the nonlinear operator A(t) which is time-dependent, criteria
for the existence, uniqueness, stability or asymptotic stability of a weak
solution for the general nonlinear time-varying equation of evolution in
a complex Hilbert space are obtained. Several special types of nonlinear
equations which are more suitable for a class of nonlinear partial differ-
ential equations are deduced with particular attention on the class of
nonlinear nonstationary equations of the form
-X(t = Ax(t) + f(t,x(c))
	
(t ® o)dt
where A is a linear or nonlinear tine-independent operator napping part
of a real Hilbert space H into itself and f is a given (in general
nonlinear) function defined on R+ x R into H. Applications are given
to a class of second order n-dimensional parabolic-elliptic type of
partial differential equations with a detailed description of the formu-
lation of an abstract operator having the desired property from a partial
1	 '
In the year of 1892, A. M. Lyapunov [16]* published in Russian
his famous memoire on the stability of motion which originally received
very little attention. About forty years later, the work in Lyapunov
stability theory was resumed by some Soviet mathematicians and since
then the so called ° °second method" or 10direct method" of Lyapunov has
been widely used as a mathematical tool in the investigation of linear
and nonlinear stability problems governed by ordinary differential equa-
tions, The "direct method 1 ° of Lyapunov consists of a means for answering
the question of stability of differential equations from the given form
of the equations, including the boundary conditions, without explicit
^I
}	 knowledge of the solutions. The central problem of the direct method
in the investigation of stability of ordinary differential equations is
the construction of a %yapunov function" v(x) having the property that
v(x)	 0 for x in a finite dimensional space and the derivative of v(x)
along solutions of the given equation is negative. The development of
the Lyapunov method has been moved toward the investigation of partial
differential equations in recent yearL, This advance seems to be natural
since many physical problems can be best described or must be represented
by partial differential equations, It is also natural that the idea of
constructing a Lyapunov function in finite dimensional spaces is extended
to the construction of a %yapunov functional" in infinite dimensional
spaces. This extension leads to the use of function spaces on which a
topology can be defined. A first step toward applying the LyapunoV direct
method to partial differential equations was the study of a denumerably
4.
...TL
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*Numbers in brackets designate references at the end of this dissertation.
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infinite system of ordinary differential equations (e.g., see Massera [171).
P_ general stability theoi:; by using a scalar functional was established
by Zubov [ 24] who considered equations of the formIV
s	
au t X)	 f(X, u, au).	 (I=1)
at	 ax
However, the existence of solutions of (I=1) was proved only for the case
when f is linear in au/aX and for the general form of (I-1), the exist-
.x
ence of solutions was assumed. Moreover, the re quirement that the system
of partial differential equ • :ions define a dynamical system (i.e., the
f
solutions possess the group property) excludes a large class of differen-
tial equations whose solutions possess only the semi -group property. Since
the stability problem of partial differential equations occurs in many
fields of science such as reactor physics, control process, fluid mechanics,
chemical process, etc. the study of stability behavior of solutions to
partial differential equations has been accelerated by engineers, physicists
and mathematicians in recent years as can be seen from a literature survey
made by .Wang [22]. However, most of the work listed in [22] deal with a
specific partial differential operator, and in some of them the existence
of a solution is either assumed or not mentioned. On the other hand, there
are many works in the area of partial differential equations and in particu-
lar those works on operational differential equations (i.e., equations of
evolution) in which only the existence and uniqueness are discussed. It
should be mentioned that in some Russian literature, the stability problem
of semi-linear operational differential equations has been investigated.
Some earlier literature by Khalilov and Domshlak are described in a survey
S
book edited by Gamkrelidze [ 7] in which numerous references concerning
t	 operational differential equations are also given. In the stud y of periodic
3dx t ® Ax(t)
dt (I°3)
^r'
solutions of the semi-linear operational differential equations of the form
ddtt ® Ax(t) + F(t, Ne a)	 (1°2)
Taam [20] also investigated the stability properties of solutions to
(I°2)a He assumed A either as a bounded linear operator or as the
infinitesimal generator of a semi-group and established criteria for the
existence and the asymptotic stability of a periodic solutions
A. Recent Developments on Linear Equations
The difficulty of the direct extension from ordinary differential
equations into partial differential equations by the Lyapunov direct
method lies in the fact that the existence of a solution to a given
partial differential equation must first be established because to
ensure the stability of a solution the derivative of the ®Lvapunov func-
tional" is taken along the solutions of the given equation. More recently,
in the study of stability problem of a system of linear partial differ-
ential equations, Buis [3] applied the semi -group and group theory to
operational differential equations of the form
where A. which may be considered as an extension of a partial differential
operator, is a linear operator with domain and range both in a real Hilbert
space, By using semi-group or group theory, the solutions of (I°3) can
be represented by a semi-group or a group in the sense that if a solution
of (1-3) with initial condition xeD(A) (the domain of A) is denoted by
^(t,x), then under suitable conditions the operator A generates a semi-
group (Tt °s a	 0} or a group (Tt e ° m < t < ®) of bounded linear opera-
tors such that the solution of (I°3) exists and is given by
;T
	
^(t,x) ® T 
t 
x
	 (t Q 0)
4for any xev(A). Thus Gie stability property of solutions to (I-3) is
related to the property of the semi-group or group generated by A.
Based on the known properties of the semi-group or group, Buis established
sufficient conditions for A to generate a negative semi-group (of class
Co) and necessary and sufficient conditions for A to generate a negative
group (see definitions III-9 and III-10) so that a solution of (I-3)
exists and is asymptotically stable. All these conditions refer to the
existence of a Lyapunov functional which is defined through a symmetric
bilinear form. Following the same idea as in [3] 9 Vogt, Buis and Eisen
[21] considered a closed linear operator from a Banach space into itself
and established the necessary and sufficient conditions for A to generate
a negative group by using a semi-scalar product. Their results are, in
fact, an extension of [3] for the case of a group from a Hilbert space
into a Banach space
B. Nonlinear Operational Differential Equations
In recent years, most of the investigations of differential equa-
tions (both ordinary and partial) are centered on nonlinear equations.
This is perhaps due to the fact that many physical problems must be formu-
lated by nonlinear differential equations as well as that nonlinear equa-
tions possess many properties of theoretical interest. In the case of
operational differential equations, many results on the existence and
uniqueness of semi-linear equations of the form similar to (1-2) have
been established (e.g., see Browder [1], Kato [91). Just recently (1967),
Komura [13] studied an equation of evolution of the form
dxt o Ax(t)
	
(t > 0)	 (I-4)
dt
Swhere A is, in general s a nonlinear operator with domain and range
in a Hilbert space H and x(t) is a vector-valued function defined on
R¢ - [0 9 m) to H. In his work s a general theory for nonlinear semi-
groups of contraction operators in a Hilbert space is developed. How-
ever, Komura considered A of (I-4) as a multi-valued operator which
makes his theory rather complicated. Motivated by the work in [13],
Kato [11] refined and extended considerably Komura°s results by con-
sidering a single-valued operator A(t) with domain and range both in a
Banach space X •where the operator A of (I-4) is also extended to A(t)
which depends on the variable t. Following [13] and [11], Browder [2]
furtLer extended (in some sense), among others, Kato°s results by includ-
ing an additional functicn f(t,x) on the right of (I-4) with the sim-
plification that the underlying space X is a real Banach space. All
the above works are mainly concerned with the existence and uniqueness
of solutions,
C. Area for Extension and New Development
It is seen in [3] that necessary and sufficient conditions for
the operator A in (I-3) to generate a negative group (of class C o), and
that sufficient conditions for A to generate a semi-group were established
by assuming the existence of a Lyapunav functional. Conversely, if A
generates an equibounded or negative semi-group, is it possible to construct
Lyapunov functional as in the case for a group? Since the extension in
[21] to a real Banach space of the above mentioned results in [3] was
accomplished only for the case of a group, the investigation for a similar
extension `jr a semi-group is also necessary. on the other hand, the class
6of nonlinear differential equations, either time-invariant or time-
varying, are more important from both the applications and the theoretical
points of view. All of these need further investigation. The intro-
duction of the concept of nonlinear semi-groups opens a new road to the
problem of nonlinear operational differential equations. The importance
of the study of the stability problem by using the semi-group or non-
linear semi-group theory lies in the fact that the important problem of
establishing the existence of a solution is an intrinsic part of the theory
developed.
the form
B u(t,X') ® 0
	 X°eaft, (I1°2)
II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Many systems of partial differential equations can be
7
written in the form of
auag X) ® Lu(t,X)	 XEft,	 t > 0
where u(t,X) is an m°vector function and L is a matrix whose elements
are linear or nonlinear partial differential operators defined on a
subset O of an n=dimensional Euclidean space R n. In more general
cases, the coefficients of the elements in L are both space and time
(II-1)
dependent (linear or nonlinear). To specify solutions to the equation
(II=1), a set of boundary conditions are given which can be put into
where B is a matrix whose elements are linear or nonlinear partial
differential operators and aft is the boundary of 9. In addition, an
initial condition is give, as
u(O,X) W uo (X)	 (II°3)
where u0 (X) is a given apace-dependent function. If all the elements
of L and B are linear differential operators, (II-1) and (II°2) can be
reduced to the form
ddtt
	 Ax(t)
	 (II°4)
where x(t) is a vector-valued function (in the sense of a linear function
space) defined on R+
 to a suitable Banech spaca or Hilbert space X and A
is a (in general unbounded) linear operator from part of X to Xe if one
or more elements of L or B is nonlinear, then A is a nonlinear operator
from part of X to X; in case one or more elements of L or B is space-
time dependent, the systems (II°1) and (11-2) are reduced to the f-rm
;Y
ii
	 8
(II-4) with A replaced by A(t) which 1s a linear or nonlinear operator
depending on t. In all cases, (II-1) and (11-2) can be considered as
special cases of abstract operational differential equations which can
be parabolic equations and certain hyperbolic eouations p etc. The object
of this research is to establish some stability criteria which intrinsically
include the existence and uniqueness of solutions for the types of differ-
ential equations described above in an abstract setting, from which the be-
haviors of the corresponding type of partial differential equations can be
deduced. The first two sections in the following introduce the types of
operational differential equations (i.e., equations of evolution) to be
investigated and the final section summarizes the results obtained i" this
investigation.
A. Linear Time-invariant Differential Equations
It has been seen in Chapter I that by using the semi-group or
group theory, a Lyapunov stability theory for the linear operational differ-
ential equations of the fo m (II-4) in a real Hilbert space was established
in .[3]. There, a Lyapunov functional is defined through a symmetric bilinear
functional. The main results concerning, the equation of the form (II=4) is
that if the domain of A is dense in H and the range of (I-A) is H (I is the
identity operator) then A is the infinitesimal generator of a negative semi-
group (of class Co) if there exists a Lyapunov functional satisfying certain
properties and it is the infinitesimal generator of a negative group (of class
Co) if and only if there exists a Lyapunov functional satisfying some addi-
tional properties. Unlike a group, however, a semi-group lacks the property
of having a lower bound (in some sense) which makes the construction of a
Lyapunov functional through a bilinear functional rather difficult.
9Because of this difficulty the results given in [3] for the case
of a semi-group do not parallel the case of a group, that is, the necessary
condition for the existence of a Lyapunov functional having the desired
property is not shown. To overcome this, an equivalent semi-scalar pro-
duct is introduced, If the operator A in (II-4) is the infinitesimal
generator of an equibounded or negative semi-group, a Lyapunov functional
can be constructed through an equivalent semi-scalar product which gives
the converse statement in [3] as described above. Moreover, by using the
same idea in defining a Lyapunov functional, necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for A to generate an equibounded or negative semi-group in the
case of a real Banach space can also be established. This later extension
to a Banach space is in analogy to the o ne in [21] for the case of a group.
It is seen that with these additional extensions, the stability study of
linear operational differential equation (II-4) by using semi-group or
group theory would be, in a sense, completed (there is no difficulty in
extending the above results to complex spaces),
B. Development of Nonlinear Operational Differential Equations
Owing to the importance of nonlinear differential equations in
both pure theory and its applications, the investigation of the nonlinear
operational differential equations is the main concern of this disserta-
tion. The first stage in the development of nonlinear operational differ-
ential equations is to study the equations of evolution of the form
Adtt	 Ax(t)	 (t ® 0)	 (%%=5)
where x(t) is d vector-valued function defined on R+ ® [0, W) to a Hilbert
space H (in general, H is a complex Hilbert space) and A is a nonlinear
operator (which is independent of t) with domain and range both in 11,
10
Based on the results obtained by Kato in [11] I;. which the operator (-A)
is assumed to be monotone (i.e., A is dissipative in the terminology of
this dissertation) and by using the nonlinear semi-group property, a
stability theory as well as the extence and uniqueness theory for the
equation (11-5) can be developed. Moreover, by introducing an equivalent
inner product, the same results hold if the operator A is dissipative with
respect to this equivalent inner product. This fact motivates the con-
struction of a Lyapunov functional through a sesquilinear functional which
under some additional conditions defines an equivalent inner product. Thus
a stability criteria can be established through the construction of a
Lyapunov functional.
As a special case of (II-5), the semi-linear equations of evolu-
tion of the form
datt)	 Aox(t) + f(x(t))
	 (t s 0)	 (11-6)
is discussed to some extent where A  is an unbounded linear operator v?ith
domain and range both in a real Hilbert space H and f is a (nonlinear) func-
tion defined on H into H. The purpose of doing this is that by utilizing
the results established on the linear equation (II -4)
 (i.e., for f(x) = 0
in (II-6)), the existence, uniqueness and stability or asymptotic stability
of a solution to (II-6) can be ensured by imposing some additional conditions
on the function f. Notice that (11-6) is a direct extension of the linear
equation (II-4).
In case the elements of the partial differential operator L in
(II-1) or the elements of B in the boundary conditions (I1-2) possess
time-dependent coefficients, equation (1I-5) is not suitable as an abstract =
extension for this type of partial differential equations The second stage
r4
it
in the development is to extend equation (1I-5) to a more general type
of operational differential equation of the form
dx t - A(t)x(t)
	 (t 1 0)dt
where A(t) is, for each t ® 0 9
 a nonlinear operator with domain and
(YI=7)
range both contained in a Hilbert space H. It is seen that this exten-
sion is a further advance in the generalization of nonlinear equations
of evolution. In parallel to the case of the equation (II=4), criteria
for the existence, uniqueness, stability and, in particular, asymptotic
4
stability of a solution as well as the stability region are established.
The concept of equivalent inner product is similarly introduced, and it
is shown that stability property remains unchanged under equivalent inner
products
In the case of semi-linear equations of the form
AMU - Ao (t)x(t) + f(t,x(t))
	
(t : 0)
	
(I1=a)
where A0 (t) is, for each t ® 0 0 a linear unbounded operator with domain
ad range both in H and f is a (nonlinear) function defined on R+x H into
H. stability criteria are deduced from the results for the general equation
(II-7)o For the sake of applications as well as theoretical interest in
certain partial differential equations which occur often in physics'_ prob-
lems, some special equations of (1I-7) are included. These equations can
be written in the general form
datt - Ax(t) + f(t,x(t))
	
(t ® 0)
	 (11-9)
where A. which is independent, of t, is a linear or nonlinear operator
with domain and range both in a real Hilbert space H and f is a (nonlinear)
function defined on ex H into Ho The idea for considering equations of
the farm (1I-9) is to transform and to simplify the conditions imposed on
12
the general operator A(t) into the conditions on A and on f so that
the existence,, uniqueness and stability or asymptotic stability of a
solution as well as the stability region can be guaranteed. In case
A is linear and is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group of
class Co or is a self-adjoint operator, the results are particularly
suitable for applications to certain partial differential equations.
When A is a bounded operator on H into H,, (II=9) can be put into the
form
dx t n f(t,,x(t))
	
(t ® 0)	 (II-10)dt
which is,, in fact, an ordinary differential equation. Criteria for
the existence and stability of a solution are also given for this case.
C. Summary of Results and Contributions to the Problem
The object of this research is to establish a stability theory
so that a solution of a given operational differential equation (ioeo,,
equation of evolution) not only exists and is unique but also is stable
or asymptotically stable. This given operational differential equation
is,, in general,, an abstract generalization of a class of partial differ-
ential equations such as heat conduction equations and wave equations etc,.
The contribution of this dissertation is the establishment of criteria
for the existence, uniqueness, stabilitys asymptotic stability and stab-
ility region of a solution on several types of ,nonlinear (including
linear) operational differential equations. This contribution can be
stated as four stages which are discussed in chapters IV, V, VII and
VII respectively. The results obtained in these chapters are summarized
as followso
i
asymptotic stability of a solution are ensured. This is done in
theorems TV-7, IV=8 9 IV-11 9 IV-12 and IV-13.
(b) The central idea in chapter V is to establish a stability
theory for nonlinear operational differential equations by extending the
theory of linear semi-groups to nonlinear semi-groups with the hope that
this theory can be applied to some nonlinear partial differential equations.
Results on general nonlinear equations are given in theorems V-2 through
V-9 and on semi-linear equations are given in theorems V011 9 V-12 9 V-159
V-16 and V-17.
(c) The object in chapter VI is to extend the stability theory
for time-invariant nonlinear equations in chapter V to time-varying
nonlinear equations with the hope that this theory might be used for a
larger class of non-stationary partial differential equations, Parti-
cular attention has been given to several special cases which are easier
to apply for certain partial differential equations. Results on general
nonlinear equations are given in theorems VI-2 through VI=5 9 those onj
nonlinear nonstationary equations are given in theorems VI-6 and VI-7
and those on semi-linear equations are given in theorems VI=8 9 VI-99
VI-13 9 VI-14 and VI-15.
(d) Finally, the applications of the results developed for
operational differential equations to partial differential equations
are given in chapter VII in which stability criteria for a class of
parabolic-elliptic partial differential equations are established and
are given in theorems VII-2. VII-4 and VII=6.
r
f
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Y
It is seen from this summary that the results of this disser-
tation cover several types of differential equations, and to the
X
knowledge of this author, most of the above results on the part of
stability theory have not been previously shown, It is thought that
these results contribute to the stability theory of operational differ-
ential equations as well as of partial differential equations,
i
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III, A PRELIMINARY ON FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
i
Because of the importance of functional analysis in the study
of operational differential equations (i.e., equations of evolution),
it is desirable to give some of the basic definitions and properties
that will be used in the stability analysis of operational differential
equations. The following sections give an outline of some of the
necessary topics. Paoofs and further details may be found in most
standard books on this subject (for example, references [5], [s], [10],
[12] and [231), in particular, most of the materials in this chapter can
be found in [23]0
A. Banach and Hilbert Spaces
A set X is called a linear space over a field K if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i) X is an Abelian group (written additively)e
(13) .-A scalar multiplication is defined: to every element
X E X and each a E K there is associated an element of X. denoted by
C& x, such that
a (x+y) - ax + ay	 (re, E K9 x,y E X),
((%+0 )x - ax + Ox
	
(a, S E Ky x E X),
W)x = a(Sx)	 (aa,s E fig x E X),
l o x = x (1 is the unit element of the field K).
Let X be a linear space over the field of real or complex numbers. If
for every x E X. there is associated a real number 11xII, the norm of
the vector x, such that for any a E K and any x,y E X
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(i) JJxJJ Q 0, and JJxJJ = 0 if and only if x = 09
(ii) 1 1 x`F-Y1 1 	 1 1xI I+ I ly	 0
(iii) 11 a:.11 _ lal	 Ilxll.
Then the linear space X together with the norm 11 . 11 is called a normed
linear space and is denoted by (X, 11 . 11) or simply by X. A sequence
ix11 } in a normed linear space X is called a Cauchy sequence if for any
e > 0, there exists an integer N=N(e) > 0 such that lix
m n
--x II < e for
all m,n > N. If every Cauchy sequence in X converges to an element x E X,
the space is said to be a complete normed linear space or a Banach space
(or simply a B-space). The convergence is said to be a strong convergence
(or norm convergence) and is designated by lim x 
n 
-+x as n -> - or simply by
X  -* X. X is said to be a real or a complex Banach space according to
whether the field K is the real or complex numbers. A complex linear
space is called a complex inner product space (or a pre-Hilbert space)
if there is defined on X x X a complex-valued function (x,y), called the
inner product of x and y, with the following properties:
(i) (x+YA Z ) = (x O Z , + (Y,Z)
(ii) (x,y) = (y,x) (the bar denoting complex conjugate)
(iii) (a x,y) =a (X,Y)
(iv) (x,x) > 0, and (x,x) = 0 if and only if x = 0.
A real linear space is called a real inner product space if the properties
(i)-(iv) are satisfied except that (ii) is replaced by (x,y) - (y,x). By
defining	 /2 ^^x^^=(x,x)	 , an inner product space is a normed linear space
and the norm is said to be induced by the inner product (-e^). The con-
verse is, in general, not true. However, if the norm in a normed linear
17
space X (real or complex) satisfies the parallelogram law:
I Ix+,7 11 2 + I Ix-Y11 2 = 2( 11 X 11 2+ 11Y11 2 )	 x9Y E x
then an inner product can be defined so that X is an inner product
space. If an inner product space H (real or complex) is complete with
respect to the norm a nduced by the inner product ( . P-), it is called a
Hilbert space or an 11-space and is denoted by (H, (-90) or simply by H.
H is called a real or complex Hilbert °pace if K is the field of real
or complex numbers respectively. A Hilbert space is a special Banach
space. By the properties of (i), (11), (iii) of an inner product, it
is seen that an inner product is bilinear for a real Hilbert space and is
sesquilinear for a complex Hilbert space. The sesquilinearity means
that-
(a lx + a 2y 9 z)° a l (XP Z) + a 2 (y e z ),	 (al ,a 2 E K, x,® 9 z E 11)
(x,B ly + $2 z) z 6 1 (x 9 Y) + R 2 (x9z)	 (619$2 a K . x,y,z E II).
If S1 
and 6 2
 in the above equality are replaced by 6 I and 6 2 respectively,
the inner product is said to be bilinear.
Examples of Banach space and Hilbert space -
( 1 ) (Rp ) 9 1 < p <	 The set of all sequences x = (xl,x2,...)
of complex numbers such that 	 Ixilp < ® constitutes a normed linear
1=1 .CC.
space (0) by the norm 11XII	 (L 
I xi1p)1^P. ( Rp ) is a Banach space;
i=1
in particular R2 is a Hilbert space with the inner product defined by
M
(X ,Y) = iIIxiyi.
(2) Lp (Q), 1 << p <	 The set of all real valued (or complex-
valued) measurable functions f(x) defined a.e. (almost everywhere) on :2,
where 2 is an open subset of R n , such that Ix(s)1 p is Lebesque integrable
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over S2 coi:stitutes a normed linear space Lp (R); it is a linear space by
(f+g)(x) = f(x) + g (x) and Of) (x) = af(x)
and the norm Ls defined by
I I x I I = ( f If(x)I pdx) 1/p (dx-dx1dx20.-dxn),
S2
LP (Q) is a Banach space whose elements are the classes of equivalent
p th
-power integrable functions. In particular, L2 (0) is a Hilbert space
with the inner product defined by
( f s g) = ff(x) g(x) dxe
n
Let X be a nonmed linear space. A point x e X is said to be a
limit point of a set D= X if there exists a sequence of distinct elements
{xn)e- D such that x  -+ x as n *	 The closure of a set D. denoted by D,
is the set comprised of D and all the limit points of Do A set D is said
to be closed if D = A and is said to be dense in X if D = X. Hen-e if
D is closed and dense in X then D = X.
Di:.finition III- lo 	 Let XI
 = (X9 11'11 1 ) 9 X2 = (X 9 	 11 ^112)	 where
X is a linear space.	 The two norms 11^111 and	 11'112 are said to be
equivalent if there exist real numbers 6, y with 0 < 6 < Y < m such
that
6 1 I X I1 2 < 11 x 11 1 g Y 11X11 2 for all x e X.
Thus, if XI is a Banach space so is X20
Definition III-2 o A nonmed linear space is uniformly convex if
for any e > 0, there exists a 6 = 6(e) > 0 such that 11 x 11 < i s 11 y 11 < 1
and 11x-y11 > E implies 11x+y11 Q 2(1-6),
A Hilbert space is uniformly convex, for by the parallelogram
law if II x II < 19 I I y I 1< 1 and ( 1 x-y 1 1 g e then
I IX+y112
	
21 I X I 1 2 + 211 y 11 2 - 11x-yl 
12 < 4-e2
which implies that 11x+y11 < 2(1-6) for some 6 = 6(e) > 0.
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B. Linear and Nonlinear Operators
Let X and Y be linear spaces on the same field of scalars K.
Let A be an operator (or function or mapping) which maps part of X
into Y. The domain of A, denoted by D(A), is the set of all x e X
such that there exists a y t Y for which Axwyo The range of A. denoted
by R(A), is the set {Ax; x e D(A)}. The null space (or kernel) of A is
N(A) - {xg Ax = 0}, If D(A1 ) 4= D(A2) and Alx = A2  for all x e D(Al)9
then A2 is called an extension of A l or Al is called a restriction of
A2 and this is denoted by A 1= A2 , If D(A1) = D(A2) and Alx = A2x for
all x e D(A 1), then Al = Ago The operator A is called one-to-one if
distinct elements in D(A) are mapped into distinct elements of R(A)
and in this case, A is -said to have an inverse and is denoted by A71.
An operator A with domain D(A) a linear subspace of X and range R(A)
in Y is called linear if for all x,y a D(A) and all a,s a K,
A( ax + Sy) = cAx + My, and is called nonlinear if it is not linear.
A linear operator A is one-to-one if and only if N(A) _ { 0 }0
if X and Y are nonmed linear spaces and T is a linear operator
with U(T)e- and range R(T)e- Y, the following statements are equivalent*
(a) T is continuous on D(T), (b) T is bounded, i.e., there exists a
number M > 0 such that for all x e D(T), jjTxjj < Nljjxjj (note that the
two norms of the inequality are, in general, not the same). If T is
bounded, the norm of T is defined by*
I T 11 = sup(JITxljs I jxj ) < 1, x e D(T)).
With this norm, the space of all bounded linear operators with domain
X and range in Y denoted by L(X,Y) is a normed linear space if we
defikse addition of operators and multiplication of operators by scalars
'..	 (T+S)x - Tx+Sx. (aT)x = aTx	 T,S a L(X,Y) and x e X.
If, in addition, Y is a Banach space, so is L(X,Y).
Let X, Y be nonmed linear spaces on the same scalar field.
Then the product space X x Y is a nonmed linear space of all ordered
pairs (x,y} x e X, y e Y with addition and scalar multiplication de':+
by
{xl,yl} + {x2,y2} = {xI + x2 9 YI + Y2}
a{x,y) = {ax, ay}
and with norm Riven by
11 {x e y} 11 = (11 x II 2 + Ilyl12)1120
If X and Y are Banach spaces, so is X x Y. If T is a linear operator
with D(T)s X and R(T)C Y, the graph of T, G(T), is the set ({x,Tx};
x e V(T)). Since T is linear, G(T) is a subspace of X x Y. A linear
operator T is said to be -losed in X if the graph G(T) of T is closed
in X x Y. A useful criterion to test whether a linear operator is closed
is the followings A linear operator T is closed if and only if xn c D(T),
X  -> x, Txn -> y imply x e D(T) and Tx = y. The above criterion is
sometimes used as the definition of a closed operator. If T. is closed
then the inverse T-1 9  if it exists, is closed. It is to be noted that
a continuous (or bounded) linear operator need not be closed and a closed
operator m<y be unbounded. However, if T in continuous and Y is a Banach
space, T has a unique extension T to DO) such that JIT11 - ( I T 11 and T
is closed; if in addition, D(T) is dense in s Banach space X, then T e L(X,Y).
The following theorem is known as the Banach Closed Graph Theorem.
Theorem I1I=1. A closed linear operator T defined on a Banach space
X into a Banach space Y is continuous.
r
0
'i
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A linear operator T is said to be closable if there exists a
linear extension of T which is closed in X. When T is closable, there
is a closed operator T with G(T) P(T); T is called the closure of T
and is the smallest closed extension of T. in the sense that any closed
extension of T is also an extension of T. A linear operator T is closable
if and only if x 
n 
e D(T), x  -> 0 and Txn -►
 y imply that y©Q. In such
cases, the closure T of T can be defined as follows: x e D(T) If and
only if there exists a sequence (xn)e D(T, such that xn ^ac and l^ Txn = y
exists; and we define Tx = y. It can be eh on that Y is uniquely defined
by x and T is closed. Let X and Y be normed linear spaces on the same
scalar field and T be a one-to-one operator with D(T)C X and R(T)c Y.
The inverse of T is the map from R(T) into X given by T71 (Tx) = x. If
T is linear, then T 1 is linear with domain R(T) and range D(T). T-1
exists and is continuous if and only if there exists an in > 0 such that
IjTxjI a mjjxjj for x E D(T). If this is the case, JIT 111 ®m 1. T-1
is closed if and only if T is closed.
Definition 111-3. Let H - (H,(-a-)) be a Hilbert space and S
be an operator with domain dense in H and range in H. The adjoint
operator of S. denoted by S*, is defined as follows: y e 11 is in the
domain of S* if and only if there exists a y* e H such that
(Sx,Y) ® (x,y*)
	
for all x e D(S)
and we define S*y = y*. S* exists if and only if D(S) is dense in H
and in this case, S* is a closed linear operator. S is called symmetric
if S G
 S*, i.e., S* is an extension of S. and is called selfmadjoint if
S=S*. Thus, a self-adjoint operator is closed. S is said to be positive
definite if there exists a 6 > 0 such that
(Sx,x) ^> 611%,I2	 for all x e D(S).
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Let X and Y be normed linear spaces, Suppose T is a linear
operator with domain X and range in Y. T is said to be completely
continuous (or compact) if, for each bounded sentience {xn } in X,
the sequence {Tx n } contains a subsequence converging to some limit
in Yo Compact operators possess many interesting properties (see, e.g.,
[23])e Since these properties are not needed in the present dis-
cussion of stability analysis we shall not state them here,
Ca Linear Functionals, Conjugate Spaces and Weak Convergence
A numerical function f(x) defined on a normed linear space X
is called a functional, A functional is said to be linear if for any
x,y e X and a,B e K (real or complex number field)
flax + By) - af(x) + Bf(y),
and it is said to be continuous if for anv e > 0 there exists a d > 0
such that
lix°Y1I < d
	 implies lf(x)°f(y)l < eo
f is said to be bounded if there exists a constant M such that
Jf(x)J < MJJxJJ for all x e X.
The following statements are equivalent: (a) f is continuous at any
fixed element xoe Xe (b) f is continuous on Xa (c) f is uniformly
continuous on Xe (d) f is bounded on X.
Let XOY be normed linear spaces on the same scalar field of
real or complex numbers and let L (X,Y) be the class of all bounded
linear operators on X to Yo I£
 Y is the reel or complex number field
topologized in the usual way (i , e,, the absolute value Jal is taken as
the norm of a in Y), L(X,Y) is called the conjugate space (or dual space
3
^en1
define the norm of f e X* by
Ifil 
= , SUP ®1 if(x)l
then X* is a Banach space. Note that X is not necessarily a Banach
space. For a given normed linear space X, the existence of a non-
trivil continuous linear functional on X can be ensured by thu Hahn-
Banach extension theorem which is stated as follows for the case of
a normed linear space.
Theorem 111-2 (Hahn-Banach theorem). Let X be a normed linear
space, M a linear subspace of X and f a continuous linear functional
defined on M. Then there exists a continuous linear functional F
defined on X such that F is an extension of f (i.e., F(x) ® f(x) for
all x e M) with 11F11 c 11M.
A direct consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem is tae following.
Theorem 111-3. Let X be a normed linear space and x  ¢ 0 be any
element of X. Then there exists a continuous linear functional f on X
such that f(x 0)- lIX0 11 2 and 11f1l ® 11x'!1-
Corollary. If f(x) = 0 for every £ e X* then x a 0. In parti-
cular, if f(x)
	
f(y) for every f e X* then x ® y.
In case X is a Hilbert space, X* can be identified with X as can
be seen from the Riesz representation theorem.
Theorem 111-4 (Riesz representation. theorem). For any linear
functional f on a Hilbert spaceH a (H, (•.•)), there exists an element
{
I
.k
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yf a H a uniquely determined by the functional f, such that
f(x) o (x,yf )	 for every x e li,
Moreover,	 IIf11	 H yfII,
Corollarv, Let H be a Hilbert space, Then the totality
of all bounded linear functionals H* on }i constitutes also a Hilbert
space, and there is a norm-preserving, one-to-one correspondence
f 4--► yf between H* and H.
It ,should be remarked here that by the correspondence in the
above corollary, H* may be identified with H as an abstract set; but
it is not allowed to identify, by this correspondence, H* with H as
linear spaces, since the correspondence f +, ► yf is conjugate linearo
(a1f1 +3 2 f 2 ) a- b. (a lyfI + a2yf2)
where al , a2
 are complex numbers, However if we define the space H*
to be the set of all bounded semi-linear forms on H (i.e., by defining
(f l + f2) (x) ® f l (X)+ f2 (x) and (af)x - af(x) for any x e H, f e H*
and a c'K, the complex field) then H can be identified with H* not
only as an abstract set but also as a linear space,
Let X be a normed linear space and X* its conjugate space.
The conjugate space of X*, denote by X**, is called the second con-
jugate (or second dual or bidual) of X. Obviously, X** is a Sanach
space, It can be shown that each x  e X defines a continuous linear
functional fo (x*) on X* by f o (X*) m <xo ,x*>, The mapping
x -). f =Jx0	 0	 0
of X into X** satisfies the conditions
J(x1
 + x2) W Jxl '+ Jx2 , J(ax) ® aJ(x), and IIJxi1-Ilxl1,
The mappia+,, J is called the canonical mapping of X into X**o
P
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Definition I11-4. A normed linear space X is said to be
{
reflexive if X may be identified with its second dual X** by the
correspondence. x '-► Jx above.
In generals a Banach space X can be identified with only a
subspace of its second dual space X**. However, under the condition
of local compactness of X s it may be identified with X**s The
following theorem is important in view of its applications.
Theorem III-5 (Eberlein-Shmulyan). A Banach space X is
reflexive if and only if every strongly bounded sequence of X
contains a subsequence which converges weakly to an element of X
(i.e., locally sequentially compact).
For a proof of the above theorem see, e.g., [23].
Theorem III=6. A uniformly convex Banach space is reflexive.
In particular, a Hilbr-rt space is reflexive.
It is known that, for l < p < W , the spaL_s TY and P,p are
uniformly convex (see Clarkson [41) and thus are reflexive.
In the development of stability theory in Chapters V and VI,
we have introduced the concept of equivalent inner product. The
following theorem which was formulated by P. Lax and A. N. Milgram
plays an important role in the construction of an equivalent inner
product.
Theorem 111-7 (Lax-Mileram). Let H be a Hilbert space. Let
V(x,y) be a complex-valued functional defined on the product space
H x H which satisfies the conditions:
(i) Sesqui=linearity, i.e.;
V(a1x1 + a2x2 . y) aI'J(xl ,y) + a2V (x2 s y ) and
V(x, 0171 + 8 2y2) R1V(xsyg) + 12V(x,y2).
i
i
r
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(ii) Boundedness, i. e., there exists a positive constant y
Iv(x9y) I =< Yl lxi 1 11Y11.
such that
(iii) Positivity, i.e., there exists a positive constant 6
such that
v(x,x) a 6 11x11 2.
Then there exists a uniquely determined bounded linear operator S with
a bounded linear inverse S-1  such that
v(x,y) ® (x,Sy)	 whenever x,y a 11
and 11'3 11 m -Y9 	 11 S 1 11 1 6°1,
A proof of the above theorem can be found in (23],
Definition III-5, A sequence (xn ) in a normed linear space X
is said to converge weakly to an element x e X if 
aim 
f(xn) f(x) for
every f e X*, In this case, x is uniquely determined in virtue of
Hahn-Banach theorems we shall write wmlim x ®x or simply x
	
x in the
n-)- n	 n
sense of weak convergence. It is to be recalled that 
n^ 
xn
 x or
x  -* x denotes convergence in the strong topology (i.e., norm topology),
Theorem III-8, Let Ix 
n
) be a sequence of elements in a normer;
linear space X. (a) If xn -> x then xn -b-x but not conversely, (b) If
n w 	 IIn11	 II Il <n 	li n l1.	 (c)xn w xx ► x then x	 < m for all n and	 x a	 x	 -> 
if and only if (i) sup II X 11 < ® and (11) ^^f(xn) E f(x) for every
f e D where D is a dense subset of X* (in the strong topology of X*),
As an example of a weakly convergent sequence which is not
strongly convergent, we take the sequence of vectors
el a (1,0,0,,,,,)9 e2 90 (0 9 1 9 0 9 000) 9 „ e
in the Hilbert space ( 9, 2 ), This sequence converges weakly to zero since
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by theorem III-4 9 given any f E ( 2tt )* there exists an x = (x1 ,x29 ... )
e(R2 ) such that f ( en) 	 (en , x)	 xn ► 0. However, {en} does not
converge strongly to zero since Ilx n 11 = 1 for every n = 1929^^
In a Hilbert space ti, if the sequence { xn } of H converges
weakly to x e If and lim Ixnk = IIXII, then {x n }converges strongly
to x. In the case of a finite dimensional space, weak convergence
coincides with strong convergence. Weak convergence is related to the
weak topology of X, as strong convergence is related to the strong
topology. In the development of our results, there is no need of the
deeper notion of weak topology; the use of the simple notion of weak
convergence is sufficient for our purpose .
Definition III-6. A sequence {fn } in the conjugate space X*
of a nonmed linear space X is said to convarge weakly* to an element
f E X* if 
n^ 
fn (x) f(x) for every x E X. We shall write wtt^Iimfn=f
or simply fn	f.
Theorem III-9. Let {fn } be a sequence of elements in the con-
u ate space X* of a nonmed space X.
	
->	 ^^*j g	 	 p	 (^? %f fn	 f then fn -> f but
w*
not conversely. (b) If X is a Banach space and if fn > f then IIfn II < ..
for every n and IIfII < nIIfn II°
The weak continuity and weak differentiability are defined similarly.
Definition III-7. Let x(t) be a vector-valued function defined
on [0, -) to X. x(t) is said to be weakly continuous in t if <x(t) 9 f>
is continuous for each f E X*; it is said to be weakly differentiable in
t if <x(t), f> is differentiable for each f e X*. If the derivative cf
<x(t), f> has the form <y(t), f> for each f e X*, y(t) is the weak deri-
vative of x(t) and we write dx(t)/dt = y(t) weakly. Similar terminology
applies if x(t) is defined on (-m , ®).
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Theorem III-10. For any interval (a,b), if x(t) is waakly
differentiable for t e (a,b) with weak derivative identically zero,
then by using the corollary of theorem III-3 x(t) is constant.
D. Spectral Theory , Semi-groups and Croups
Let T be a linear operator with domain D(T) and range R(T)
both contained in a normed linear space X. The distributions of values
X for which the linear operator (XI-T) has an inverse and the properties
of the inverse when it exists are called the spectral theory for the
operator T.
Definition III-8. If ao is such that R(AoI-T) is dense in X
and aoI-T has a continuous inverse ( a oI-T) -1 , X. is said to be in the
resolvent set p(T) of T; the inverse ( a oI-T) -1 is denoted by R(a o ;T) and
is called the resolvent of 'i at X 0 All complex numbers a not in p(T)
form a set a(T), called the spectrum of T.
Theorem III-11. Let X be a Banach space and T a closed linear
operator with D(T) and R(T) both in X. Then for anv a c p(T), the
resolvent R(),; T) is an everywhere defined continuous linear operator.
The resolvent p(T) of T is an open set of the complex plane.
The above theorem implies that for any a e p(T), R(XI-T) =
= D(R(a; T)) = X. and that the spectrum o(T) of T is a closed set of the
complex plane. Further details on spectral theory can be found in [5] or
[23].
In the study of stability of solutions to linear operational
differential equations in the following chapter, we have used extensively
the semi-group and group theory developed by Hille and Yosida. Much
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about this basic concept can be found in their respective books
[8}, [23 }e However, we shall introduce some of the basic notions
and theorems in the remainder of this section. T'ie concept of
nonlinear semi-gv:,ups, which is used in the study of nonlinear
operational differential equations, will be introduced in a later
chapter (see Chapter V)o In the following, X is assumed to be a
real Banach space,
Definition III-9 e For each t e [0 0 w), let T  a L(X,X)o
The family {Tt;t ® 01c
 L(X,X) is called a strongly continuous semi-
group of class Co or simply a semi-group of class Co if the following
conditions holds
(i) TBTt	 Ts+t	 for s,t ® 0.
(ii) To - I	 (I is the identity operator),
(iii) t+g Ttx - Tt x	 for each to ® 0 and each x e X.
	
0	 0
Definition III-10 e The family { Tt9	 c_< t < w} L(X,X) is
called a strongly continuous group of class C o or simply a group of
class Co
 if the following conditions hold:
	
(i) TsTt . Ts#t
	
for
	
< s,t < w
(11) To - I
(iii) lim Ttx - Tt x for -® < to <	 and each x e X.
	
0	 0
It is clear that if {T t9 - ^ < t < w} is a group, then both
(Tt g t o 0) and {T t g t < 0} are semi-groups, If { Tt 6 t g 01 is a
semi-group, its norm satisfies for some M ® 1 and a <
J jTt jj a M eat	 for t ® 0.
If a can be taken as a . 0 0 [T t;t ® 0} is said to be an equibounded
semi-group of class Co p if in addition M-1 9 it is called a contraction
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semi-group of class C o . If 6 can be taken as ^ < 0 9
 {T t ; t > 0} is
.;aid to he a negative semi-group of class C c and if, in addition, M=1,
c is called a negative contraction semi-group of class Co , If
{Tt; -m < t < m} is a group then the above inequality is replaced by
	
ll T t ll < M esltl	 for -m < t <
Similar terminology applies for a group.
Definition III-11. The infinitesimal generator A of the semi-
group {T t ; t > 01 is defined by
lim Thx-x
Ax	
11+0	 h
for all x c X such that the limit exists.
For the infinitesimal generator A of a semi-group of class Co,
the following properties of A are known (e.g., see Yosida [23]).
Theorem III-12. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a
semi-group {T t ; t > 0}. Then (a) A is a closed linear operator with
domain V(A) dense in X and the zero vector 0 c V(A), (b) if x c V(A)
then T tx c 'D(A) for all t > 0 and d/dt (T tx) = AT tx = T tAx, and (c)
if ll T t ll < M e st , then all A with Re(A) > S is in the resolvent set
P(A) of A.
The following result is due 'to F. Hille and K. Yosida indepen-
dently of each other around 1948 and is called the Hille-Yosida theorem.
We state it w'. X as a Banach space rather than the more general
locally convex linear topological space.
Theorem III-13 (Hille-Yosida theorem). I.et A be a closed
linear operator with domain D(A) dense in X and range R(A) in X. Then A
is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group {T t ; t ? 01 satisfying
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IITt1I = M 
eSt 
with M = 1 and B < - if and only if there exists real
numbers M and R as above such that for every integer n > B, n e p(A)
and
IIR(n9A)mII = II(nI-A)-mII < M(n-B) -m	(m=1,2,-o ).
Notice that in the above theorem, B can be positive as well as negative.
Definition III-12. Let A be a linear operator with domain
D(A) and range R(A) both contained in a Hilbert space II. A is called
uissipative with respect to the inner product (.s.) of It if
Re(Ax,x) << 0	 for x e D(A)
and is called strictly dissipative if there exists a B > 0 such that
Re(Ax,x) _` -B(x,x)	 for x e D(A).
Theorem III-14. Let A be a linear operator with domain D(A)
dense in H and range R(A) in H. Then A is the infinitesimal generator
of a contraction semi-group of class C o in II if and only if A is
dissipative and R(I-A) = He and A is the infinitesimal generator of a
negative contraction semi-group of class C o in H if and only if A is
strictly dissipative and R((1=B)I-A) - H where B is the constant in
definition III-12.
Corollary. Let A be a densely defined closed linear operator
from a Hilbert space H into H. If A and its adjoint operator Ax are
both dissipative, then A is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction
semi-group of class Co.
E. Distributions and Sobolev Spaces
In this section, we shall introduce some of the fundamental
definitions and theorems on the theory of distributions and on the
class of Sobolev spaces.
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A real-valued function q(x) defined on a linear space X is
called a semi-norm on X, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) q (x + y) = q (x) + q(y)
(ii) q (ax) - I fi l a(x).
It follows directly from the definition that q(0) - 0, q(x-y) >>
jq(x) - q(y)l and q(x) 4 0, Let f(x) be a complex-valued (or
real-valued) function defined in an open subset 0 of the Euclidean
space Rn. The support of f, denoted by supp (f), means the smallest
closed set containing the set (x a 2; f (x) ¢ 0} (or equivalently, the
smallest closed set of a outside of which f vanishes identically),
Definition III-13, By Cm (Q), 0 m e -, we denote the set
of all complex-valued (or real-valued) functions defined in 9 which
have continuous partial derivatives
(of order < ® if m
	 By Cm(S2),0
of Cm (S2) with compact supports, i.e
supports are compact subsets of Q.
of order up to and including m
we denote the scat of all functions
,, those functions of e(S1) whose
(A subset of Rn is compact if and
only if it is closed and bounded). In the case of m - m the linear
space C0 (S2) defined by
(fl + f2 )(x) = fl (x) + f2 (x), (af)(x) = af(x)
is of particular importance,
For any compact subset K of Q. let DK(R) be the set of all
functions f e e (52) such that supp(f)c Ka Define a family of semi-
norms on DK (S2) by
gKep	,(f)	 ^a^, 
sup
x e K ^Daf(x)^	 (p < W)
whew
a ® (a1 , at, ^„ a an with a^ > 0	 (J=1,2,,,, ,n),
Da aal+a2+800+an
m
a 
l
X  ax 22 0 0 oa xnn
DK (R) is a locally covex linear topological space. The strict
inductive limit of DK (Q)°s, where K ranges over all compact subsets
of Q, is a locally convex linear topological space. Topologized in
this way, C°(Q) will be denoted by D(R). The convergence lim f -> fo	 n-+® n
in D(R) means that the following two conditions are satisfied: (i)
there exists a compact subset K of Q such that supp(f n)c K
(n=1,2,o„), and (ii) for any differential operator Da , the sequence
efn (x) converges to Daf (x) uniformly on K.
Definition III-14. A linear functional £ defined and continuous
on D(Q) is called a distribution or a generali=ed function in 9; and
the value f(^) is called the value of the distribution f at the testing
function ¢ e D(n). The set of all distributions in R is denoted by
D(R)* since it is the conjugate space (or dual space) of D(Q). It is
a linear space by
(f + 00) - fM + g (0 9 (af)(0) = of(Oo
Concerning the criteria for a linear functional to be a
distribution, the following two theorems are useful,
Theorem III-15. A linear functional f defined on D(n) is a
distribution in D if and only if f is bounded on every bounded set of
D(Q) (in the topology of D(Q)).
Theorem 111-16, A linear functional f defined on Co(Q) is
a distribution in D if and only if f satisfies the conditions To
every compact subset K of Q. there correspond a positive constant C
and a positive integer m such that lf(O,)l i 
C lal s ,x a KIDao(x)l when®
ever 0 c DK01),
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Definition I11-15. The derivative of a distribution f is
defined by
8x f($) 	 °f( a '3 (x )	 (i-l,2,... ,n), $ e D(R).i	 xi
Thus , a distribution in Q is infinitely differentiable and
(Daf)($) _ (-1 ) lal f(Da$) a -(a 190129 ...,an), lal - n aJ=1
Sobolev Spaces Wmep (52). Let 52 be an open subset of the
Euclidean space Rn , and m a positive integer. For 1 < p < w , we
_
denote by WmsP (S2) the set of all complex-valued (or real-valued)
functions f(x) = f(x1O X2 ,000,xn) defined in 52 such that f and its
n
distributional derivatives D a f of order Ial = I a < m all belong to
LP (52) . Wm ' p (52) is a normed linear space by
(f + g) (x) = f(x) + g(x), (af) (x) - of (x) and
IIfII
mop = ( I	 f iDaf(x)lp dx)1/P,Ial^m 9
where dx=dxIdx2 ... dxn is the Lebesgue measure in Rn , under the con-
vention that two functions f and g are considered as the same vector
of Wm ' P (52) if f=g a.e. in Q. Thus Wmsp (S2) is a subspace of LP(Q).
It is easy to see that 0,2 (52) is an inner product space by the inner
product
(feg)m 2 = E	 I Daf(x) Dag(x) dx.o	 IaI<m n
In fact, the space 14m*P (Q) is a Banach space. In particular,
Wm(n) =_ W,92 (S2) la a Hilbert space by the norm IIfII m =_ I W I m 2 and
e
the scalar product (f,g)m = (f,g)m,2.
The spaces Hm M and 1o(S2). Let S2 be an open domain of ltn
and 0 e m < =. Then the totality of functions f E Cm(S2) for which
The completion of P(n) is a Hilbert space and is denoted by e(g).
Similarly, the totality of functions f e C o (n) with the norm 11f1lm
and the inner product (f,g) m defined as for f c Cm(62) constitutes an
n
inner product space Ho(12) whose completion is a Hilbert space denoted
by Ho(0),
The above definition implies that C%2) is dense in Ho m.
In fact, we have
Theorem III-17, The subset Co(R) of LP M. 1 < p	 is
dense in LP M.
f
a
t
i
a
a
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I	
IV. STABILITY THEORY OF LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
IN BANACH SPACES
This chapter is concerned with the stability as well as
the existence and uniqueness of a solution of the operational differ-
ential equation
ddtt	 = Ax(t)	 (t > 0)	 (IV-1)
where the unknown function x(t) is a vector-valued function defined
on [0, -) to a real Banach space X and A is a given, in general un-
bounded, linear operator with domain D(A) and range R(A) both in X.
It is well known that some linear systems of differential equations,
both ordinary and partial, can be reduced to the form as in (IV-1) and
in such cases A may be considered as an extension of a linear differen-
tial operator. In order to examine the stability of solutions to (IV-1),
it is only necessary to characterize their properties without actually
constructing the solutions. This is done by considering the properties
of a semi-group because if A is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-
group (T t 9 t n 01 of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X then
a solution to (IV-1) starting at to c 0 from xo e J(A) is given by
x(t, xo , to) = T txo for all t > to wi h x(tog xo , to) = xo . Thus it is
important to impose conditions on the operator A so that it is the infin-
itesimal generator of a semi-group from which the existence of a solution
is ensured. Then, the stability criteria can be established from the
semi-group properties.
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It was seen in Chapter II that by using semi-group or group
theory, a Lyapunov stability theory for the linear operational differ-
ential equation (IV-1) in a real Hilbert space was established in [3]
and the extension to a real Banach space for the case of a grou p was
accomplished in [21]. In order to describe these results and the
further developments, it is convenient to state some fundamental defini-
tions and known results,
Definition IV-1. A solution x(t) of the e quation (IV-1) with
initial condition x(0) = x e D(A) means:
(a) x(t) is uniformly continuous in t for each t > 0 with
X(0) = xe
(b) x(t) a D(A) for each t > 0 and Ax(t) is continuous in t
for each t >= 0;
(c) the derivative of x(t) exists (in the strong topology)
for all t > 0 and equals Ax(t)o
Definition IV-2. An equilibrium solution of (IV-1) is a
solution x(t) of (IV®1) such that
jjx(t)=x(0)jj - 0 	 for all t	 00
and is denoted by x(t) = xea
Definition IV-3. An equilibrium solution xe of (IV=1) is said
to be stable (with respect to initial perturbations) if given any e> 0,
t
there exists a d > 0 such thad
Hx°x°	es11 < d implies lix(t) °x.11 < e for all t > 0;
x  is said to be asymptotically stable if
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where x(t) is any solution of (IV-1) with x(0) = x c D(A). If there
exists positive constants M and B such ehat
(ii ) , IIx(t)-xe11 ® M e-Bt H x-xe
then xe
 is called exponentially asymptotically stable.
It is clear from the above definition that if 0 e v(A) then
x=0, the null solution, is an equilibrium solution of (IV-1). Suppose
that an equilibrium solution xe
 exists. By letting, y(t) = x(t)-xe,
equation (IV-1) becomes dy(t)!dt - Ay(t) (t g 0) which is the same form
as the original equation with initial condition y(0) = x(0)-x . Since
e
the domain of the operator A which we are concerned with contains the
zero vector, it follows that the study of the stability problem of an
equilibrium solution of a linear system is equivalent to the stud y
 of
the stability property of the null solution. Throughout this chanter,
the null solution is assumed as the underlying equilibrium solution
which implies that definition IV-3 for stability or asymptotic stability
of an equilibrium solution can be simplified by taking x  = 0. It
should be remarked that the stability theory developed in this and the
following two chapters is not limited to equilibrium solutions; in fact,
it is valid by starting from any initial element x
0 
in D(A) with
solution x(t; xo , to) which is not an e quilibrium solution (such as a
periodic solution or any unperturbed solution).
The following three theorems are from [3].
Theorem IV- lo Let H1 = (H, (. 9 0 1) be a real Hilbert space.
An inner product (® ' o) 2 defined on the linear space H is equivalent to
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the inner product ( 0 00) 1 if and only if there exists a symmetric
bounded positive definite linear operator S e L(H l p EI1 ) such that
(7 9 y) 2 = (x 9 sy) 1 for all x 9 y a H.
Remarks. (a) The above theorem is stated in a slightly
different way from the original form for the sake of definiteness;
prcof of the above result remains the same. It is to be noted that
if S e L (HI e H1) e the terminologies of symmetry and self-adjointness
of S are the same. (b) Theorem IV-1 has been extended in Chapter V
to the case of a complex Hilbert space where the symmetricity condi-
tion is not explicitly needed.
A Lyapunov functional on a real Hilbert space H 1 is defined
in [3] through the symmetric bilinear form
V (x e y ) = (X9 Sy ) 1 = (YO SX) I	x9y a H1
where S e L(HI9 HI) is a self-adjoint (symmetric) bounded positive
definite linear operator. The Lyapunov functional is defined by
®(x) = V(x 9 x)	 x e !11.
It follows from the above definition and theorem IV-1 that V(x9y)
defines an equivalent inner product with respect to (.9•) 1 (see
definition V-7).
Theorem IV-2. Let A be a linear operator with domain D(A)
dense in HV range R (A) in H1 and R(I-A) = Hl . Then the null solution
of (IV-1) is asymptotically stable if there exists a Lyapunov func-
tional v (x) such that
3(x) = 2V(x,Ax) a -2 S ^1x1^ 2
_	 I	 x e D(A).
It has been shown in [3] that under the 1,k7pothesis of theorem
IV-2 9
 A generates a negative semi-group so that the null solution of
IV-1 is asymptotically stable.
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Theorem IV-3. Let A be a linear operator with domain P(A)
dense in H1
 and range R(A) in H 1
 such that R(al-A) = H l for real a
with Ia1 sufficiently large, Then A is the infinitesimal generator
of a negative group (i.e., a groun of exponential type) if anu „nlv
if there. exists a Lvapunov functional v(x) = V(x,x) such that for
some constant 6, Y with 0 < 6 < Y < m
-2yv(x,x) < V(x) = 2V(x,A x) < -26V(x,x) x E 1)(A).
Remark, by the definition of a Lyapunov functional, (x,y)2_V(x,y)
defines an equivalent inner product and thus the above inequality is the
same as
°Y11X112 < (x,Ax) 2 < 7611X112
where (-,-) 2
 is equivalent to (. 9 .) 1
 (see definition V-7).
In order to extend theorems IV-2 and IV-3 to a Banarh space,
the notion of semi-scalar product, introduced by Lumer and Phillips
[15] in the study of contraction semi-groups, is used. Th*• following
two theorems are from [15] and their proofs can also be found in [23].
Theorem IV-4 (Lumen). To each pair {x,y} of a complex (or
real) normed space X, we can associate a complex (or real) number [x,y]
such that
( 1) [x + y 9 Z 1 = [X,Z] + [ Y'z1;
( ii )	 [ax ,y] = a[X,y]s
[x,X] = 1ix1129
(iv)	 1 [x,y ] 1 = 11 X 11 11Y
[x,y] is called a semi-scalar product of the vectors x and v.
Because the construction of a semi-scalar product is essential
in our later development, we give a brief proof of this theorem.
C.
According to the Hahn-Banach
there exists at least one (1
functional f  c X*, the dual
0
and fx 
0 
(xo ) = jjxo112. This
theorem (theorem IIY-3), given any x  c
at us choose exactly one) bounded linear
space of X, such that 11 fx0 11 = Hx011
is true for any x  c X. It is clear that
[ x , y i = fy(x)
defines a semi-scalar product.
Definition IV-4. Let a complex (or real) Banach space X be
endowed with a semi-scalar product [x,yl. A linear operator A with
domain V(A) and range R(A) both in X is call ed dissipative (with
respect to [ - 4-1) if
Re[Ax,xl = 0	 x c VW,
and is called strictly dissipative (with respect to [ 0 0=1) if there
exists a real number a > 0 such that
?e[Ax,x] < - Bfx,xl = - 6 11xl1 2	 x c D(A).
The supremum of all the positive numbers a satisfying the above ine qual-
ity is called the dissipative constant of A.
TbAorem T.V-5 (Phillips and Lumer). Let A be a linear operator
with V(A) and R(A) both contained in a complex (or real) Ban,.:::h space
X such that'U(A) is dense in X. Then A generates a contraction semi-
group in X if and only if A is dissipative (with respect to any semi-
scalar product) and R(I-A) = X.
Corollary. Let A be a linear cperator with 'D(A) and R(A) both
contained in a real Banach space X such that 'D(A) is dense in X. Then
A generates a negative contraction 6emi-group in X if and only if A is
strictly dissipative wish dissipative constant S and R(I-(BI + A)) M X.
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The extension of theorem IV-3 from a real Hilbert space to a
real Banach space has been accomplished in [21] where an important
lemma which is also useful in the case of a semi-group is proved.
Before stating these results 9 we introduce one more definition of
equivalent semi-scalar product.
Definition IV-S. Let [.,_] be a semi-scalar product on the
Banach space (X, II°II) with fx,x] - IIxII 2 . Then the semi-scalar
product (...] 1 with [x,x] 1 	IIxIIl is said to be equivalent to [^,.]
on X if and only if II-II 1 and II-II are equivalent on X.
Lemma IV-1. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of 3n equi-
bounded (negative) semi-group (T t g t > 0} in a real Banach space
(X, (I.II). Then there exists an equivalent semi-scalar product [,.]
inducing an equivalent norm II'II1 with respect to which A is dissipa-
tive (strictly dissipative).
This lemma implies that there exist constants a. Y, d with
0<6 <y<W and 0 <3 < W such that
a I I X II 2 < I IXIIl < YIIx II2
and
[Ax,x] < 0	 ([Ax,x] < °SII x II l ) x c D(A).
Theorem IV-66. Let A be a linear operator with domain D(A)
and range R(A) both contained in a real Banach space (:(, 11.11) such
that 1',A' is dense in X. Then A generates a group {T t s _W < t < ..}
in X su,:',L _,a? {T t g t 
a 
0} is a negative contrition semi-group with
respect to an equivalent norm II-II 1 if and only if
YlII x II l << [Ax , x ] < —6 1 il x ^I1	 x e D(A),
i
i
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where 0 < d, a Y1 < w and	 is an equivalent semi-scalar product
consistent with 11'111, and
R(I(1=6 1)®A) = X,	 R(I(1 + y 1) + A) ® X.
B. Construction of Lyapunov Functionals
In a real Hilbert space, a Lyapunov functional can be defined
through a bilinear functional V(x,y) on the product space H x H which
satisfies the conditions of symmetry, boundedness and positive definite-
ness. In case of a general Banach space, it can be defined through an
equivalent semi-scalar product which possesses most of the properties
of the above bilinear functional. (e.g., bilinearity, boundedness and
positive definiteness). We shall give a formal definition of a Lyapunov
functional in this chapter.
Definition IV-6. Let X = (X, 11 ^ 11) be a Banach space, and let
10 0 0] be an equivalent semi-scalar product inducing an equivalent norm
11 . 11 1 on X. The scalar functional v(x) defined by
v(x) m
 [x,x] for all x e. X
is called a Lyapunov functional.
It follows from thn above definition that there exist constants
6 and y with 0< 6 y<	 such that
611XII 2 < v(x) a YII x 11 2 for all x e X
since 11 . 11 and 11 . 11 1 are equivalent.
In order to prove the main results, we show the following; lemma
which plays an essential role in the construction of a Lyapunov functional.
Lemma IV-2, Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group	
i
(T t s t ® 0) in a Banach -,pace X with norm	 and let [s,.] be any
j
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semi-scalar product on X, Then
2[AT tx, Ttx] '° dt IIT txII 2 	 (t ^> 0, x e 'D(A))o	 (%V°2)
Proof, Let t > 0 be fixed. Choose h with IhI < t so that
Tt+hx is defined for any x e V(A). By the property of semi-scalar
product, we have
[Tt+h x°Ttx, Tt a [Tt+hx' Ttx] e [Ttx, Ttx,
< I I Tt+hxl I I I Ttx I I ° IITtxII2 _ IITtxII (IITt+hxl I e I ITtxI I).
Bence for h > 0, the above inequality implies, on dividing both sides
by h, that
[Tt+hx°Ttx	
IIT xI I (I ITt+h
xll ° I I Ttx ll ).
h	
' T xj =t	
t	 h
As h d 0, this becomes
(ATtx s Ttx] a II TtxII at II TtxII ° 1/2 dt IITtxII,
since the differentiability of T tx implies the differentiability of
II T txII° For the case of h < 0, we have on dividing both sides by h
[ Tt+hx ° Ttx 	11 Tt+hx I I° I I Ttx I I
h	 Ttx]	 II TtxII (	 h	 )
Since h 1 (T t+hx®Ttx) a 11,1_1 (Ttx=T te lhlx), i follows by taking h + 0
:i in the above inequality that
(ATtx, Ttx) > I I T *xl I d I I Ttxl I @ 1/2 dt I ITtx112
Comparing the two inequalities n.rzvalving the same term 1/2 dIITtx1 12/dt
yields
2(ATtx, Ttx) . dt IlTtX112
which proves the lemma for t > 0, The validity of (IV-2) for t ® 0
l;
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follows from a theorem which will be shown in a later section (see
theorems IV-10 and IV=11) wbsre the derivative of. IITtx112 at t®0
is taken as the right side derivative.
Remarks. 'a) By following the same proof as above, it can
be shown that if A is the infinitesimal generator of a group IT to
-W < t < ..}, then
2 [AT tx ® Ttx] 8 dt IITtx112	 ®®< t <
(b) The requirements in lemma IV-2 can be replacca by a weaker assump-
tion: Let x(t) be a vector valued function def,ned on [a,b] to a
Banach space X. Suppose that v(t) is strongly differ-•-.ciable with
respect to t (and so Iix(t)II is also differentiable in t), then for
any semi-scalar product 10001
2[ dt x(t)9 x(t)] dt Il x (t)11 2 	 a < t < b.
The proof is the same as in lemma IV-2 by replacing T,R by x(t).
The application of the "direct method" to stability problems
consists of defining a Lyapunov fuur.taonal with appropriate properties
whose existence implies the desired type of stability. In this chapter,
we are particularly interested in the stable and the exponentially asymptot-
ically stable type. In case the operator A of (IV-1) is an infinitesimal
generator of an equibounded or negative semi-group, then the existence of a
Lyapunov functional having the desired property can be constructed as is
seen in the following.
Theorem IV-7. If A is the infinitesimal generator of an equi=
bounded semi-group (Tt` t c 01 (of class C o) in a real Banach space X,
then there exists a Lyapunov functional v(x) such that
0 (x(t)) < 0	 (t g 0)
t
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where x(t) = T t x is an arbitrary solution of (Iv-1) with x c D(A),
Proof, By lemma IV-1, there exists an equivalent semi-scalar
pre _ct [ o e-] inducing an equivalent norm 11 . 11 1 with respect to which
A is dissipative. Define v(x) = [x,x] a II x II 2 , then by the equi-
valence relation of II°II and II°I1 1 there exists constants 6, Y with
0 < d < y <	 such that
61IXI12 < v(x) = 11 x 111 = YIIxII2,
	 (IV-3)
Moreover, by lemma IV-2 and the dissipativity of A, for any x e D(A)
v(T tx) H hPO h 1(v(Tt+hx)°v(Ttx)) - h*0	 1 (II Tt+hx ll l	 IITtx^Il)
dt II TtxI1 2 - 2[ATtx, Ttx] n 0	 (t > 0)
since T rx a V(A) for all t => 0, Hence the theorem is proved,
In cp ,e A is the infinitesimal generator of a negative semi-
group, we have an analogous theorem,
Theorem IV-8, If A is the infinitesimal generator of a negative
semi-group {Tt g t > 0) (of class Co) in a real Banach space X. then
J there exists a Lyapunov functional v(x) such that for some B > 0
IT
~ ^(x(t))
)
-({)	 IIx(t)11.2 (t = 0)
where x(t) m T t x is an arbitrary solution of (IV-1) with x c D(A),
Proof,	 By lemma IV°1. A is strictly dissipative with respect
to an equivalent semi-scalar product [,:,j, By lemma IV-2 and the
strict dissipativity of A we have, following the same reasoning as iaa
the proof of theorem IV
—%r,
2
O(Ttx)	 2[ATtx, Ttx ] $ -2 B11ITtxII1
for some B 1 > 0 where 1I°111 is induced by [a, o], The equivalence
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between II°II and 11':11 1 implies by using. (IV-3) that
w(Ttx) ® =2 016 11 Ttx 11 2 	—B II Ttx ll 2 (t	 n)
where 6 20 16 > 0, Thus the theorem is proved.
In case X is a Hilbert space with norm IIx I = (x,x) 1/2 , the
existence of a Lyapunov functional is still valid although the space
X with the induced norm 11 x 11 1 = [x,x] 1/2 is not necessarily a Hilbert
space, However (X, 11^111) is at least a Banach space since these two
norms are ecuivalent and so the completeness of one F;pace implies the
completeness of the other.
The purpose of constructing a Lyapunov functional with the
property as in theorems IV-7 and IV ®&
 can be seen from the following
considerations: Suppose that a Lyapunov functional v(x) = [x,x]
satisfying
a(x(t,l) $ °R I I x (t)11 2	(t	 o)
for some 6 > 0 can be constructed. Regarding v(x(t)) s v(t) as a
function of t, we have
^(t)	 a s I I x (r)11 ` Q e 0/Y 1 Ix(t) 11 2 = —O13(t)
since 11x (t)11 g _ [x(t), x(t)] = v(x (t)) where a l m 0/Y. Upon
integrating the above inequality yielc:s
v(t) a v(0) a®Olt
	
(t > 0)
which implies that
	
611x(t)11 2 5 I I x(t) 112 ® V(x(t))	 v(X(0))	 Olt
11
2[(0)112 a Olt ® Y 11x(0)11 2 a°Olt®
Thus
t
1 Ix(t) 11 ® (Y/6)1 /2 a°1/2 Olt 11x(0) I 1 (01 >' 0)
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which shows that the null solution is stable for B ® 0 and i^
exponentially asymptotically stable for B > 0.
It is to be noted that the construction of a Lyapunov
functional having the desired property as in the above consideration
is based on tLe assumption that solutions to (IV
-1) exist. Thus the
existence of a Lyapunov functional alone is not sufficient for solv-
ing the stabilit • r problem of a partial differential equation unless
the existence of a solution is assured. The assurance of the exist-
ence of a solution requires further restriction.
C. Stability of Linear Operational Equations
As seen in the previous secti.or the existence of a Lyapunov
functional and the satisfaction of certain conditions by its deriva-
tive evaluated along solutions if they exist imply certain stability
properties. Thus, to investigate the stability behavior of the
solutions of (IV-1) by the Lyapunov ° s direct method, it is imf^rtant
to know that a Lyapunov f=ctional exists. In this section, the
necessary and sufficient: conditions for the existence of a Lyapunov
functional is established. This relation is valid for a Banach space
as the underlying space as well as for a Hilbert space.- Throughout
this section, X denotes a real Banach space and H denotes a real
Hilbert space. It has been seen that in the case of a real Hilbert
space H 9
 a Lyapunov Functional can be defined through a symmetric
bilinear form
V(x ®y) u' N. SY) x,y e H
where S e 1 (H 8,H) is a self-adjoint bo-unded positive definite linear
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operator. The boundedness of 3 implies that
1V(x9y)1 - I(xe sy){ a 11 5 11 11 x II H y ll (x®y c B)
which shows that V (x,y) is continuous in both x and y; that is,
for any sequen:-s ix 
n
) and {yn } in H such that xn ^ x and Yn 4 y
then
n- 
v(xn a yn) V(x,Y).
In the case of a real a'anach space X, a Lyapunov functional is
defined through an equivalent semi-scalar product by V(x,y) - [x,y]
which, as is seen in theorem IV=4, is defined through the choice of a
continuous linear functional f  c X* for each fixed y e X. This
semi-scalar pr..duct has the property that [x,y] ® fy(x) for each x c X
and 11fy11 a Ilyll. Although the linear functional fy (x) is continuous
in x, it is not clear that fy (x) is also continuous in y since we
know only that 11fy11 - Ilyl'. From the Lyapunov stability point of
view it is desirable to know whether or not
ti0 [AT tx, Ttx] = [Ax,x]	 x e V(A)
where A is the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group {T t , t ® 0}.
If this last can be verified, then solutions need not be constructed.
We shall show that the answer is affirmative by first establishing a
series of lemmas which are essential in the proof of the above convergence
relation. Before proving these lemmas, it is convenien'-* to give the
following notations. Let x(t) be a vector-valued function defined on
[0,=) to a real Banach space X such that x(t) is continuous in t wich
limti0 x(t) x(0) __ x in the strong topology. For each fixed t ® 0, let
Mt ® {mg m a m x(t), a real) and
Yt 0 {y; y ® m + Oxo, m e Mt , 0 real)
l^
ri
where x0
 is a fixed element in X but not in Mte
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It is clear that
Mta Yt , Wit'. this notation, we have the following.
Lemma IV-3. (a) For any fixed t > 0, the functional f t on
Mt defined by
ft(m) B allx(t)11 2 	for m - ax(t) a Mt
is a continuous linear functional on M t
 with 11f t ll = 11x(t)11-
(b) For the same t ae in (a) and for any nuHl)ur c t the functional °"
Ft on Y  defined by
Ft (y) - f t (m) + act	 for v = m + Sxo a Yt
is a continuous linear functional on Yt,
Proof. Part (a) of the lemma is obvious, for if m l , m2
 a Mt,
then ft (Y lml + Y2m2) - f t ((Y lal + Y2a2 ) X(0) = (Y la1 + Y2a2)11x(t)ll2
Ylft (m1) + y 2 f t (m2) and Ift(m)I = lal Il x (t)11 2 = Ilx(t)II Ilmll for
all m e Mt which implies that llftil= llx(t)llo To show that Ft is a
r
linear functional on Y t , let yl , y2 a Yt with yl ml + B lx, and
Y2 ' m2 + 62x0, then
Ft (Y lyl + Y2y2 ) - Ft ((Y lml + Y2m2 ) + (Yl Bl + Y262)x0)
= f t ly lml + Y2m2 ) + (Yl Bl + Y2 62 )ct = yl ft (ml) + yl B lc t +
+ y2f t (m2 ) + y262 ct = YlFt (y l ) + Y6Ft(y2).
This shows part (b) of the lemma.
Lemma a.V-4, For the same fixed t ® 0 as in lemma IV-3, there
exists a number e t in defining the functional Ft such that
I IFt 1I =	 I I ft l I - 11x(t)1I	 (t ® 0)a
In parta.cular, for t 0 there exists an number c such that the func-
tional F0 on Y0 defined by
F0 (y) M f0 (m0) + B c for y-m0 + B x0 a Yo with m0 c M0
is a continuous linear functional on Y0 with 1IFall $ 11foll - 11xII.
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Proof It suffices to show that IIf t II	 IIf t II sir;ce F t is
an extension of f t which implies that Il f t ll < IIft II, To accomplish
this, we show that there exists a number c t in the definition of Ft
such that
IFt(Y)I ® Il f t ll llYli	 fcr all y E Y t 0	 (IV-4)
011"
	 Since	 IFt (Y)I = Ift(m) + a ct l for y = m + a xo , (IV°4) is
equivalent to
-Ilf t ll Ilm + ^ X0 11-ft(m) _< a ct < IIf t II Il m + a X'11-ft (M).
(IV-4)'
Now if B = 0, then y = m c Mt and F t (y) = f t (m)which implies that (IV-4)
is satisfied for arbitrary fixed to We assume that a # 0. Hence for
B > 0 (IV-4)' is equivalent to
- ^If t ll iIs + xo ll -f t (s) < ct < Ilf t ll Its + xo ll - f t () (IV-4)'
and for a < 0 it is equivalent to
1 1 If t I I I I m+B x. I I - a f t (m) < ct a - si I f t I1 I Im+s X0 11- a ft(m)
which can immediately be reduced into the same form as in (IV-4)", Thus
it is sufficient to c%oose c t satisfying
-I I f t l I l l m `+xo i l°ft(m') o ct a Ilf t ll I lm'+xo I l°f t (m ")	 m' E Mto
(IV-5)
The choice of ct is possible since for any
f t (m') + f 4 (m") - ft(m'+m") < Ilftll
a	 IIf t II IIm°+xo ll +
which implies that
-Ilft ll I Ie-xo I l+ft(m")
m o ' m„ a Mt
I IM ?.+.Mgt  11 - I I f t I l l l m ° o+m"-xo l l
If t II II 
m„°x0 
11
Il f t ll I Im°+xal1-ft(m')
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The arbitrariness
m11eMp
t 
[°Ilftll
and the arbitrari
of m" in Mt implies
Ilmoo°xoll+ft(m,l)] ® Ilftll Ilm°+xoll°ft(m') 	 m' a Mt.
ness of m° in M t yields
m11su"	 IIft II Ilmo.°xo ll+f t (m
„ )I < 
mi f [Il f t ll IIm°4-x.11° ft(m °)]a
t	 t 
In order to satisfy (IVm5), we need only to choose c t satisfying
mI FM [° I l f t ll I lm"°xo l l +f t (^")]	 ct < m I Erna [I I f t 1I llm°+xoli°ft(m°)].t	 t 	 (IV-5)'Q
It follows that (%V=5)" reduced to the form (IV-5) by letting m" - °m' for
any m' a Mt. With this
IIFt 1l g 11 f t !l.	 Since
fore, JI Ft ' i = I Iftl1.
particular for t = O, Fq
ponds to co.
choice of c t , (IV-4) is satisfied and from which
Ft is an extension of ft . Il Ft ll => Ilf t ll. There=
The above is true for each fixed t '= 0 and, in
is a continuous functional on Y where c corres°0
In general, c t depends on t and there may be infinitely many of
them for any t. The object in the following lemma is to select a number
c t satisfying (%V°5) such that c t is a continuous function of t with
ct -*c as t-+0.
Lemma IV-5. The constant c t in lemma IV-4 can be choosen as a
continuous real-valued function of t for t e[O, t o ] with t  a fixed posi-
tive number such that ct -► c as t i 0.
Proof. Since if m e Mt , then m - ax(t) and f t (m) M m11x(t)112
for some real a, it follows from Il f t ll ® Ilx(t)11 that (IV-5)" becomes
8Up [Pl
 x(t) I Il Qx(t)°x0 11 + «Ilx(t)I I 2 ] : ct
 : inf [I lx(t)11 l lsx(t)+x® I I°
sllx(t)IIZ].
4
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Since the continuity of x(t) in t in the strong topology implies the
continuity of Ilx(t)11 in t, and since the p g :)duct or the sum of two
continuous functions is continuous, it follows that the real-valued
scalar functions
f (oat) ° °llx(t)ll Iiax(t)°x011+ alix(t)ll2 	 and
g(a,t) = II x (t)II Its x(t)+xO II ° a11x(t)l1 2
are continuous functions in t and a, and in t and a res-
pectively. From sapf(c,t) ® isf g(a,t), we can choose c t as a right
continuous function of t in the interval (O,t0 1 such that
sap f (a , t )	 ct © in fg (a,t) for t e (O,tO].
It follows that
f(a,t) g ct g g(a,t) for all a, a.
The continuity of c  implies, as t 1 0 , that
f(a H 0) g c0 g g(S,0) for all a, 5
which, by the same reasoning as in cbtaining (IV-5)', yields
	
^" `	
saps
°I I x l I I l ax°x0 1 I + a 1I x I1 2 ] g co ® inf [I I x I I I lax+x0 11_a1 IxI12].
By choosing c=c0 , the above inequality implies Lhat for each a
	
I	 =1Ix1I Ilax+x0 1I-5IIxII 2 	e g II x II IIax+xo1l°a11x112
that is
°II fo 11 1lmo xo ll°fo (mo) g e g 1If 0 11 11 o+xo 11 =f0 (mo) for all moeMo.
Therefore, with this choice of c the functional F0 defined by
F0(y) F0 (m0 + ax0) s f0 (m0) + ac
is a continuous linear functional on M0 with II F0 11 ® Il foll ° 11X11
sues that c  -+ c as t + 0 which proves the lemma.	 J
As we have mentioned before, if th_re is a sequence (yn } in
	
'	 X such that y  -► y strongly, one can not draw a conclusion that
I
(
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Ix,yn I -' [x,y] since [x,n]- fyn (x) where 11 fyn 11 - Ilyn 11 does not
ensure that Ifyn (x)) converges to fy (x) for every x e X. However,
by using the above lemmas the following theorem can be shown
Theorem IV-9. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of an equi-
bounded (negative) semi-group ITt g t -' 0) (of class Co) in a real Banach
space X. Then there exists a semi-scalar product such that
AM
ti0 [Ax, T tx] = [Ax,x]	 x e D(A).
Proof. By lemma VI-4, the functional Ft , with t fixed, is
a continuous 1{near functional on Y  with IIF t 11 - 11ft11 - 11x(011.
It follows from the - Hahn-Lanach theorem that there exists a continuous
linear extension G  on X such that jIGtII - IlFtll - 11 x ( t)II. Since
X (t) a Mt
IGt(x(t)) I - If t (x(t)) I - I Ix(t)11 2 .
It is clear that for arbitrary fixed t ® 0
Gt(y) _ [y , x(t)]
defines a semi-scalar product (see theorem IV-4). In p-vticular, when
t = 0, then
G0(Y) - [yox]
defines a semi-scalar product. For fixed x e V(A), let T tx - x(t) and
let x  = Ax-mo where mo 
- 
moTtx a Mt with mo fixed. We choose this xo
as the fixed element in the de£in'.tion of Y  (if X  a Mt , we consider
ft in place of Ft). Hence Ax - mo + xo a Yt , and
[Ax,Ttx] - Gt (Ax)	 At (Ax) - Ft (M + x®) ® f t (mo) + ct = aJITtx112+ct
On the other hand,
[Ax,x] - G0 (Ax)	 F0 (Ax) - f0 (m0) + c - ao ll x ll 2 + c .
Therefore, by lemma IV-5
lio I[Ax9rtx] - [Ax,x]l ® lim i ao ll Ttx 11 2 - a ® 11x11 2 1
+g m
fr_-cl `" 0'
and the theorem is proved.
r	 ­W1
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Corollary, Let x(t) be a vector-valued function defined on
(0 9 m) to X such that x(t) is continuous in t in the strong topology,
and let A be a linear operator with D(A) and R(A) both contained in X
with x(0) m x e A(A). Then
limt+0 [Ax,x(t)] ° [Ax,x]	 x e 'D(A).
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of the theorem,
the result follows.
Thoorem IV-10. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of an equi=
bounded (negative) semi-group {T t e t O) (of class C o) in X. then
limt+O[ATtx, Ttx] 8 [Ax,x]	 x e v(A)o
Proofo
I[AT, ;x,Ttx] ° [Ax,x]I ® I[TtAx-Ax,Ttx] + [Ax,T tx] ° [Ax sx ]) e
I[TtAx-Ax,Ttx]I + I[Ax,Ttx] a [Ax,x]I : IITtAx-AxII IiTtxll+
+ I[Ax,Ttxj - [Ax,x]I
since AT tx ® T tAx for x e 'D(A)o Thus, by theorem IV-9
lim I[ATtx,Ttx] a [Ax,x]I < t oII T gA x-Ax II JITtx ll+ limI[Ax,Ttx] o [Ax,x]I ®Ot+O
which implies the desired result.
Corollary. Let x(t) be a solution to (IV=1) with x(0) x where
x e D(A). Then
lim
t+O[Ax(t), x(t)] ® [Ax,x].
Proof. Since x(t) ' a solution of (IV=1), it is differentiable in
t and satisfies
Ax($) at x(t)
	 (t ® 0)
with x(0) m x e 'D(A)o Hence Ax(t) is continuous in t in the strong topology.
By the corollary of theorem IV-9 and the continuity of Ax(t) in t, we have
C
T
r	 ^
t+01[Ax(t),
t+o(I[Ax(t)
lim 11Ax(t)
t+0
and the result follows.
x(t)] ° [Ax,x11
°Ax,x (t)ll + 1[Ax,x(t)] ° [Ax®x 11)
°Ax 11 11x(t)11 + gyp I(Ax,x(t)]°[Ax,x ll ® 0
It is known [15] that the infinitesimal generator of a contrae-
tion semi-group is independent of the choice of semi-scalar product. It
follows that an operator A with dense domain and R(I-A) - X which is
dissipative with respect to one semi-scalar product defined on a Banach
space X. is also dissipative with respect to any other semi-scalar pro-
duct compatible with the norm of X since under the given conditions A is
the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semi-group. This fact enables
us to choose any semi-scalar product on X consistent with the norm of X
such as the one constructed in the proof of theorem IV-9 without affecting
the dissipativity of A. The following two theorems give the necessary
and sufficient conditions for A to generate equibounded and negative semi-
groups respectively.
Theorem IV-11. Let A be a linear operator with domain V(A) dense
in X ® (X, 11.11) and range R(A) in X. Then A is the infinitesimal gener-
ator of an equibounded semi-group {T t9 t ® 01 if and only if there exists
a Lyapunov functional v(x) - [x,x] such that
v(x) ® 2[Ax,x] ® 0	 x e A(A)	 (IV=6)
and R(I=A) - X where [-,.] is an equivalent semi-scalar product on X
consistent with 11'11±•
Proof. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of an equibounded
semi-group {Tt e t m 0). By lemma IV=1, there exists an equivalent semi-
scalar product [^s-1 inducing an equivalent norm 11.111 such that
t
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[Ax,x]	 0 ° Define v(x)	 [x,x], then by lemma IV-2 and theorem KV-10
tr(x)	 t+0 g (v(Ttx)-v(x)) a ti0 g (11Ttx11g 11xI1l)
lim
dt( JITtxI11)t®!)+ 2 ti0 [ATtx, Ttx] 	2[Ax,x]	 0°
By theorem III-12, moreover, for any A > 0 9 A e p (A) (the resolvent set
of A), it follows by theorem III-11 that R(I-A) ® D(R(1;A)) ® X. Con-
versely, if there exists a Lyapunov functional v(x) - (x,x] satisfying
(IV-6) where [ °e °] is an equivalent semi-scalar product inducing an
equivalent norm ^^°^^ 1 , then A is dissipative with respect to [°s°}°
By the equivalence relation between the two norms 11 °11	 and	 11 °I1 1 e D(A)
is dense in X18 (X, 1) and R(I=A) - X1 since D(A) is dense in
X ® (X.11.11) and R(I-A) ® X by hypothesis. It follows by theorem IV-5
that A generates a contraction semi-group {T t ; t > 0} in X1
 with JITt^^l^l
since the dissipativity of A is independent of semi-scalar product on X10
It is known that semi-group properties are invariant under equivalent
norms and the equivalence between 11 ° 11 and 11 °11 1 implies that JjTtjj<M
for some M > 0, hence {Tt ; t > 0} is an equibounded semi-group in X,
Therefore, the desired result is proved.
For the case of a negative semi-group, we have the following
results.
Theorem IV-12. Let A be a linear operator with domain D(A) dense
in X and range R(A) in X ° Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a
negative semi-group {T t ; t > 01 if and only if there exists a Lyapunov
functional v(x) ® [x,x] such that
v(x) . 2[Ax,x] g -28^^x^^ 1	(x a D(A), B > 0)
and R(I=(BI+A)) ® X where [°e°] is an equivalent semi-scalar product on
X consistent with 11-111°
­V
r
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Proof. The prcoof is essentially the same as for theorem IV-11.
The "only i.f'* part fullowe from lemma IV-1 with w(x) ® 2[Ax,x] : -2611xJ12,1
and the "if" part follows from the corollary of theorem IV-5 with 11bt11j,1
® e_6t for some 6 > 0 so that JITt11 ® M e 6t with M > 0 (t > 0).
The above two theorems just proved can be applied to a Hilbert
space H although the linear space H with the norm 11 . 11, induced by the
semi-scalar product [o®o] may no longer be a Hilbert space. However if
60901 is an equivalent semi-scalar product on H. then the space (H, 11-111)
is at least a Banach space, and the semi-scalar product car; still be used
to define a Lyapunov functional.
Based on the results obtained in the above two theorems, we can
define a pair of functionals v(x) and w(x) in X such that if certain con-
ditions are satisfied by these two functicnals the stability or asymptotic
stability of the null solution are ensured. These two functionals, which
in a sense are .".n parallel to those used by Zubov in [24], are defined by
v(x) ® [x,x] (x E X) and w(x) a [Ax,x] (% E V(A))
where [090] is an equivalent semi-scalar product and A is the linear
operator in (IV-1). Thus, v(x) is in fact a Lyapunov functional on X as
defined in definition IV-6. The following theorem stated in teams of
these two functionals is an immediate consequence of theorems IV-11 and
IV=12.
Theorem IV-13. Let A be a linear operator with V(A) dense in X
and R(I-(el+A)) ® X where 6 > 0 and X is a Banach space or a Hilbert
space. If there exist two functionals v(x) and w(x) defined by
v(x) - [x,x]	 x E X
w(x) ® [Ax,x]	 x E V(A)
f
F
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such that
(i) v(x)	 2w(x)Q and
(ii) w(x)	 lix,12	 x e U(A)
where ['s'] is an equivalent semi-scalar product on X. Then the null
solution of (IV-1) is stable if 9 ® 0 and is asymptotically stable if
d > 0.
Proof. Under the assumption of (i) and (ii),
v(x) ® 2[Ax,x] ® -20 jjx,12
	
x e N(A)c
Thus by hypotheses	 all the conditions in theorems IV-11 and IV-12 are
satisfied for B a 0 and 6 > 0. respectively, These imply that A generates
an equi=bounded or negative semi-group depending on 0 ® 0 or 9 > 0, The
stability or asymptotic stability of the null solution follows from the
equibounded or negative property of a semi-group respectively.
Remark. Under the assumptions of the above theorem, the condition
R(I°(BI¢A)) s X in the theorem van be weakened by assuming that R(a I=A)-X
for some a > 0. This is due to the fact that the conditian R(I-(SI+A))®X
can be replaced by R(AI ° (01+A)) ®X for sufficiently large A (e.g., see
[23]0 po 250) and thus for any R > 0 a number A o > 9 can be chosen such
that R((A0=S)I°A) ® X. This will be satisfied if R( al-A) ® X for some
a > 0 since: by lemma Vwl in the next chapter the condition R(a I°A) ® X
for some m > 0 and the dissipativity of A imply that R(a I=A) ® X for
every a > 0,
Thus in case of a Hilbert space, the Lyapunov functional v(x)
can be constructed from an equivalent semi-scalar product other than an
equivalent inner product. The importance of theorems IV°bl and IV°12
lies in the fact that the existence of a Lyapunov functional alone does
41
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not necessarily enanre the existence of a solution to (IV=1), and in
fact the proof of the existence of a solution to (IVml) is, in genera's,
rather complicatede However, under the additional conditions D(A) ® X
and R(I-A) = X the existence of a solution with any initial element
x E v(A) is assured. This assurance makes the stability of a solution
meaningful.
AE LO ® Ax(t)
dt
(t ® 0) (V=1)
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V. STABILITY THEORY OF NONLINEAR TIME-INVARIANT
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN HILBERT SPACES
Many physical and engineering problems are formulated by
differential equations, often, by nonlinear partial differential
equations. Since the stability problem of solutions to partial
differential equations occurs in many fields of science the study
of the stability behavior of solutions to partial differential
equations has been extensively investigated in recent years. How-
ever, most of this work is concerned with specific partial differ-
ential operators and sometimes the existence of a solution is assumed.
In order to unify a theory for a class of partial differential equa-
tions and to develop a stability theory on this class, it is desirable
to consider a general nonlinear operator from a function space into
itself. In this chapter, Hilbert spaces are taken as the underlying
spaces, and only in some special cases (section C), real Hilbert spaces
are considered.
Consider the nonlinear operational differential equation
where the unknown x(t) is a vector-valued function defined on (0, ®)
to a Hilbert space H. and A is a given, in general, nonlinear operator
with domain P(A) and range R(A) both contained in H. The object of
this chapter "a3 to develop criteria for the stability and the asymptotic
stability as well as the existence and uniqueness of solutions to (V=1).
The stability and the asymptotic stability properties of the
solutions of (V>1) are developed in te^^s of nonlinear contraction and
negative contraction semi-Croups. By the introduction of an equivalent
s
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inner product, these properties are related to the existence and the
construction of a Lyapunov functional which is a direct extension of
the linear case due to Buis {3], Finally, the semi-linear differential
equation
dt = ox + f(x)	 (y-2)
is discussed as a special case where Ao is a linear closed operator
and f is a nonlinear function defined on a real iiilbert space H. It
turns out that if A  is a self—aejoint operator in H or in a toprlogi-
cally equivalent Hilbert space H l , the conditions Imposed on Ao
are particularly simple,
A. Nonlinear Semi—groups and Dissipative Operators
In order to descri-, •L ^:nL results in this and the following
sections, it is necessary to give some basic definitions.
Definition V—l a Let H be a Hilbert sl.:ace, The family
iT t ; t > 0} is called a continuous semi—grou p of nonlinear contraction
operators on 11 or simply (nonlinear) contraction semi-group on H if
and only if the following conditions holds
(i) fry any fixed t > 0 9 T t is a continuous (nonlinear)
operator defined on H into H;
(ii) for any fixed x e H, T 
t 
x is strongly continuous in t;
(iii) TeTt TG+t `"r s, t > 0, and T o=I (the identity operator);
(iv) JITtxwTtyll	 ^^x—y^i for all x,y, e H and all t > 0,
If (iv) is replaced by
(iv') II Ttx—Tty II < e 
at ll
x—y II (s>O) for all x,y e H and
all t >0,
r
t
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then (Tt ; t > 0} is called a (nonlinear) negative contraction semi-group
on Ii. The supremum of all the numbers B satisfying (iv) ie! called the
contractive constant of (Tt ; t > 0}. For a subset D of H ° the family
IT 
t ; 
t > 0} is said to be a nonlinear contraction (negative contraction)
semi-group on D if the properties (i)°(iv) ((i)-(iv')) are satisfied for
all x,y a D.
Definition V°2. The infinitesimal generator A of the nonlinear
semi-group ( Tt ; t > 0} is defined by
w°lim Thx=x
Ax	 h+0	 h
for all x E H such that the limit on the right-side exists in the sense
of weak convergence.
Definition V-3. An operator (nonlinear) A with domain D(A) and
range R(A) both contained in a Hilbert space is said to be monotone [18]
if
	
Re (Ax - Ay. x°y) > 0 	 for x n y e D(A).	 (v°.3)
The operator A is called dissipative if -A is monotones and A is called
strictly dissipative if there exists a real number a > 0 such that
- (A + gI) is monotone.
It follows fsom the above definition that
Re(Ax ° Ay, x-y) e 0 for x ° y e D(A)	 (V-4)
if and only if A is dissipative; and
Re(Ax-Ays x-y) s- 9 (x-Y, x°Y) B S> 0	 x°y E D(A)
if and only if A is strictly dissipative. The supremum of all the numbers
B such that (V°4) a holds is called the dissipative constant of A. Note
that these conditions coincide with the usual definitions of dissipativity
when A is a linear operator (see definition III-12).
r
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The definition of a monotone operator has been extended to
the case when A is an operator in a Banach space X. In this case, A
is said to be monotone if
jjx-y + a (Ax - Ay)jj ® jjxmyjj for all a > 0 and x,yc D(A). (Vm3)°
Let X* be the set of all bounded semi-linear forms on Xa that is, the
pairing between x e X and f e X* denoted by <x,f> is linear in x and
semi-linear in f (If X is a Hilbert space, X* is identified with X and
< ^e °> with the inner product in X)o For any fixed x c X. define
F(x) a {f a X* .
 <x,f> _ jjxjjz ® 11f;1-'.
Then it can be shown that [11] (V®3)° is equivalent to
Re <Ax ® Ay, f > > 0 for some f e F(x=y), x,y a D(A). 	 (Vm3)"
Note that the inequality (V=3) 11 is not required to hold for every f e
F(x=y). Hence if X is a Hilbert space, (V-3) t° is reduced to (V=3)9
since in this case F(x=y) - ix-y) consists of a single element and
Re <Ax®Ay, f> = Re(Ax9Ay, x®y),
The condition (V-3) 2 implies that (I + mA) -1 exists and is Lipschitz
continuous for all a > 0, where I + aA is an operator with domain 'D(A)
which maps x into x + aAxo As to the domain of (I + aA) ml , we have the
following lemma (see [11]) which was proved essentially by Romura [13]
(see also [191),
Lemma V=1, Let A be monotone. If the domain of (I + aA)_ 1 is
the whole of X for some a > 0, then the same is true for all a > 0,
Hence for a monotone operator A. the operator (I + aA)_ 1 has
domain X either for every a > 0 or for no a > 0,
Definition V=4, If A is a monotone operator such that D((I+m)'^ M
-R(I+aA) - X for every a > 0 (or for some a > 0), then A is said to be
_m-mo otone,
t
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Because of the generality of the problem considered in [11],
the theorems developed in that paper are somewhat complicated. How-
ever, in case the operator A in (V®1) is independent of t, as in this
chapter, those theorems are relatively simple and can be stated in
terms of non-linear contraction semi-groups. Now we restate the main
theorems in [11] when A in (V=1) is independent of to
Theorem V=lo Let X and X* be both uniformly convex spaces, and
let mA be m-monotone, Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a non-
linear contraction semi-group {T t , t > 01 on '1(A) such that for any
X e D(.&), T t x is the unique solution of (V-1) with the initial condition
Tox a xo A solution x(t) of (V=1) satisfies. (:.) For each x(0) a D(A),
x(t) a D(A) for all t m 09 (ii) x(t) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous
in ty (iii) the weak derivative of x(t) exists for all t > 0 and equals
Ax(t)g (iv) the strong derivative dx(t)/dt a Ax(t) exists and is srrong®
ly continuous except at a countable number of values to
Through out this chapter, conditions (i)-(iv) of the above theorem
specify what is meant by a solution of the differential equation of the
form (Vml). It should be remarked here that except for the assumption
of m-monotonicity, the operator A is arbitrary. This is different from
much of the work on nonlinear evolution equations in Hilbert spaces or
in Banach spaces in which only semi-linear equations of the form (V=2)
were considered (cf. Browder [1], Kato [41)o This latter type of equa-
tion will be discussed in a later section by applying the results for
the general form (V-1)o
It is clear from the above theorem that if A is dissipative in
the sense of (V-4) and X and X* are uniformly convex, then an equilibrium
r
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solution (or a periodic solution) if it exists, would be stable by
the contraction property of the semi-group. However, it is not
trivial to relate exponentially asymptotic stability directly to
such a property. If A is linear and is the infinitesimal generator
of a contraction semi-group {Tt 9 t > 0} of class Co , then the family
{e_ BtTte t > 0} for some S > 0 is a negative contraction semi-group
with the infinitesimal generator A - SI, But when A is nonlinear,
the contraction semi-group {T t s t >> 0} generated by A is nonlinear
and so the family {e- BtTt9 t > 0} is not, in general, a semi-group since
property (iii) in definition Vml does not hold. However, with a slight
modification, necessary and sufficient conditions for the exponentially
asymptotic stability analogous to the linear case still holds. This
can be achieved by using the negative contraction semi-group property.
Before doing this, we show in this section some basic results which
will be needed in the later sections. We leave the development of
stability and asymptotic stability to section B of this chapter in which
we introduce the concept of equivalent inner product.
Theorem Vm2. Let A be a nonlinear operator with domain D(A)
and range R(A) both contained in a Hilbert space H such that R(I-A)®H.
Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear contraction semi-
group {Tt s t > 0} on 9(A) if and only if A is dissipative (i.e. -A is
monotone).
Proof. Sufficiency. suppose A is dissipative, (i.e. -A is
monotone). Then -A is m-monotone, for by hypothesis, R(I+(=A))
R(I-A) ® H. Since H* is identified with H. it is also a Hilbert spaced
Thus H and H* are both uniformly convex. The sufficiency follows from
theorem V=1.
i
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Necessity : Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a non-linear
contraction semi-group {Tt ; t > 0} on D(A). Then for anv x,y E D(A)
Rc(h 1 (Thx°x)°h 1 (ThY°Y)o x°Y) h 1Re I(Thx°Thy e x°Y)
	
(x-y, x°Y)]
h- 1
 
[11T
	 ° ThYII II x°YII ° II x°y II 2 ] = h tllx°yIIIIIThx°ThyII°
°IIx°YII] < 0
for all h > 0 since {Tt , t > 01 is contractive. Letting h40 in the
above inequality, we have, by the continuity of inner product and by
definition V°2
Re(Ax - Ay, x°y) 1 0	 for any x,y a D(A).
Hence the theorem is proved.
It should be noted that in the above theorem, it is not assumed
that the domain of A is dense in Ho However, if A is a linear operator
in a Hilbert space, the m°monotonicity of -A implies that '0(°A) is dense
in H (cf. [111), and the above theorem is reduced into the well-known
results due to Lumer and Phillips [15]o But it is not known vet whether
or not D(A) is dense in H if A is a m-u.,aotone nonlinear operator. It
will be shown that the nonlinear contraction semi-group {T t ; t > 0} can be
extended by continuity to a nonlinear contraction semi-group on D(A), the
closure of D(A). Hence if D(A) is dense in H. {T t ; t > 0} can be extended
to the whole space H which is a direct generalization of a strongly con-
tinuous semi-group of class C o e The condition R(I-A) ° H can also be
weakened by assuming R(I-a oA) = H for some ao > 0 since the monotonicity
of -A implies: (i) the existence of (I-aA)
-1
 for all a > 0, and (ii)
if D((I-ao )-1) H for some a  > 0, then D((I°aA) -l) = H for all a > Oo
The nonlinear contraction semi-group IT t ; t > 01 generated by A
in Theorem V°2 can be extended to the closure D(A) denoted by V(A). In
1
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order to do this, we consider the approximate equation of the form
dxn(t)
xn(0) e x e H. n o 1,2,000dt	 Anx (t) (V°5)
where n - A(Imn IA)=1, and show the following lemma which is proved
based on some of Kato°s work in the construction of a solution to N-1)o
Lemma V=2o Let A be a dissipative operator, and let R(I=A)®H.
Then for any x e H there exists a unique solution T t (n) x of (V=5) which
is continuously differentiable in the strong topology such that T0(n)x
= x for each n=1,2,
	
Moreover, for any x e ^,T t (n) x converges
uniformly in t as n ^ ®, and for x k a D(A) such that xk-x as k-►w
lim T(n)x . lim lim T(n)x n lim lim T(n) o
n-'w t	 n-o-w k-1-m t	 k	 k-Om n-w t xk
(V=6)
Proof. The operator An = A(I-n IA)=1 is defined everywhere on
H for each n since -A is monotone and by lemma V-1 D((I=A) -1) - R(I-A)-11
implies 1)((I=n IA)=I) - H for every ne An is dissipative for each n and
satisfies llAnx
-A,y ll g nllx-yll (cf. Kato [11])o Hence for each n, An
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) A l is continuous and carries bounded subsets of H into
bounded subsets of H since llAnxll g IlAnya ll + n ll x-y ll m IlAnyo ll +
+nllxll+njjyo ll where yo is a fixed element in H.
(11) For each fixed n, (Anx-Any,x-y)< nllx-Y11 2
 since JlAnxmAflyll
® n ll x'y ll . The above conditions imply that for any x e H there exists
a unique solution Tt (n) x which is continuously differentiable in the
strong topology such that T 0 (n) x - x for each n (cf. Browder [ 1] or Kato [9])0
It can be shown by the dissipativity of A l that
II Tt (n)x-Tt (n) YII ® 11x-y11	 x BY F H	 (V=7)
uniformly in t and n (see lemma V-5 with Tntx W x(t))o Since the solution
f
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T t x of (V°1) is constructed as the limit of T t (n) x as n -> w and for
y e V(A) the strong limit T ty ® n^ T t (n) y converges uniformly in t
(cf. [111), it follows by (V=7) that Tt ('`) x converges uniformly in t
for x e DMA). Moreover by (V°7) for x k a V(A) and xk x as k
limk- I I T t (n)x ° Tt (n)xk I I I kl!'m I I x°xk I I g n
uniformly in t which is the same as
Tt (n) x M kim Tt(n)xk uniformly in t.
This last equality relation and the fact that
lim lim II T (n)x e T (n)II a lim lim fix° II
	 0k-^ n-^	 t	 t xk 	 k-►® n-►®	 xk
imply that
lim (n)lim lim (n) _ lim lim 	 (n)
n-*W T 	 x M n-)--k-^ T 	 xk k *^ n T 	 NO
Thus the lemma is proved.
Following the results of lemma V°2, it is natural to extend
the nonlinear contraction semi-group (Tte t > 0 1 to the closure of
V(A) by ,the relation (V-6). More precisely, we have the following
Lemma V°3. Let {Tt' t > 01 be the nonlinear contraction
(negative contraction) semi-group generated by A on V(A) in theorem
V°1 0 Then it can be extended to a contraction (negative contraction)
semi-group {Tt° t > 0} on V(A)by defining
Ttx M kim Ttxk 	for x e V(A)	 (V°8)
where xk a V(A) and xk -)- as k
Proof. The limit defined by (V=8) exists and is independent
of the choice of xk in V (A). The first assertion follows from the fact
that for fixed t > 0
II Tt 	 m Ttxi I = II xk ° x^ II 	 0	 as k,j
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which shows that {Ttxk) is a Cauchy sequence and so it converges to
an element in R. To see that (V°S) is unambiguously defined, let
Yk e v(A) such that Yk -► x. Then
k I I T gxk ° T gvk II	 k4w I i xk Yk I I
which implies that T,x a k'M T gxk ' k-^ T tvk. text we show that
{Tg s t > 01 is a nonlinear contraction semi-group from 'D(A)(A)into 
W—A). For anv fixed t and any pair x, y e DTA—) with xk, Yk e v(A)
and xk - x, Yk -" Y, we have
J IT gx ° Tty l I
lim
= k,,.1 I Tgxk ® TtYk I I =< k!-m I Ixk°YkII	 a	 I Ix°YI I.
x ° TgY II e k-1--IlTgxk m T tYk II = k^ e st l l xk°Yk i l ®e ^ t lix°YII)a(II Tg
Thus ig
 is, for each t > 0 9 continuous and contractive (negative
contractive) o. V(A). T gx is continuous in t for any fixed x e VUA—).
To see this, let xk a D(A) and x k -> x. Then
T x lim T	 lim lim T (n)	 lim T (n)
t	 kk-*- txk k->- n-*^^ t xk n-w t 
x
by using lemma V=2. Since Tt (n) is continuous in t and converges
uniformly in t in the strong topology, we have
lim -lim lim (n)	 lim lim (n)
t+0 Ttx s t+0 n-^ T 	 x 
_o n
-*w t+0 T 	 x M X.
Hence for any t > 0
lim
h->o I ITt+hx ° Ttx l i a h->0 k_,,_ I ITt+hxk T txk l I ffi h-*0 k-►m I I Thxk xk l
® h+0 II Thx°x II - 0
since Tg+hx ° TtThx and T  is contractive on DW . (Similarly for a
negative contractive semi-group). The continuity of Tgx in t is proved.
To show that T a T t 
o Ts+ts we first show that T  maps T(A) into T(A).
I
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This follows directly from definition since for any x e 'D(A) with
xk a v (A) and xk -> x, then T txk a v(A) for all k which implies that
limTtx k Ttxk a A). Now if x e ^ then Ttx a A^ and so
TSTtx is defined. Moreover Ta(Ttx) kl^ Ts (Ttxk) k-)^m Ts+txk TB+tx
since the limit is independent of the choice of any sequence which
converges to T tx. Note that T txk I Ttx. Furthermore, T 0 x kim Toxk x,
that is T o ® I on VWA). Therefore {T t g t ® 01 is a nonlinear contraction
(negative contraction) semi -group, and the lemma is proved.
Owing to the importance of asymptotic stability in the study
of the stability theory of differential equations, it should be desir-
able to extend theorem V-2 to the case where A is the infinitesimal
generator of a nonlinear negative contraction semi -group. For this
purpose, we first prove the following lemmas which will be used in the
proof of the next theorem and which will play an important role in the
construction of a Lyapunov functional.
Lemma V=4. Let (xn ) and (yn) be two sequences in A such that
w	 w
xn -> x aad yn y as n * where -* denotes weak convergence. Then
n^ (xn , yn) 
- (x,y )	 x93' a H.
Proof. Since a weakly convergent sequence is strongly bounded
i.e., jjxn 11 < ® for all n (theorem III-8), it follows by the strong
convergence of (yn ) that
n^ I (7Cna y^ y) 8 _	 xn	 y^ y ^' 0
which implies that
lim
WPM (xn9yn) ® n-9o, (%,Y)
By the weak convergence of xn, we have
1^, (xn9yn) n- (x n 9y) (x9y).
t
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Lemma V-5. Let x ( t), y(t) be any two solutions of (V-1) (in
the sense of theorem V-1). 'Then llx(t)-Y (t)11 2 is differentiable
in t for each t > 0 9 and is given by
dt Ilx (t)-y(t)JI 2 - Re(Ax(t)-Ay(t), x(t)-y(t)) for each t > 0,(V-9)
Proof. For any fixed t > 0 8 let h of 0 and IhI < t so that
e	
w
x(t+h) and y(t+h) are defined By hypothesis, h (x(t+h) -x(t)) * Ax(t)
and h l(y(t+h)-y(t)) '-w> Ay(t) we have by the continuity of inner product
and by lemma V-4 that
lih lr ilx(t+h)°Y(t+h)11 2 ° jjx ( t ) °Y( t ) jj2 ]	 h^0 11[(x(t+h)-y(t+h),x(t+h)-
Y(t+h))-(x(t)°Y(t),x(t)°Y(t))J - h i►Om h
-1 [(x(t+h)-y(t+h)- (x(t)=y(t)),x(t+h)-
-y(t+h)) + (x(t) -y(t),(x(t+h)-y(t+h)) - (x(t)-y(t))),
® lim IC I [(x(t+h)-x(t)gx(t+h)-y(t+h))-(y(t+h)-y(t)gx(t+h)-y(t+h))  +h-►0
(x(t)-y(t),x(t+h)-x(t)) - (x(t)-Y(t) ,y(t+h)-y(t))]
(Ax(t),x(t)-Y(t)) - (Ay(t),x(t)-y(t)) + (x(t)-Y(t),Ax(t)) - (:(t)-Y(t)BAY(t))
- (Ax(t)-Ay(t),x(t)-Y(t)) + (x(t)-Y(t),Ax(t)-AY(t))
- 2 Re(Ax(t)-Ay(t),x(t)=y(t)).
Hence, llx(t)°Y(t ) 11 2 is differentiable and (v-9) holds for t > 0. For
t 0 9 the above is still valid by taking h > 0 and h + 0 in place of
h ►
 0 and by defining dt llx(t)°Y(t)11 2 at t - 0 as the right-side limit.
The following theorem is as, immediate extension of theorem V-2
and is fundamental for the construction of a Lyapunov functional from
which the asymptotic stability of solutions to (V-1) can be ensured.
Theorem V-3. Let A be a nonlinear operator with domain U(A)
and range R(A) both contained in a Hilbert space H such that R (%-A) ® H.
Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear negative contraction
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semi-group (Tt n t > 0} with contractive constant 6 on 'D (A), that is
II Ttx-TtYll : e st Il x-YII	 x, Y e D (A)	 (V-lo)
if and only if A is strictly dissipative with dissipative constant S,
that is
Re(Ax-Aye x-Y) o - 8(x®Y, x-Y)	 x,Y a D(A).	 (V-11)
Proof. Necessity: Let A be the infinitesimal generator of
(Tt g t > 0} such that (V-10) is valid. Then
I ITtx-TtYl12
	 " t l lx°YI1 2 	for all t > 0	 (V-10)9
since both side of (V-10) are positive. Subtracting llx°Yli2 and then
dividing by t > 0 in the above inequality, (V-10)° becomes
t 1 (II T tx-TtY 11 2°Il x°YI1 2) ! t l(e- U t-1) 11 x°Y11 2 	 t > 0.
As t i 0, we obtain
dt 1l T tx-T gYII t=o a -2 011 x°Y11 2 .
Since for any x, y e V(A), T tx, Tty are solutions of (V-1), it follows
by lemma V-5 that
Re(Ax-Ay. x-y) ^ -S(x-y, x-y) 	 x, y e 'D(A).
Sufficiency: Let (V-11) holds. Then A is dissipative and by theorem.
V-2, it is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear contraction semi-
group (Tt e t > 0} on D(A). Moreover, by lemma V-5
dt II Ttx-TtY112 - 2Re (ATtx-ATtY,Ttx-T tY)	 2 611 Ttx-T tY11 2 t>0
since T^x, T ty are solutions of (V-1). By integrating the above inequal-
ity, we have
and the result follows.
I I Ttx-Tty 1 l 2 <e	 "t 1 I x-Y 112
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Theorem V-3 is a direct generalization of theorem l' LL [21]
when X is a Hilbert space, for the strict dissipativity in theorem
V-3 is a generalization of the strict dissipativity in the sense of
[21]. Moreover, it cart be shown (for instance, see [23]) that the
condition R((1 B)I-A) = H in theorem l' of [21] can be replaced by
R M-B)I-A) - H for sufficiently large A > 0, Hence for any B > 0,
we can choose ? such that a - B > 0 which implies that the condition
R((1-B)I-A)= H can be replaced by R(I-(A-B)-lA) = H for A-B > 0,
However, the latter condition is equivalent to R(I•-A) - H in virture
of lemma V-1, since under the assumption of (V-10) or (V-11) in
the theorem, -A is monotone. The equivalence between R(I-(A-$)A)-H
and R(I-A) = H follows directly from lemma Vml,
B. Stability Theory of Nonlinear Time-invariant Equations
The object of this section is to develup some criteria in
a
terms of the operator A so that the stability or the asymptotic
stability as well as the existence and uniqueness of solutions to
(V-1) is assured. In the particular case of partial differential
operators, these criteria are in terms of the properties of the
coefficients of the original system of differential equations and
possibly include the giver boundary conditions. The results obtained
in the previous section serve as the basis for the development of
a stability th-ory which can be applied to certain classes of nonlinear
partial differential equations. Before showing these results, it
would be appropriate to give some definitions of stability and
asymptotic stability of an equilibrium solution,
l'
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Definition V-5. An equilibrium solution of (V-1) is an element
x  in v(A) satisfying (V=1) (in the weak topology) such that for any
solution x(t) of (V-1) with x(0) = x 
11x(t)-xe 11 - 0	 for all t > 0,
It follows from the above definition that if x(t) is a solution
to (V-1) with x(0) - x 9 then it is an equilibrium solution if and only
if Ax(t) - 0 for all t > 0, To show this, let Ax(t) = 0 where x(t) is
a solution of (V=1). Then by theor r V-1 the strong derivative dx(t)/dt
= Ax(t) = 0 exists and is strongly continuous except at a countable
number of values t. This means x(t) - x o (a constant vector) except at
a countable number of values t. But x(0) = x and since any solution of
(V=1) is strongly continuous it follows that x(t) - x for all t > 0
(see also theorem III=10). Conversely, let x(t) be an e quilibrium sol-
ution of (V-1). Then
(Ax(t),z)- (dx(t)/dt, z) = h^ h 1(x(t+h)-x(t),z)= lim h 1 (O,z) - 0
for every z e 11 and every t > 0. Since x(t) is a solution of (V-1)9
X(t) e U(A) and Ax(t) e H for each t > Os thus the orthogonality of
Ax(t) to every z in 11 implies that for each t > 0, Ax(t) = 0. Hence
the existence of an equilibrium solution is equivalent to the existence
of a solution to (V-1) satisfying
Ax(t) - 0	 for every t > 0 .
Definitions of stability, asymptotic stability and exponentially
asymptotic stability of an equilibrium solution are the same as given
in definition IV-3. However, we introduce here one more definition of
stability region.
Definition V-6. Let x(t) be a solution to (V-1) with x(0) = x.
A subset v of H is said to be a stability region of the equilibrium
t
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solution x  if for any e > 0 there exists a d > 0 s u ch that
x e 'D and ljx=x,11 < 6 imply Ijx(t)-xe ll < e	 for all t > 0
The dissipativity in theorems V-2 and V-3 are defined with
respect to the original inner product of the space. Since the semi-
group property is invariant under equivalent norms, the possibility
occurs that by defining other inner products inducing equivalent
norms, the semi-group could be made contractive and the infinitesimal
generator dissipative. This follows from the fact that stability
and asymptotic stab .lity are invariant under equivalent norms and
may be verified by the dissipativity of A with respect to an equi-
valent inner product.
Definition V=7o Two inner products ( a 9 .) and (o 
s e)1
defined on the same vector space H are said to be equivalent if and
only if the norms 11.11 and 11 . 11 1 induced by (- , o) and (o S 
')1
respectively are equivalent, that is, there exists constants 6, y
with 0 < d < y < W such thatM
6 11 x II < llxll, < ylIxII	 for all x e H.	 (V=12)a
The Hilbert space H l
 equipped with the inner product G , o) is said
to be an equivalent Hilbert space of H and is denoted by (H, (o s -)1)
or simply by Hl.
Under the equivalent inner product (- a 0 1 , the vector space
(H, (0 a 0 1 ) is a Hilbert space if and only if the original space
(H, (^ s -)) is, since the completeness of one space implies the
completeness of the other. This fact enables us to weaken the dissi-
pativity condition on the operator A in theorem V-2 and V=3,
Theorem V=4 o Let A be a nonlinear operator with domain D(A)
and range R(A) both contained in a Hilbert space H - (H, (- a -)) such
t
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that R(I-A) - H. Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear
contraction (negative contraction)
an equivalent Hilbert space (H, (-
pative (strictly dissipative) with
the family { T t g t ® 0} is a nonlin
semi-group {T t g t 0 0} on D(A) in
e ) 1) if and only if A is disci-
resrect to (^fl^) 1 . In this case
Bar (nonlinear negative) semi-group
{Tt g t s 0} on U(A) in H. (i.e. conditions (iv) and (iv') are replaced
by IIT tx-T ty l l e M llx-Yll and II T tx-T ty ll < Me-at ll x-yll respectively
for some M > 1).
Proof. Since the inner product (- B ^) I is equivalent to (- s -),
the space H 1 = (li p 0 o . ) 1) is a Hilbert space and R ( I-A) - 111 0 Hence
by considering 11 1
 as the underlying space s all the conditions in theorem
V-2 (theorem V-3) are satisfied implying the first assertion is proved.
To show the second part of the theorem, let A be the infinitesimal gen-
erator of a nonlinear contraction (negative contraction) semi-group
{Tt s t s 01 on V(A) with respect to the norm Il°ll,a that is
I Ttx-TtYlll. Il x-Yll l 	(IITtx-Ttv11, < e 
at
ll x-y ll l )	 x,y E D(A).
By the equivalence relation (V-12), we have
II T tx°Tu ll < 6-1 1I T tx-T tVII l < 6 -1 11 X-Yll l < Y6-111 X-yll
(I I T tx.-T ty l l < Y6-1 eat i lx-y I D	 x, y e 'D(A).
Since the properties of a semi-group in definition V-1 remains unchanged
under equivalent norms except for possibly the contraction prope i, it
follows that {T t g t m 0} is a nonlinear (nonlinear negative) semi-group
on v(A) with respect to the origina _ norm (with M ® y6_1).
The application of the "direct method" to the stability problem
consists of defining a Lyapunov functional with appropriate properties
f
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whose existence implies the desired type of stability. In order to
give the definition of a Lyapunov functional on a complex Hilbert
space, we first introduce the followings
Definition Va8. Let 11 be a Hilbert space, and let V(x,y) be
a complex-valued sesquilinear functional defined on the product space
H x H (i . e. V(a 1xI + a2x2 ,y) W a 1V (x l ,y) + a. 2V(x2 ,y) and V (x,81y1+82y2)-
41V(x,y l) + S 2V(x,y2)). Then V(x,y) is called a defining sesquilinear
functional if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) V (x ,y )	 V(y,x)	 (symmetry)
(11) 1V(x,y)1 a y11x11 Ilyll	 for some y > 0	 (boundedness)
(iii) V(x,x) ® 611xII2	 for some 6 > 0 (positive definiteness)
Note that condition (ii) implies that V(x,v) is continuous both in x and
in v.
Definition V=9. Let V(x,y) be a defining ses quilinear functional.
Then the scalar functional v(x) defined by v(x) = V(x,x) is calle9 a
Lyapunov functional.
By applying a theorem due to Lax and Milgram, we show the
following.
Lemma V®6. Let (xn ) and (yn ) be two senuences in H - (H, (^,))
such that xn 4, x and yn v as n	 Then
a^ V(xn,yn) g V(x,y)	 x,y a H.
Proof. By definition of V(x,y), all the conditions (i.e.
sesquilinearity, boundedness and positivity) in the Lax-Milgram
theorem (see theorem 111-7) are satisfied. Thus, there exists a
bounded linear operator S with a bounded linear inverse S -1  such that
V(x,y) ® (x, Sy)	 for all x, y e H.	 (V-13)
S
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Since a weakly convergent sequence is strongly hounded so that
Ilxn il < W for all n, it follows by the sesquilinearity of V(x,y)
and by the relation (V-13) that
n^ I(V(xn oyn) — V(xn,y) ) I 	 n-i"mo I°(xn9v„y)I = n 	I(xn 'S(yn°y)) I,
niimm 
Ilxn ll II S II l l yn yll = 0
which shows that
n^ V(xn , yn) ° nom V(xn,v).
Again, by the relation (V-13) and by the weak convergence of (x n}
n^ V(xn ey) m nim (x n 0 Sy) - (x, SO ® V(x, v).
Therefore, the lemma is proved by the above two e quality relations.
It follows from the above definitions and lemma V-6 that the
following results can easily be shown.
Lemma V-7, For any x e 11.
alllxll2 < v(x)^ y l lixll 2 	 (V-14)
and for - any pair of solutions x(t), y(t) of (V-1)
v(x(t) - y(t)) - 2Re V(Ax(t) - Ay(t), x(t) - y(t)) 	 (V-15)
where ^i(z(t)) denotes the derivative of v(-.(t)) with respect to t.
proof . (V-14) follows from the definition of V(x,v). To
show (V-15), note that by the sesquilinearity of V(x,y) it is easily
seen that
V(x-y. x+y) + V(x+y , x-y) = 2(V (x,x) ° V (y By))	 for any x,y a x,
and by the symmetry of V(x ,y), the above equality implies that
V(X) ° ®(y) - V (x,x) a V (y , y ) 2(V(x-y 9x+y) + V(x-y, +y)) @ Re V(x—yex+'y).
Hence for any fixed t 9 0 and for any number h
v(x(t+h) -y(t+h))-v (x(t)°y(t)) - Re V (x(t+h)-x (t)-y(t+h)+y(t),x(t+h)+x(t)
y(t+h)-y(t)).
s
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Dividing both sides by h in the above equality, and by the sesouilin-
earity of V(x,y), this becomes
h ltv(x(t+h)—y(t+h))—v(x (t)°y(t))) = Re V(h I(x(t+h)—x(t)) =h I(y(t+h)-y(t)),
x(t+h)+x(t)°y(t+h)°y(t))
w
Since h I (x(t+h) -x(t)) I- Ax (t) and x (t+h) -> x(t) as h -> 0, (similarly
these two limits hold by replacing x by y) we have by lemma V=6, as
h -> 0
dt v(x ( t)-y(t)) - Re V(Ax(t) -Ay(t),2x ( t)-2y(t) ) -2Re V (Ax(t)-Ay(t),
x(t)—Y W )o
Thus (V=15) is proved for t > 0, For the case of t - 0, we take h > 0
and let h + 0, Therefore (V=15) holds for all t > 0 by c2efining
v(x(0)-y (0))as the right-side limi t- at t = 0.
It is easily seen from the above lemma that if we define
V(x,y) = (x ,y) where (-s-) is the inner product of the Hilbert soace
H, then 3(x(t)—y(t)) < 0 along any two solutions x(t) and y(t) if A
_
is dissipative. This follows from (V=15) that v (x(t)—y(t)) _
2Re(Ax (t)-Ay(t), x(t)—y(t)) for all t > 0 and x(t), y(t) e D(A).
Conversely, if v(x(t)-y(t)) ^ 0 and v(x(0)-y(0))-2Re (Ax(0)-Ay(0),
x(0)-y(0)) where x(0) ° x, y(0) s y are any two elements in 'D(A), then
A is dissipative. The above argument holds true fcr the strict dissi-
pativity of A and the relation ir(x(t) °y(t))© -28j'x(t)®y(t ) jj 2 where
a is the dissipative constant of A. Hence we have the following
theorem which is equivalent to theorem V-2 (theorem V=3)o
Theorem V=5 o Let A be a nonlinear operator with domain D(A)
and range R(A) both contained in a Hilbert space H such that R(I-A)®H,
Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear contraction
4a,
	 a;f ,
1 rSiY '! "' ""w
r
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(negative contraction) semi-group (T t9 t a 0) on D(A) if and only
if the Lyapunov functional v(x) - (x,x) satisfies
-r(x-y) - 2Re(Ax-Ay,x-y) ® 0 (S(x-y) - 2Re(Ax-Ay,x-y) ® -28lix
-YI12)
(V°16)
where x x(0), y e y(0) are any two elements of D(A)o
Proof. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of {T t g t '
- 
0),
then for any x E v(A) there exists a solution T t x of (V-1) with TOx-x,
and by theorem V-2 (theorem V-3) A is dissipative (strictly dissipative).
Applying lemma V-7 for t - 0
4(x(0)-y(0)) - 2Re(Ax(0)-Ay(0), x(0)-y(0))	 (x (0 )-x, Y(0)-Y),
and by the dissipativity (strict dissipativity) of A. it follows that
-r(x-y) - 2Re(Ax-Ay, x°Y) < 0 (-r(x-y)-2Re(Ax-Ayox-y) ¢ -261Ix°Y W)
where B is the dissipative constant of A. Conversely, let the Lyapunov
functional V(x) ® (x,x) satisfy (V-16). Then A is dissipative (strictly
dissipative) and theorem V-2 (theorem V-3) implies that A is the infinite-
simal generator of a nonlinear contraction (negative contraction) semi-
group.
Lemma V-8. Let V(x,y) be a defining sesquilinear functional
defined on the product space H x H. Then
(x 9Y) l - V(x,Y)
	 x,yEH
defines an inner product (- s -) 1 which is equivalent to ( - e^).
Proof. By the symmetry and the sesquilinearity properties of
V(x,Y)
(x,y) 1
 - V(x,Y) - V (Yo x) _ (Y.x) 1	for any x,y E H
and
(alxl+o2x2eY)l ' V(a lxl+m2x2 sY) - alV(xl ,y).{«2V(x2s Y) - al(xl9Y)1+o2(x2,Y)l
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for any x1,x2 gy a Hg by the positivity of V(x,y)
(X,X) l ® v(XgX) > 611X,12
so that (x,x) 1 f 0 if x ¢ 0,
Hence (^g^)1 is an inner product. The boundedness of V(x,y) implies
that
(x,x)l ® v(Xgx ) < yl lx,12,
'therefore, 6 11 x ,1 2 : 11 x ,11 < Y1,X11 2 which shows that (eg^) 1 is
equivalent to (.ga),
Lemma V=9, Let S be a bounded linear operator on a complex
Hilbert space Ho If (Sx,x) is real for any x c H g then S is self-
adjoint. In particular, if S is positive definite (i.e. there exists
a real number 6 > 0 such that (Sx,x) ® 6jjxjj 2 x E H), then S is
self-adjoint,
Proof. Since S is a linear operator, it is easily seen that
for any x ,
^
y
^
 a 
X
11
(S(x+ ), x+y) ° (S(X°y),x-y) ° 2 ( (Sx ,y) + (Sy , x)),	 (V°17)
and on replacing y by iy in (V=17) we have
(S(x+iy), x+iy) _ (S(x-iy), x°iy) ® -21((Sx,y) _ (Sy,x))a 	 (V=17)°
By multiplying (V-17) g by i and adding to (V=17) yields
4(Sx,y) ° [(S(x+y),x+y) °(S(X°y),x—y)l + i[(S(x+iy),x+iy)°(S(x-iy),x-iy))o
Since the above equality holds for arbitrary x, y e H and by hypothesis,
the expressions in bracken are real, we have an interchanging x and ye
4(Sy,x)®[(S(y+x),y+x)-(S(y-x)gy-x)) +i [(S(y+ix)gy+ix)-(S(y-ix)gy°ix)]
[(S (x+y) 9X+y)- (S(X=y), X°y)) + i[(S(X°iy),x-Piy)—(S(x+iy),x+iy)
® 4(Sx,y	 4(ygSx)o
Thus (x,Sy) a (Sx,y) which shows that S is self-adjoint, In particular,
if S is positive definite then (Sx,x) is real and so S is self—adjoint,
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From the above two lemmas, the following theorem can easily
be shown.
Theorem V-6. Let Iil - (H, (-,-) l) t-•: a complex Hilbert space.
An inner product (.,. ) 2 defined on the same complex vector space H
is equivalent to the inner product (^®^)l if and only if there exists
a positive definite operator S e L(H l ,HI) such that
(x,y) 2 - (x, Sy) l	for all x,y a H.	 (V=18)
Proof. Suppose that (^s^) l and (0,-) 2 are equivalent, then
by definition there exists constants 6 and y with 0 < 6 < y < .. such
that
61IxI I l I I Ix11 2
 c y 11 x 11 1 	 for all x e H.
Define V(x,y) - (x,y) 21 then by definition of inner product, V(x,y) is
a sesquilinear functional defines on H l x H1 and that V(x,y) - V(y,x).
Moreover, by the equivalence relation between 11.111 and 11°112
IV(x,y) I - I (x,y)21 < I Ixl 1 2 I IYI 1 2 I y2 1 IxI I1 11Y111	 and
V(x,x) - (x,x) 2 > 62 11x111 .
Hence by the Lax-Milgram theorem there exists a bounded linear operator
S on H1 such that
(x,y)2 a V (x,y) - (x,Sy) l 	for all x,y a H.
The operator S is positive on H 1 since
(x,Sx) 1 - (x,x) 2 > 62 11xI1g	 for all x e H.
Conversely, let S e L(H l,Hl) be a positive definite operator satisfying
(V-18), then the functional V(x,y) defined by V(x,y) - (x,y) 2 - (x,Sy)l
is a sesquilinear functional on Hl
 x Hl since S is linear. The positive
definiteness of S implies that
V(x, x) - (x,Sx) 1
 ® 6111xI11	 for some d l > 0
and that by applying lemma V-9
V(x,y) - (x,Sy) l - (Sx97) 1 - (y , Sx 1 - V(y ,x .
t
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Moreover, since S is a bounded operator we have
IV(xoy ) 1 e I (x, SY) l l ® 11 SI 1 1 Ix1 I l 1 IYI Il.
Hence V(x,y) is a defining sesquilinear functional. By lemma V=8
(x,Y) 2 = V(x,y) defines an equivalent inner product (^ s ^) 2 of ( .go [
which proves the theorem. 	
l
Theorem V=6 is, in fact, an extension of theorem IV-1. It
should be notes that the condition of self-adjointness of S is not
required since the positive definiteness of S in a complex Hilbert
space implies that it is self-adjoint.
Theorem V=7. Let A be a nonlinear operator with domain v(A)
and range R(A) both contained in a Hilbert space H ® (Hs(oeo)) such
that R(I-A) = 11. Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear
contraction semi-group {T t , t > 0} on V(A) in an equivalent Hilbert
space 111 (H,(o00 1) if and only if there exists a Lyapunov functional
v(x) = V(x,x) such that
O(x=y) ® 2Re V(Ax-Ays x=y) < 0
	
x,y a V(A)	 (Vm19)
where V(x,y) is the defining sesquiline-r functional of v(x) on H x H.
Proof. Let A be the infinitesimal generator in the Hilbert
space 11 1
 as given in the theorem. Then by theorem V=4. A is dissi-
pative with respect to ( . 9 0) 1 , that is
Re(Ax=Ay, xmy)1 < 0	 x,y a V(A).
Define V(x,y) o (x,y) l o Then V(x,y) is a defining sesquilinear func-
tional defined on H x H. To see this, note that V(x,y) is sesquilinear,
V(x,y) = V(y,x) and by the relation (V=12)
IV(x,Y)1 ® 1 I x 1 I 1 1 IYI I 1 ® Y 2 1 Ixl I 1 IYI I	 for all x gy e H
and
V(xex) ® ll x llg ® 62 11 x 11 2	for all x,y a H.
t
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Hence the scalar functional v(x) - V(x,x) = (x,x) I is a Lyapunov
functional on the space H. By lemma V-7, for any x, v e D(A)
Z(T tx-Tty) - 2ReV(AT tx-ATty 9 Ttx-T ty)	 (t a 0).
In particular, for t © 0
v(x-y) - 2ReV(Ax-Ay, x-y)	 x,y e V(A).
Thus the dissipativlty of A with respect to ( 0 0 0 ) I implies that
v(x-y) = 2ReV(Ax-Ay, x-y) = (Ax-Ay, x-y)I 1 00
Cunversely, suppose that there exists a p.aapuaov functional
v(x) - V(x,x) such that (V-19) holds, where V(x,y) is a defining
sesquilinear functional defined on H x 11. By lemma V-8, the func-
tional (x,y) I - V(x,y) defines an equivalent inner product of (-o-).
Hence, by the .iypothesis (V-19)
Re(Ax-Ay 9 x-y) 1 o ReV(Ax-Ay, x—y) < 0	 x,y e D(A)
which implies that A is dissipative with respect to (o,,) I , The
result follows by applying theorem V-4o
Theorem V-8, Let A be a nonlinear operator with domain D(A)
and range R(A) both contained in a Hilbert space kl 	 such
that R(I-A) = Ho Then A is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear
negative contraction semi-group {T t e t > 0} on D(A) in an equivalent
Hilbert space H 1 - (H, ( 0 0 0 ) 1 ) if a,.d only if there exists a Lyapunov
functional v(x) - V(x,x) such that
S(x-y__= 2ReV(Ax-Ay, x-y) < -2011x®y11 2
	x,y e D(A)	 (V-20)
for some a > 0 where V(x,y) is the defining sesquilinear functional of
v(x) on H x H.
Proof, The proof is essentially the same as for theorem V=7o
To show the 1°only if" part, define V(x,y) - (x,y) I
 then V(x,y) is a
r
f
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defining sesquilinear functional defined on 11 x 11 as has been shown
in theorem V-7- Since A generates a nonlinear negative contraction
semi-group, it is strictly dissipative with respect to (-9-) I with
the dissipative constant S 1 (theorem V-4)- Thus by lemma V-7 and
the equivalence relation between II - II and II - III
v(x-y) = 2ReV(Ax-Ay,x-y) = ( Ax-Ay, x°Y) 1 < -2a111x—Y111
2a16211x°Y112
for any x,	 e V(A) where we have used the relation (V-12)- The result
follows by letting B=$ 16 2 - Conversely, let a Lvapunov functional
v(x) = V(x,x) exist and satisfy the relation (V-20), then by lemma V-8
the functional
(x,y) l = V(x,y)	 for all x,y e H
defines an equivalent inner product (-9-)I, Hence by (V-20) and the
relation (V-12), we have for any x,y e D(A)
Re(Ax-Ay,x-y) I = ReV(Ax-Ay,x-y) ^ -511x-y 112
®	 2 11x—Y111
which shows that A is strictly dissipative. Hence the result follows
by applying theorem (V-4).
In theorem V-5 the Lyapunov functional v(x) is defined by the
original inner product and in theorem V-6 v(x) is defined by an equi-
vanent inner product (-90 1 0 If the defining sesquilinear functional
V(x,y) of v(x) satisfies (V-16) and (V-19) respectively, then together
with the assumption R(I-A) = H, A is the infinitesimal generator of
a contraction semi-group on D(A) in the respective space H and H l. The
contraction semi-group {T t' t 0 01 generated by A in the H I -space
r
,F
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satisfies for any x e D(A) and t >= 0
dTtx
	
( dt , z) I = (AT tx, z) I
	for every z e IiI.
However, if is not obvious that the same equality holds for the inner
product (.,.). In other words, if T t x is a solution of (V-1) in an
equivalent If space, does it imply that it is also a solution of (V-1)
in the original II-space? The answer is affirmative as can be seen from
the following.
Lemma V-10. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear
contraction (negative contraction) semi-group {T t g t > 0} on D(A) in an
equivalent Hilbert space 11 1 = (li,(^e^)I). Then A is the infinitesimal
generator of a nonlinear (negative) semi-group {T t g t >= 0} on the same
domain D(A) in the original Hilbert space H - (H, (^n^)).
Proof. by the equivalence relation between the two inner pro-
ducts (-e-) and (-e•) l , the sesquilinear functional V(x,y) = (x,y)
defined on the product space H 1 x HI satisfies all the hypotheses in
the Lax-Milgram theorem. Thus there exists a bounded linear operator
S with a rounded inverse 1 defined on all of H I such that
(x,y) 6 V(x , y) = (x,Sy ) I	for all x, y e 11.	 (V-21)
By hypothesis, A generates the semi-group {T t g t > 0} in HI so that
	
tim t-1(Ttxmx, z) I . (Ax, z) I 	for every z e H.	 (V-22)
It follows from (V-21) and (V-22) that for each z e H
lim
ti0 t- 1(Ttxox9 z) = ti0 t_
1 (T
t X—X 9  Sz) I = (Ax , Sz) I = (Ax,z)
which shows that A is the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group
{Tt , t > 0} on D(A) in the space H. The fact that {Tt e t > 0} remains
as a semi-group in H is that semi-group property is invariant under
t
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equivalent norms except for possibly the contraction property. Since
{T t g t ® 0} is a contraction semi -group in H 1 and 11 ^ 11 and ^1°Ill
are equivalent, we have by the relation (V-12)
II T tx°T ty ll o Y /d la x—Y11	 xe y e v(A)
(11 Ttx—T ty11 ® Y/a	 at 11x—y 11	 xe Y E V(A))
and the lemma is proved.
Corollary. Let the operator A appearing in (V-1) be the
infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear contraction (negative contrac-
tion) semi-group { Tt g t ® 0} on D(A) in the space H 1 g ( 11 8 (. 9 .) 1) so
that for any x e D(A)s T tx is the unique solution of (V-1) with To ®x.
Then T 
t 
x is also the unique solution of (V-1) with T ox-x in the space
H=(H e (.g.)) where ( • e . ) 1 and (.B•) are equivalent.
Proof. Since (V=21) and (V-22) in the proof of the above lemma
hold for any x ey a 11, we have for any x e VW and t 
c 
0
lim
h->0 h 1 (Tt+hx^Ttxez) = h^o h 1 (ThT tx-T Y, Sz) 1 = (ATtxe Sz)1
= (AT tX 0 z)
	
for every z e H
which implies that T 
t 
x is a solution of (V-1) in the space (He(-e-))
since all the other properties listed in theorem V-1 remain unchanged
under equivale.t norms.
Theorem V-9. Let the nonlinear operator A appearing in (V-1) be
such that R(I-A) - H. If there exists a Lyapunov functional v(x) - V(xex)e
where V (xey) is a defining sesquilinear functional defined on H x Hs
such that for any x 9 y e v(A)
(i) O(x-y) a 2ReV (Ax-Ay e x=y) ® 0 or
(ii)ON-Y) - 2ReV(Ax-Ay e
 x-y)	 U li x-Y 11 2 	 0 > 0)
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Then, (a) for any x e D(A) there exists a unique solution x(t) of (V-1)
with x(0) - x, (b) any equilibrium solution x  (or periodic solution),
if it exists, is stable under the condition (i) and is asymptotically stable
under the condition (11), and (c) a stability region of ,: e is D(A) which
can be extended to D(A), the closure of D(A), in the sense of lemma V-3°
If, in addition, 0 e D(A) and AO = 0, then the zero vector is an equili-
brium solution, called the null solution, of (V-1) which is stable or
asymptotically stable according to (i) or (11), respectively.
Proof. By hypothesis and applying theorem V-7. A is the infinite-
simal generator of a nonlinear contraction semi-group on D(A) in an
equivalent space 111 a (H, (°n °) 1) under the condition (i) and is the
infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear negative contraction semi-group
on D(A) in h : under the condition (ii), where the norm I1°II, induced
by (°e°) 1
 satisfies
dllxil = Il x ll l < yllxll	 for some	 0 < 6 < y <
By lemma V-10, A is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear semi-group
{T t g t > 0) on D(A) in 1i such that under the condition (i)
IITtx-TtYII < Y 
a-l llx
-YII	 x,y e V(A)
.	 and under the condition (11)
IIT tx—T tY11 < Y 6-1 a Bt II x@YII	 x,y e V (A)	 (t a 0)°
Since for any x e D(A), T t x is the unique solution in H 1 with Tox-x,
it follows from the corollary of lemma V-10 that T t x is also the unique
solution in H with Tox=x, By the semi-group property of (T t n t Q 01 in
H. we have under the conditions (i) or (11)
IITtx-xell = Y a-
 lllx-xell
	 (t = 0)
or	 ml mRtIIT tx-xe li 9 Y d a	 IIx—xe11	 (t a 0)e
c
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which shows that the equilibrium solution xe0 if it exists, is stab?
and asymptotically stable, respectively. Note tlutt T txe=xe for
t > 0. Since by lemma V-3, the contraction semi-group { T t , t m ^^ ur.'D(A)
in the space 11 1 can be extended to V(A) in the 11.111-topology, the
same is true for the semi-group {T t g t > 0) on V(A) in the space H
because the closure of 'D(A) in the 11.11,.- topology
 is the closure of
O(A) in the 11 . 11-topology by the equivalence relation of these two
norms. Hence the results of (a), (b) and (c) are proved. The stability
property of the null solution follows from (b).
The purpose for the construction of a Lvapunov functional can
be demonstrated as follows- Let v (x) = V(x,x) be a I .yapunov functional
such that for some « > 0
a(x(t)-y(t)) < ® « 
Il x ( t )-y ( t )11 2	 (t > 0)
	 (V=23)
for any two solutions x(t), y(t) of (V-1), where V(x,y) is a defining
sesquilinear functional. By lemma V-8, the functional
(x. Y) = V(x, y )	 x, y e li
defines an equivalent inner product of (^8^). Since
v(x)	 V(x,x) _ (x ,x) 1
 < YIIx112	 for all x e H,
it follows from (V-23) that
v(x(t)-y(t)) < - « /Y v(x(t)-y(t)) =-2Av(x(t) -y(t))
	 (IA = « /Y).
Integrating the above inequality with respect to t, we have
v(x(t)-y(t)) < v(x(0)-y(0))e 2At	 (t > 0)
which is equivalent to
Ix(t)-y(t)1 I1 < I Ix(o)_y(0)1 I1 	 2At	 (t > 0)
since v(x) - (xex
) 1 M IIX11 2	 (for all x e H). By the equivalence
relation of 11.11 and 11'11 18 there exists constants 6, y with 0<6<y<=
r
G
r
	 1
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such that (V-12) holds, Thus the above inequality implies that
Ilx(t)-Y(t)11 2 < 1/6 2 Il x (t)_y (t)II 1 s e 2at/6211x(())-Y(0)lli
(Y/6)2e It llx(o) °Y(0)112
which is the same as
Il x ( t )-y(t)11 ® Y/6 a At Il x ( 0 )-y (0)ll	 for t ? 0.
Hence, if an equilibrium solution x  (or any unperturbe, solution) exists,
then by choosing y(0) x  in the above inequality, we have
11x(t)-xe 11 ® Y /6 a Atl lx(o)-xe 11 	 for all t > 0
which shows that the equilibrium solution x  is exponentially asymptot-
ically stable if a > 0, and is stable if m s 0.
The importance of theorems V-5, V-7 9 V-8 and V-9 is the fact
that the existence of a Lyapunov functional satisfying (V-16) or (V-20)
alone does not guarantee the existence of a solution to (V-1) and in
general, it is rather complicated to prove such solutions exist. However
under the additional assumption that R(I-A) - H the existence of a
solution with any initial element x e 'D(A) is assured. This assurance
makes the stability of solutions of (V-1) meaningful,
C. Stability Theory of Semi-linear Stationary Equations
In this section, we consider the operational differential equa-
tions of the semi-linear form
dx® A x + f(x)	 x e V(A )	 (V-24)dt o	 0
where A0 is a linear operator with domain 'D(Ao) acd range R(Ao) both
contained in a real 1.11bert space H. and f is a given function (in
general, nonlinear in x) defined on H to Ho By considering the operator
A0 + f(.) as the nonlinear operator A in the previous sections, (V-24)
C
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becomes a special case of (V=1) and hence all the results developed
in the previous sections are applicable to this case. In particular,
if A  is the infinitesimal generator of a linear contraction semi-
group of class C09 it is natural to ask that under what conditions
on f the operator A  + f(.) is the infinitesimal generator of a non-
linear contraction semi-group, or equivalently under what conditions
on f a solution of (V®24) exists and is stable (or asymptotically
stable). One simple answer to this question is that (f(x)°f(y), x-y)i0
and R(I-Ao f(-)) - H since under these assumptions A=A o + f(^) is
dissipative and the result follows by applying theorem V-2. However
the requirement R(I-Ao f(.)) = H by itself is not easy to verify since
it is equivalent to the functional equation
x - Aox - f (x) = z
having a solution for every z E H. In order to eliminate this as3ump-
tion and to refine some assumptions on the operator Ao, we shall make
use of some results due to Browder [1], [2] for the case of a Hilbert
space. The results obtained in this section include:
(a) The existence and the uniqueness of a solution of (V=24).
(b) The stability or asymptotic stability of an equilibrium
solution as well as the stability region with respect to the equilibrium
solution.
In order to show the following results, it is convenient to state
a theorem due to Browder [2].
Theorem V-10 (Browder). Let X be an uniformly convex Banach
space with its conjugate space X* also uniformly convex, and let T and
To be two accretive mappings with domaiz and range in X. Suppose that
(i) The range of T+I is all of X. 'D(T) is dense in X.
t
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(ii) To is defined and demicontinuous (i.e. continuous from
X in the strong topology to the weak topology of X) on all of X and maps
bounded subsets of X into bounded subsets of X.
(iii) The mapping T+T0 defined with domain D(T) satisfies the
condition that
IITx+ToxII	 + -, as IIxlI ^ + ® 	 (x a U(T)).
Then, the range of (T+T
o ) 
is all of X, i.e., for each z in X s there
•
exists an element x in 'D(T) such that
Tx+T x= zo0
It is to be noted that in the case of a Hilbert space X, both
X and X* are uniformly convex since X* is also a Hilbert space. More-
over, the definition of accretive operator coincides with monotone
operator when X is a Hilbert space. Now we show the following-
Theorem V-11 0 Let A0 be the infinitesimal generator of a
(linear) contraction semi-group of class C o o Assume that f satisfies
the following conditions-
(i) f is defined on all of H into H such that it is continuous
from H in the strong topology to the weak topology , and is bounded on
every bounded subset of Ho
(11) Mx) - f(y), x=y) < 0 	 for all x, y e Ha
Then,
(a) For any x e D(A0 ) 9 there exists a uninue solution of (V=24)
(in the sense of theorem V=1) with T 0 x - x such that T t x is strongly
continuous and is weakly differentiable with respect to to
(b) Any equilibrium solution x  (or any unperturbed solution),
if it exists, is stable,
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(c) A stability region with respect to the equilibrium solu-
tion xe (or any unperturbed solution) is D(A0) which can be extended
to the whole space H in the sense of lemma V=3.
Proof. Let A=Ao + f(-) with D(A) = D(A 0). Since an infinitesi-
mal generator of a contraction semi-group of class C o is densely defined,
dissipative and R(I°A o) 11 (see theorems III-12 and III-14) 9 it follows
by the dissipativity of A  and by the assumption (ii) that
(Ax°Ay,x=y) - (Aox°Aoy , x°y) + (f(x)°f(y), x°y) e 0 for all x,y a D(A)
which shows that A is dissipative. To show that R(I-A) - H. we apply
theorem V-10. Note that the operator °Ao is monotone and the range of
-Ao + I is all of 11 with V(°Ao) - D(Ao) dense in H. Thus the operator
T = -Ao is accretive (or monotone; and satisfies the condition (i) of
theorem V°10. To show the conditions (11) and (iii) of theorem V=10,
let To = I°f(-). Then from assumption (i) T o is defined on all of H
and is continuous from H in the strong topology to the weak topology
and maps bounded subsets of H into bounded subsets of H which shows (11)
of theorem V°10. To is monotone, for
(Tox°Toy, x°y) _ (x°y. x°y)	 (f(x)°f(y). x°y) > IIx°yII2	 x,y e H
where we have used assumption (ii). Moreover, by letting y-O in (11)
gives
(f(x), x) R (f(0), x) g Ilf(0)II Jjxjj	 for all x e H.	 (V°25)
It follows by the dissipativity of A  and by (V°25) that
ll° ox+Tox ll > (° ox+Tox , x) / Il x ll ® (Tox,x) /Ilxll- ((x,x)°(f(x),x)) /IlxlI
11 x II
 
_ 11f(0)II	 for all x e v(A0) (x 0 0) .
Thus I JTx+T 
0 
x1l --o- + - as jjxjj --)- w , that is, condition (iii) of theorem
V-10 is satisfied. Hence by applying that theorem we have R(I -A) - R(T+To)MR.
(
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This later condition and the dissipatinity of A imply that A is the
infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear contraction semi-group
(T t g t > 01 on V(A0) by applying, theorem V-2. Therefore, for any
x c U(A0), T 
t 
x e 'D(A) and is the unique solution of (V-24) with
Tox=x and such that T t x is strongly continuous and weakly once
differentiable with respect to t. Since
II T tx-T tVII < IIx-yII	 for all t c 0	 x,v e 'J(A
it follows that by taking y as the equilibrium solution xe, if it
exists, then it is stables Ncte that T t x e = xe . The above inequal-
ity holds for any x, y e V(A0) which implies that a stability region
is 00 0 ),  and b lemma V-3 this region can be extended to the whole
space It since V(A0) is dense in H. Therefore, the theorem is proved.
The above theorem can be extended to the asymptotic stability
of an unperturbed solution. This can be achieved by makin g use of
theorem V-3.
Theorem V-12. Let A  he the infinitesimal generator of a
(linear) negative contraction semi-group of class C o with contractive
constant a. Assume that f satisfies the following conditions-
(i) f is defined on all of 11 into 11 such that it is contin-
uous from H in the strong topology to the weak topology and is bounded
on every bounded subset of li,
(ii) (f(x) - f(y) 9 x=y) < kllx-yII') with k < C for all x,y a II.
Then,
(a) For any x e U(A0), there exists a unique solution T t x to
(V-24) with T o =x such that Ttx is strongly continuous and is weakly
differentiable with respect to t.
r
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(b) Any equilibrium solution (or any unperturbed solution)o if
it exists, is asymptotically stable.
(c) A stability region with respect to anv unperturbed solution,
including an equilibrium solution, is D(A0 ) which can he extended to the
whole space 11 in the sense of lemma V-3.
Proof. Let A = A  + f(^). Since A  is the infinitesimal genera-
tor of a negative contraction semi-group, it is densely defined, dissipa-
tive and R (I-Ao) = 11. Applying theorem V- 3 for the linear case, A  is
strictly dissipative with dissipative constant (, that is
(A0x,x) < _ W X 1 12	 for all x E D(Ao).
Thus the operator A is strictly dissipative with dissipative constant
S=k for
(Ax-Ay, x-y) = (Aox-A0Y, x-y ) + (f(x)-f(y), x°Y) _' -(8-k)jj x-yjj2
for all x,y c D,A). To show that R(I-A) = 11, we p rove R(I-aA) = Y for
some a > 0, since the monotonicity of -A implies that ( I-aA)
-1
 exists for
every a > 0, and by applying lemma V-1 a.f R (I-W = 11 for some a > 0
then R (I-A) = 1I. The reason for doing this is that if the same argument
as in the proof of theorem V-11 is used it will lead to the unnecessary
requirement k = 1. Let I-aA=-aAo (I-af(.)) =T+To where T = -aAo and
T=I-af(^). Since -A is monotone and is densely defined so is T--aAo	 o	 o,
and since A  is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group, a e p(A0)
(the resolvent set of Ao) for all a > 0 (theorem III-12) which implies
that R (I+T) = R(I-aAo) = 11. Thus the condition (i) of theorem V-10 is
satl=fied. The mapping To=I-af(-) is monotone for a < k l since by
the assumption (ii)
(Tcx-Toy ,x-y) = (x-y , x-y ) - a(f(x)-f(Y),x-Y) => 	 2k)IIx°Yj^ > 0.
1
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It is obvious by the assumption (i) that T o is continuous on 11 and
is bounded on every bounded subset of Fl, which shows that T o satis-
fies the condition (11) of theorem V-10. Finally, the relation
IITx-+-T0x1l ^ - as 11 x 11 + - is also satisfied. This is due to the
fact that the dissipativity of aAo and the relation (V-25) imply that
II Tx+T0x 11 = II-aA0x+T0x1l > (-aAox+T0X,x) /I ► x lI > (T0x , x) /Ilxll-
((x,x)-a(f(x),x))/11x11 _ (11X11 2-allf( o )II IIx1D/11x11=11x11-allf(o)11
where a > 0 is a fixed number. Hence by choosing. a < k- 1 ,  all the
hypotheses in theorem V-10 are satisfied and the result R(I-aA)=R(T+To)=H
follows. It should be noted that k > 0 so that 0 < a < k-1  exists.
(if k < 0, then T o is monotone by taking_, for instance, a =1 and the
other conditions remain unchanged). By theorem V-3. A is the infinitesimal
generator of a nonlinear negative contraction semi-group {T t ; t > 0) on
D(A
0 ) 
with the contractive constant B-k. Therefore the results listed in
(a), (b) and (c) follow directly from the negative contraction property
of the semi-group {Tt ; t > 01 and by lemma V-3 for the extension of the
stability region.
Remark. If A  is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction
semi-group instead of a negative contraction semi-group,any unperturbed sol-
ution is still asymptotically stable provided that the constant k appearing in
the condition (ii) is negative, since in this case, we may take g=0 and
the operator A=A o+f(-) remains strictly dissipative with dissipative
constant -k. The proof of R(I-A) = 11 remains the same.
Corollary 1. Under the hypothesis of theorem V-11 (theorem V-12)
and in addition, if f(0) m0, then the null solution is stable (asymptoti-
cally stable) with the stability region the whole space 11.
c
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Proof. If f(0) = 0 then x(t) a 0 is an equilibrium solution
(called the null solution) of (V-24). Hence by theorem V-11 (theorem
V-12) 9 the null solution is stable (asymptotically stable) with the
stability region extended to the whole space Ti.
Corollary 2. Let Ao be the infinitesimal generator of a (lin::ar)
negative contraction semi-group of class C o with contractive constant (i9
and let f be Lipschitz continuous on It with Lipschitz constant k < R9
that is
IIf(x)-f(y)II < kllx -yII 	for all x,y c 11.	 (V-26)
Then for any x e v(A0 ) there exists a uni que solution T t x to (V-24)
with Tox=x such that any equilibrium solution x e to (V-24) is asymptot-
ically stable. In particular, if f(0) =0 the null solution is asymptoti-
cally stable. Moreover, a stability region is 'V(A0) which can be
extended to the whole space 11.
Proof. By the Lipschitz continuity of f on li, it follows that
condition (i) in theorem V-12 is satisfied. This is due to the fact that
strong continuity implies weak continuity, and by (V-26) with x  a fixed
element in 11
) I I +k I Ix-xo I 1_ I I f (xo) I I +k I IxI I +k I I xo l II I f (x) I I= 1 If( o
which is bounded whenever IIxII is bounded. Moreover, by (V-26)
(f(x)-f(y),x-Y) < I' f (x )- f (y ) II I!x-y II = klix-yII2
and so condition (ii) in theorem V-12 is satisfied. Hence, by theorem
V-12 the existence and the uniqueness of a solution as well as the
stability property of an equilibrium solution are proved. In particular,
if f(0) = 0 then corollary 1 implies that the null solution is asymptoti-
cally stable.
i	 t
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Theorem V-13o Let the linear operator A  appearing in (V-24)
be such that 0 c D(A ) and that for some finite number S (i.e,, W<-)o0
(A0x,x) <- S(x,x)	 for all x c D(A0),
Let f be defined on D(A0 ) to H such that f(0) =0 and such that for some
finite number k (i.e., jkl < -)
(f(x),x) < kilX11 1 	 for all x e D(A0),
If 6 > k then the null solution of (V-•24) is the only equilibrium solution,
Proof. It is obvious that the zero vector is an equilibrium
solution of (V-24). Let xe be any other equilibrium solution, then
x  e D(A0) and by the statement following definition V-5, Aoxe+f(xe ) = 0,
It follows that
0 = (Aoxe + f(xe)sxe) = (Aoxe9 xe ) + (f(xe),xe ) < -(R-k)llxel12
which implies that x e =0 since by hy pothesis S-k = 0, Hence the unique-
ness of the equilibrium solution is proved,
Corollary, Under the conditions of theorem V-12 and in addition
if f(0) = 0, then the null solution is the only eouilibriur solution,
Proof. Since A  is the infinitesimal generator of a negative
contraction semi-group with contractive constant 8, it is strictly dissi-
pative with dissipative constant B and 0 e D(A 0 ), By the assumption (ii)
of theorem V-12 we have, by letting y=0 in the condition (i_,
(f(x),x) < kjIxjj 2	with k < B,	 x e H
since f(0) = 0. Hence the uniqueness of the equilibrium solution follows
from the theorem.
Most of the theorems developed in this section up to now assumed
that the linear part A  of (V-24) is the infinitesimal generator of a
contraction semi-group of class Co o A necessary and sufficient condition
T
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for A0 having this property is that A0 is dissipative, D(A0) = H and
R(I-A0) = H (see theorem III-14). Again the re quirement P(I-A0 ) 	 R
means the existence of a solution of the functional equation
x - A x = z0
for every z e H which by itself needs further justification. However
in case A0 is a self-adjoint operator which occurs often in physical
applications, this requirement can be eliminated in these theorems.
In order to show this, we first state a theorem from [l] by Browder and
then we consider a densely defined closed operator and take a self-
adjoint operator as a special case.
Theorem V-14 (Browder). Let X be a reflexive Banach space, T
a mapping from the dense linear subset V(T) of X into X*. Suppose that
T=L+G where L is a densely defined closed linear operator. from X to X*,
G a hemi-continuous mapping from X to X* with 'D (G) - X and G taking
bounded subsets of X into bounded subsets of X*. Suppose that:
(i) There exists a completely continuous mapping C from
X to X* suc:. :hat T+C is monotone;
(ii) L* is the closure of its restriction to U(L)n v(L*X
(iii) There exists a real-valued function c(r) on R 1 with
C(r) -> - as r - - such that
(Tx,x) > c (11xII) 11xII
	
for all x e V(T).
Then R(T), the range of T, is all of X*.
Remarks. (a) G is said to be hemi=continuous if G is con-
tinuous from every line segment in V(G) to the weak* topology of X*.
(b) A Hilbert space is reflexive.
Theorem V-15. Let A0 be a densely defined closed operator from
H into H. Suppose that:
r
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(i) A  is strictly dissipative with dissipative constant B.
that is
( Aox,x) < -511xII2	 for all x E D(A0)^
(11) Ao is the closure of its restr i.,:tion to D(Ao )n D(A**)
where Ao is the adjoint operator of Ao;
(iii) f is defined on all of 11 into 11 such that it is con-
tinuous from the strong, topology to the weal: topology and is bounded
on every bounded subset of 11;
(iv) (f(x)-f(y),x-y) < kllx-y11 2 with k < B for all x,y e H
Then
(a) For any x e D(Ao) there exists a unique atrongly contin-
uous solution T t  to (V-24) with To =x;
(b) An equilibrium solution xe , if it exists, is asymptotically
stable. In particular, if f(0) =0 the null solution exists and is
asymptotically stable;
(c) The stability region can be extended to the whole space in
the sense of lemma V-3.
Proof. Let A=Ao + f(-), then A is strictly dissipative, since by
hypothesis
(Ax-Ay ,x-Y) _ (Aox-AoYs x-Y) + (f(x)-f(Y),x-Y) < -(Q-k)IIx°Y,12
for all x,y e D(A0) = D(A). To show that P,(I-A) =H. let T=I-A==Ao+(I-f(.)),
then D(T)=D(Ao) is densely defined. Since -Ao is densely defined, A**
exists and is closed, and by the assumption (ii) -A** is the closure of
its restriction to D(-Ao )A D(-A*o). By (iii) the operator G=I-f(o) is
continuous from all of 11 to H in the strong topology to the weak topology
which implies its hemi=continuity from 11 to 11 with D(G)-H. The bounded-
:less of G on bounded subsets of H also follows from (iii). Moreover
r
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(Tx-Tv,x°Y) - (x-y,x-Y) - (Ax-Ay,x-Y) c (1+R-k)IIx-YII2
	
xsy a D(T)
so that T is monotone. In particular by letting y=0 (0 e V(A0)-V(T))
in the above inequality and since T-0 = 0-A-0 = -f(0), it follows
tha t
(Tx,x) n ( 1+a
-k)IIxIi 2-( f ( 0)9 x) _> ((1+R-k)IIxII-IIf(0)II)IIxII9
for all x e V(T)
and since a - k > 0 the real valued function c(IIxII) defined by
c(I I x I I) = (1+6-k) I I x I-I If(o)
has	 the property that c(IIxII) ^ - as IIxII ^ -. Hence all the
conditions in theorem V-14 are satisfied if we take, for instance, the
completely continuous mapping C=0 (the zero operator which maps all
x e H into the 0 vector in H). Therefore R(I-A) = R(T) = H. By
applying theorem V-3. A is the infinitesimal generator of a non-linear
negative contraction semi-group on D(A) = D(A0 ) with the contractive
constant R-k. Thus, the stated results in the theorem follow directly
from the negative contraction semi-group property as in the proof of
theorem V=11.
Remarks. (a) The above theorem can also be proved with R=k=O,
in which case the equilibrium solution is stable with a stability region
D(Ao). The proof is exact) the same by letting 6ck=0 and by applying
theorem V-2. (b) If A  is dissipative (i.e. 9=0 in (i)) and k < 0 in
(iv), then the theorem is still valid. In this case, A o+f(.) is the
infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear negative contraction semi-group
with the contractive constant -k.
Since an unbounded self-adjoint operator A  is a densely defined
closed operator having the property that D(Ao) D(A*o) (in fact Ao A**
i
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see definition III-3) we lave, with a stronger assumption on the func-
tion f, the following result which is stated as a theorem because of
its usefulness in applications.
Theorem V-16. Let A  be an unbounded self-adjoint operator
from 11 to H and assume that it is strictly dissipative with dissipative
constant B. that is
(Aox,x) < -B(x,x)	 for all x e D(Ao).
Let f be Lipschitz continuous on H with Lipschitz constant k < B,
that is
IIf(x)-f(y)jj < kllx-yjj 	 for all x,y c H.
Then for any x c V(A0) there exists a unique strongly continuous solution
T t x to (V-24) with T ox=x. Moreover any equilibrium solution x  of (V-24),
if it exists, is asymptotically stable with D(A 0) a stability region s and
this region can be extended to the whole space H. In narticulai, if
f(0) = 0 then the null solution is asymptotically stable,
Proof. The self-adjointness of A  implies that A  is a densely
defined closed operator and D(Ao) = D(Ao). By the Lipschitz continuity
of f, f is continuous in the strong topology and is bounded on every
bounded subset of H. This assumption (Lipschitz continuity) also implies
that
(f(x)-f(y),x°Y) ` II f (x )- f (y ) II II x°YI j _`_ k ll x-YII 2	 for all x,y e Ho
Hence, all the conditions in theorem V-15 are satisfied, and the result
follows by applying that theorem.
Remark. The Lipschitz continuity of f in the theorem can be weak-
ened by using the conditions (iii) and (iv) in theorem V-15.
In section B. it has been shown that stability and asymptotic
stability are invariant if the inner product (os-) is replaced by an
t
r	
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equivalent inner product ( ^ 9 ^) 1 with respect to which A is dissipative.
In the special case of A=Ao+f(.), where A  and f(.) are defined as in
(V-24) 9 theorem V-11 (also theorem V-12) remains valid if A  is the
infinitesimal generator of a contraction (negative contraction) semi-
group of class C o in the Hilbert space (11,( 0 90) 1) and the inner product
( 0 9 0 ) in condition (11) is replaced by ( ^ 9 • ) 1 (in theorem V-12 9 (- 9 ^)
and 11 . 11 in (ii) should be replaced by (^ 9 ") 1 and 11.11, respectively).
Because of its usefulness in applications (for instance, a non-self-
adjoins operator in a Hilbert space (H,( . 9 . )) can sometimes be made
self-adjoint in (H,( ^9 =) 1) where (.,.) I is an equivalent inner product)
we show one theorem, which is an extension of theorem V-16 9 as an
illustration.
Theorem V-17. Let Ao be a densely defined linear operator from
H=(H,(.9•)) into 1I, and let f be defined from all of 11 into H such that
it is continuous from the strong topology to the weak topology of H and
is bounded on every bounded subset of H. If there exists an equivalent
inner product ( • 9•) 1 such that A  is a self=adjoint operator in H1
(H,(- 9 -) 1) satisfying
(Aox,x) 1 < 
_6II x 11 2 	 x E V(Ao)
and if
(f(x)-f(y),x-Y)1 < k11x_Y112	 with k < S 9	 x9y E H.
Then, all the results stated in theorem V-15 are valid.
Proof. Consider A  as an operator from the space H 1 = (H9('D')1)
into Hl . Since A  is self-adjoint in the space Hl , it is a densely defined
closed operator and V(Ao) = V(A*o). The continuity and the boundedness
of f with respect to the 11-11-norm topology implies the same property
of f with respect to the 11-11 1-norm topology since these two norms are
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equivalent, By assumption, A o is strictly dissipative and the condition
(iv) in theorem V-15 is satisfied with respent to (*n o ) l . Hence all
the hypothesis in theorem V-15 are satisfied by considering 11 1 as the
underlying space which implies that the operator A-Ao+f(^) is the
infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear negative contraction semi-group
(T t ; t > 0} on V(Ao) with contractive constant 6-k in the space H10 By
lemma V-10, A is the infinitesimal generator of a nonlinear negative
semi-group (T t ; t > 0} or, v(A0) in the original space 11, Therefore
all the results in theorem V-15 hold good in this case (The proof is the
same as in the proof of theorem V-9),
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VI. STABILITY THEORY OF NONLINEAR TIN11i=VARYING
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN HILBERT SPACES
A large class of physical problems are des:ribed by a system
of nonlinear partial differential equations • '.ach can bs reduced to the
form (V-1) but wa,: w ither t+m-- '_,pendent coefficients of the partial
differential operator or time-dependent boundary conditions. In a
more general case both the coefficients of the differential operator
and the botmdary conditions are time-varying. In order to investigate
this type of differential equation in the abstract setting, it is
necessary to extend the operator A in the previous chapter to a more
general type of operator A(t) which depends on the variable t. The
object in this chapter is to extend the principle result in Chapter V
for the case of nonlinear time-varying operational differential equations
of the form
dx t) = A(t)x(t)
	 (t a 0)at (VI-1)
where the unknown vector x(t) is a vector-valued function defined on
R+ _ [0 9 m) to a Hilbert space H and A(t) is, for each t > 0, a given
_
nonlinear operator with domain V(A(t)) and range R(A(t)) both contained
in H. In the first section, we give a formal definition of a solution
and state the main results from [11]. In section B. we present some
results on the general operational differential equations of the form
(VI-1), and in section C we consider, as a special case of (VI-1),
operational differential equations of the form
AX-Lt' ® Ax(t) + f(t,x(t)i	 (t > 0)	 (VI-2)dt
where A is a nonlinear operator as in Chapter V and f is a given function
from R+
 x H into H. It is seen that equatiop (VI-2) is a direct exten-
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lion of equation (V-1)o In section D. we first discuss briefly another
special case of (VI° 1),the equations of the form
ddtt) g Ao (t)x(t) + f(t s x(t))	 (t ® 0)	 (VI-3)
where A0 (t)is, for each t > 0, a linear operator with domain 'D(Ao(t))
and range k(A0 (t)) both contained in a Hilbert space it and f is a
given function from R+
 x It into It. The object of this section is to
deduce a number of theorems from the results obtained in section C on
a special form of (VI-3) where A0 (t) = A  which is independent of to
We discuss in mire detail this type of equation which is a direct exten-
sion of equation (V-24) with f(t,x(t)) = f(x(t)), Finally, a few results
on the ordinary differential equations of the form
dx t)	 f(tgx(t))	 (t = 0)	 (i'^°4)dt
with the same f as in (VI-3) are included in this section since it is
a special form of (VI-3) with A0 (t) 5 0,
A. Background,
As in the case of Chapter V s
 the stability theory developed in
this chapter is again based on the recent paper by Kato [11] in which
the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (VI -1) are established.
In order to state the results in [11], we give a formal definition of a
solution of (VI- 1) and according to some additional pro perties of the
solutions o
 different terminology is used as given in the followings
Definition VI-1. By a solution x(t) of (VI-1) with initial condi-
tion x (0) = x e 'O (A(0)) in a Hilbert space H (real or complex), we mean
the followings
(a) x(t) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in t for each t a 0
with x(0) a xo
1
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(b) x(t) a D(A(t)) for eac.. _ > 0 and .A(t)x(t) is weakly
continuous in t.
(c) The weak derivative of x(t) exists for all t > 0 and
equals A(t)x(t).
(d) The strong derivative of dx(t)/dt = A(t)x(t) exists and
is strongly continuous except at a countable number of values t.
(e) For any x(t), y(t) satisfying (a)-(c) with x(0) = x,
y(0) = y both in D(A(0)), there exists a positive constant M such that
l lxw-y(t) i l _ Ml I x-YI 1	 for all t > 0.
The above definition of a solution x(t) is in the sense of a "weak
solution 01 since x(t) satisfies (VI-1) in the weak topology of H. How-
ever, by the condition (d), x(t) is an almost everywhere strong solution
in the sense that x(t) satisfies (VI-1) for almost all values of t e e
in the strong; topology of Ho
Definition VI-2 o Let x(t) be a solution of (VI-1) with x(0)=x
(in the sense of definition VI-1)o If M G 1, where M is the positive
constant appearing in (e), then x(t) is called a contraction solutions
if M is replaced by Me at or by a st for some a > 0, then x(t) is called
a negative solution and a negative contraction solution respectively.
It follows from the condition (e) that the solution x(t) of (VI-1)
with x(0) = x e u(A(0)) is unique, and if y(t) = x  is an equilibrium solu-
tion of (VI-1) then the condition (e) implies that x  is stable.
On setting x(t) ® T t x for any x e'D(A(0)) where x(t) is the contrac-
tion solution of (VI-1) with x(0) = x, it can easily be shown that the
family ( Tt s t > 0) forms a nonlinear contraction semi-group on D(A(0))o
However, in this chapter, we do not follow the semi=&stoup property ate in
Chapter V. but rather use directly the properties (a)-(el of a colution
P+
1
I
f
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given in definition VI-1. Yet, if we set x ( t) = T tx, then by lemma V-3
{T t g t > 0) can be -w tended to the closure of 1/(A(0)) which implies that
the existence of a contraction solution can be extended for any initial
element x e D(A(0)). Hence we can state the following-
Lemma VI-1. If for any x e 1)(A(0)) there exists a contraction
(negative contraction) solution x(t) of (VI-1) with x(0) - x, then for
any x e (A(P`), we can define a "solution" x(t) of (VI=1) with x(0) = x
by
X(t) = lim xn(t)
where xn (0) xn a V (A(0)) for each n and xr + x as n	 The "solution"
x(t) is also a contraction solution (negative contraction solution).
It has been shown in the proof of lemma V-3 that the limit defined
above exists and is independent of the choice of any sequence { xn ) (in
D(A(0))) which converges to x. Moreover, x(t) a(^ for all t > 0
and the condition (e) in definition VI-1 with M =1 (with M replaced by
St for a negative contraction solution), is satisfied for any ' 1
 solution"
y(t) with y(0) = y e DWOM
For convenience, we introduce the following basic assumptions on
the operator A(t) and refer to them thereafter as the condition I or the
conditions I. II etc. to mean that A(t) satisfies the respective assumptims.
I. The domain D of A(t) is independent of t.
II. For each t > 0, there is a real number a(t) > 0 such that
I
R(I - a (t)A(t)) = H.
III. There exists a positive, nondecreasing function L(r) of r > 0
such that for all x e D and any s,t > 0
jjA (t ) x—A (s ) x l j	 L (I I x1 `) It-9 1 (1 + jjA(s)xjj) i
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where the norm 11.!' is induced by the inner product (^s-) of the Hilbert
space T1= (il,(^ne)).
In the development of the stability and the asymptotic stability
properties of the solutions to (VI-1), we have used some of the results
obtained in [11]. Be:ause of their importance in the development of our
stability theory, we state the main results from [11] as the following
theorem whera we take a Hilbert space as the underlying space,
Theorem VI-1. Let the nonlinear opEfator A(t) appearing in (VI-1)
satisfies the conditions I. II, 111. Assume that for each t > 0, A(t)
is dissipative (i.e. -A(t) is monotone). Then for any x E V. there exists
a unique contraction solution x(t) (in the sense of definition VI-1) with
x(0) = X.
It follows from definition V-4 that for each t = 0, the dissipativity
of A(t) and the condition II imply that -A(t) is m-monotone which is one of
the hypotheses in. the main theorems of [11]. It is to be noted that if the
initial time is not at t=0 but it t=to > 0, then the result of the above
theoren remains valid in the sense that for any x e V(A(t 0)) = D there
ei.ists a unique contraction solution starting; at x(to) = x. )iere defini-
tions VI-1 and VI-2 of a contraction solution should be modified by re-
placing 0 by to whenever it ai,pears; and in the case of a negative solution
or a negative contraction solution, Me Bt or a 8t should be replaced by
Me (i(t-to) and a p)(t--t0) respectively.
B. Stability Theory of General Nonlinear Equations
The contraction property of the solution of (VI-].),obtained in
theorem VI-1 implies that any equilibrium solution x e , bf it exists, is
stable. However, in many physical and engineering problems, it is important
_I
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to know the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the differential equa-
tions describing these systems. In order to extend theorem VI-1 to show
the asymptotic stability of solutions to (VI-1), we first show the
following-
Lemma VI-2. For any pair of strongly continuous and weakly
differentiable functions x(t), y(t) which satisfv (VI=•1) in the weak
sense, then the real
-
valued function ljx(t)-y(t)ll 2 is differentiable
in t for eaeb t i 0 and is given by
dt Il x(t) -Y(t)ll 2 - 2Re (A(t)x(t) -A(t)y(t), x(t)-y(t)) 	 (vI-5)
where d/dt llx(t)=y(t )11 2 at t=0 is defined as the right -side derivative.
Proof. For any fixed t > 0, let h 0 0 be such that lhl < t.
Then t+h > 0 so that x(t+h) and y(t+h) are defined. Following the same
proof as for lemma V-5, we have
h I [ llx(t+h)=y(t+h)11 2_ll x(t)-y(t)11 2 ] =h '[(x(t+h)-x(t),x(t+h) -y(t+h))
-(y(t+h)-y (t),x(t+h) -y(t+h))+(x(t)-y(t),x (t+h)-x(t))-(x(t)-y(t),
y(t+h)-y(t))].
By hypothesis h-1 (x(t+h) -x(t)) -0- A (t)x(t) and x(t+h)-y (t+h) -> x(t)-y(t)
w
as h -v 0 (Similarly, h I(y(t+h) -y(t)) -> A(t ) y(t)), we have on applying;
lemma V=•4 as h -> 0
atllx( t)°Y(t)ll2®(A (t)x(t),x ( t)-y(t))-(A(t)y(t)ox(t)-Y(t)) +
+(x(t)-Y(t) ,A(t)x(t)) - (x(t)--4,t), A(t)y(t))®(A(t)x(t)-
-A(t)Y(t),x(t)°Y(t))+(x(t)-y(t), A(t)x(t)-A(t)Y(t)) -
2Re(A(t)x(t)-A(t)y(t),x(t)-Y(t))
which shows that llx(t)_y(t)11 2 is differentiable and satisfies (VI ^)
for t > 0. For t-0, (VI-5) is still valid by taking h > 0 and h + 0 in
place of h -► 0, where we define d /dt llx(0)-Y (0)1l 2 as the right-side
derivative.
t
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Theorem VI-2. Assume that the nonlinear operator A(t) appearing
in (VI-1) satisfies the conditions I, II, III and that there exists a
positive real-valued continuous function B(t) defined on R + such that
for each t > 0, A(t) is strictly dissipative with dissipative constant
Re(A(t)x-A(t)y,x-y) _< -t(t)(x-y,x-y)	 for all x,y e D.
Then for anv x e V. there exists a unique contraction solution x(t) of
(VI-1) with x(0)=x, and	 for any solution v_(t) with y(0) = y e D
t
Ilx(t)-y(t)II < e fB (s)ds llx-yll	 for all t = 0.	 M-6)
In porticular, if B(t) = B which is indepe;ident of t then x(t) is a
negative contraction solution.
Proof. For each fixed t > 0 9 the strict dissipativity of A(t)
implies the dissipativity of A(t) (see definition V-3) and thus
the existence and the uniqueness of the solution x(t) with x(0)=x e D
follows fram theorem VI-1. To show the inequality (VI-6), let y(t) be
#ny solution-of (VI-1) with y(0)=y e U. Since by definition VI-1 x(t)
;(t) are strongly continuous, weakly differentiable and satisfy
( ­%-1), it follows by lemma VI-2 and by the strict dissipativity of A(t)
that
dt 11x(t)-y(t)l1 2 -2Re(A(t)x(t)-A(t)y(t),x(t)-y(t)) <
< —2B(t) l Ix(t)_y(t)112
for each t > 0. Note that the function llx(t)=y(t)11 2 is a positive
_
real-valued function defined on R+ _ (0 9 -l. Writing the above inequal-
ity in the form
d(I Ix(t) —y(t)1 l 2 ), (I Ix(t)-y ( t ) 11 2 	 26(t)dt
c
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and integrating on both sides, we have
IIx(t)-Y(t)11 2 < IIx(o) -Y( 0 ) 1I
2
 a 
2^ 
a(s)ds
which is equivalent to
llx(t)-y(t ) II < e fta(s)dS11x
-yll 	 for all t > 0°
In particular, if f(t) = B then
Ilx(t)-y(t)11 < e- ^tllx-yil	 for all t = 0
and thus x ( t) is a negative contraction solution. Hence the theorem
is proved.
Lemma VI-3 ° Let H1=(H,( °o °)1) be an equivalent Hilbert space
of the space Ii=(lt,(°,°)), For any x e V. let x (t) he the solution of
(VI-1) with x(0)=x in the equivalent space 11. Joe., the underlying space
in definition VI-1 is H 1) ° Then x ( t) is also the solution of (VI-1) with
x(0)=x in the original space H°
Proof. The equivalence relation between i °n°j and (°. °) 1 implies
that there exist constants S. y with 0 < 6 <= y <	 such that
6 1I X II s 11x11 1 < Y 11 X 11	 for all x E H	 M-7)
where 11 °11	 (° 9 °) 1/2 and 11 °11 1 = ( ° , ° ) 1/2 ° By hypothesis, x(t) satisfies
the conditions (a)-(e) of definition VI-1 in the Iii space, we shall show
that the same is true for x(t) in the H=space ° The conditions (a) and (d)
are obviously satisfied with x(t) in the H®apace, for strong continuity in
the norm topology is invariant under equivalent norms. By the relation (VI-7),
the condition (e) is satisfied for some N > 0 since
IIx(t) —y (t) II < 6-l llx(t)_y (t)II l < 6°lmII X-y ll l < Y/6 MII x°y lI (VI-8)AM
where N m y/6 M. To show that the conditions (b) and (c) are satisfied
in H, define V(x,y) ® (x,y) ° Then V (x,y) is a sesquilinear functional
deffned on the product space H 1 x H1 and satisfies the following conditions:
r
t
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(i.) Srz%2 qui linearity a V(alx1 + a2x2 ,y) ' a1V(x19y)+02V(x29y)
(xl9x29y E H1)
V(x,B lyl + 6 2y 2 ) ® 81J(x9yl)42V(x9y2)
(x9y19y2 E 111)
whict, follows from the definition of inner product defined on a complex
vector space.
(11) Boundedness> 	 IV(x9y)I ' I(x 9 y ) I =< II x II IIYII a 6-211xIIlIIYII1
(111) Positivity. V(x 9 x) = (x 9 x) a jjxIj 2 	 Y 11XIII.
Hence by the Lax-Milig:am theorem (III®7), there exists a bounded linear
operator S with a bounded inverse S 1 defined on all of H 1 such that
(x,Y)-V(x,Y)®(x,Sy)1
	
for all x,y E H.	 (VI=9)
Thus for each fixed t > 0, the relation. (VI=9) and the weak differentiability
of x(t) with its derivative equals A(t)x(t) iu H 1
 imply that
limh;0 ,-I(x(t+h)-x(t),z) ' him 'h 1(x(t+h)mx(t),Sz)1
=(A(t)x(t),Sz)1 m (A(t)x(t),z)	 for every z E H	 (VI=10)
which shows that x(t) is weakly differentiable for t > 0 and equals
A(t)x(t). For L-0. we teke h > 0 with h + 0 in place of h -> 0 so that
(VI=10) is valid by defj-.!ng the weak derivative of x(0) as the right
side weak derivative. i:ais proves condition (c) in the H=space. The
condition (b) in the space H follows from (VI-9) and the weak continuity
of A(t)x(t) in H1 since for each t ® 0
limhim(A(t+h)x(t+h),z)'hm (A(t+h).(t+h),Sz)i (A(t)x(t)9Sz)1a(A(t)x(t),z)
for every z E H
where for two the limit in the above relation is taken as the right-side
limit. Therefore, all the conditions of definition Vlml are satisfied in
the space H and thus the lemma is prove3.
C
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It should be noted that if the solution x(t) of (VI-1) is
contractive in Hl , it is not necessarily contractive in the space H
since the constant N = y/6 M in the relation (VI-8) is, in general,
not less than 1 even though M a 10
Theorem VI-3o Let (H,(-e^)) be £ Hilbert space and assume
that the conditions I, II, III are satisfied in H. If there exists
an equivalent inner product ( Q 9-) 1 with respect to which A(t) is
dissipative for each t > 0, then for any x e D there exists a unique
solution x(t) of (VI-1) in the space (H,(<o-)) with x(0)®x,
Proof, Consider A(t) as an operator with domain D and range
R(A(t)) both contained in the equivalent i:ilbert space H1^(H,(^so)1),
we shall show that conditions I. P., Ill are satisfied with H 1 as the
uade.rlying space. The conditions I. II remain valid in H l, To show
that the condition 1 7 1 is satisf'ed with respect to 11°11 1 , note that
L (1l xl i!) M L (I1x2 11) if ll xl ll s 11x 2 11 since L is n®nd®creasin g , By
hypothesis the condition III holds with respect to 11.11, we have on
using the relation (VI-7)
I IA(t)x°A(a )xl 1 1 ® y l I A(t)x°A(s ) xl I.< yL (I Ixl 1) It°sl (1+1 IA (s) xl 1)
y L( 6°1 11x11 1) It°sl(l+a°1 11A(s)xll l): y A L(s° l llxll^ It°sl(:.+IIA(s)xlll)
where A= max ( 1,6 1 ), Let LI(Ilxlll)-yAL(6-1I1x1ilN, then Ll (r) as a
function of r > 0 is positive since L (r) is, it is also nondecreasing,
for given any pair of positive numbers r l , r 2 with rl < r2 which is equi-
valent to 8-1 r 1  < 6°1r2 , then L(6°1r1) < L(6-Ir2) which shows that Ll ( 11x111)9
is non°decreasing. Hence on replacing L(11 x 11) by L1 ( 11x 11 1), the condition
III is satisfied with respect to 11 ^II1, By hypothesis A(t; is dissipative
with respect to ( . s . ) l , it follows by theorem VI-1 that for any x c D
r
E"	 there exists a unique contraction solution x(t) in H, with x(0) ® x, There-
f
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fore by lemma VI-3, x ( t) is also the solution of (VI-1) in the space H with
x(0)=x (in general, x(t) is not contractive), Thus the theorem is proved.
Following the same proof of the above theorem and applying
theorem VI-2, we can prove the following theorem for the existence
of a negative solution.
Theorem VI-4. Let H®(H,(^+^)) be a Hilbert space a=d assume
that the conditions I, I4 9 III are satisfied in H. If there exists
an equivalent inner product ( - 9-) 1 with respect to which A(t) is
strictly dissipative with dissiaptive constant 3(t) for each t © 0
where S(t) is a positive continuous function defined on R+ , then
for any x e V there exists ®a unique'solution x(t) of (VI-1) in H
with x (0) = x, and for any solution y(t) with y (0)-y e V there is a
finite number M > 1 such that
tIl x(t)-y(t) II s Me o
6(s)ds llx
=yll for all t 
> 
0.	 (VI-11)
In particula<, if B(t) = 8 which is independent of t, x ( t) is a nega-
tive solution.
Proof. Since all the hypotheses of theorem VI-3 are fulfilled,
the existence of a unique solution follows. To show that the solution
is negative, let x ( t),y(t) be any two solutionrj with x (0)-x, v(0)wy
both contained in V. From the proof of theorem VI-3. A(t) satisfies
the conditions I, II, III in H1, and by hypothesis A(t) is strictly
dissipative with dissipative constant b(t) vAth respect to (aea) 1. Hence
by applying theorem VI-2
t
11 x (t)-y(011 1
 ® of 
1(s)ds l i x-y li l	 (t > 0).
It follows by the equivF,lence relation (VI- 7 ; that
t	 c
i1 x (t) my (t)11 ®e 1 1!x(t)-Y(t)II ® 
&mle J s(s) d®Ilx-ylll
(v/a)e (t a(s)dsilx-yllwme jt a(s)a®Ilx^yll
	 (t	 0)
''
c
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where M-y/6 ® 1. If B(t) - B which is independent of t, then
jjx(t)-y(t)j) < Me - Bt llx-yjj	 for all t > 0
which shows that the solution is negative. This completes the
proof.
An immediate consequence of the relation (VI-11) is that
under the hypotheses of theorem VI-4, and if inf B(t) > 0, then
an equilibrium solution x  (or a periodic solution) of (VI-1), if
t
it exists, is asymptotically stable since f B(s)ds m as t $ m
0
In particular, if B(t) = B then the equilibrium solution x  is
exponentially asymptotically stable.
By an equilibrium solution x  of (VI-1), we mean the same
thing as in definition V-5 except with the words "x e in D(A)" replaced
by if
	
in D(A(t)) for all t > 0". It can easily be shown that (see
the proof following definitioi. V-5) the existence of an equilibrium
solution is equivalent to the existence of a solution to (VI-1)
satisfying
A(t)x(t) n 0	 for all t > 0 .	 (VI-12)
Theorem dI-5. Assume that the conditions I, II, III are satisfied.
If there exists a Lyapunov functional v(x) = V(x,x) such that for each
t > 0
ReV(A(t)x-A(t)y, x--y) ® 0	 for any x,y c D M-13)
where V(x,y) is a defining sesquilinear functional defined on H x 11. Theno
(a) For any x e D , there exists a unique solution x(t) of (VI-1)
with X(0)=x;
(b) An equilibrium solution x  (or a periodic solution), if it
exists, is stables
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(c) The stability region of x e is V which can be extended to
V, the closure of 0, in the sense of lemma VI-1.
If the relation (V1 '3) is -,-eplaced by
Re V(A(t)x-A(t)y,x-Y)
 < °s(t)il x_Y11 2 	 for any x,y E D (VI-13)'
where ti(t) is a positive continuous function on R+ with inft>0 ((t) > 09
then (b) can be replaced by*
(b)' An equilibrium solution xe (or a periodic solution), if
it exists, is asymptotically stable,
Proof. Since Wx,y) is a defining sesquilinear :'unctional defined
on H x H, it follows by lemma V-8 that
(X,Y) l = V(X,Y)	 X, v E H
defines an inner product (-9-) 1 which is equivalent to ( ^e^), By the
assumption (VI-13), for each t > 0
Re (A(t)x-A(t)y,x-y)l - ReV(A(t)x°A(t)y9x-y)
 n 0	 X,y E J
which snows that A(t) is dissipative with respect to (^e^) 1 for each
t > 0. Hence, by applying throrem VI-3, for any x E D there exists a
unique solution x(t) of (VI-1) in the original space 11 with x(0)-x.
By definition VI-1, for any solution y(t) with y(0)-y E V
llx(t)°Y(t)11 a Mllx—yll 	for all t >= 0,
	 (VI-14)
It follows by taking y-xe (if it exists) in the above inequality and
noting that y(t) m xe
lx(t)-X11
	< MllX-xell	 for all t > 0
	 (VI-14)'
which shoxs that the equilibrium solution xe is stable, Since (VI-14)
holds for any solution x(t) with x(0)-x E D, tha stabilit y region is thus
the whole domain D. The extension of D into its closure 13follows fyom
lemma VI-1. In case (VI-13) is replaced by (VI-13)' 9 then
Re(A(t)x-A(t)y, x°y) l
	s(t)ll x
—Y11 2 ® °s(t) /v Ilx°Yll1	 (x ,y E ^)
t
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and so for each t > 0 9 A(t) is strictly dissipative with dissipative
constant 8(t) /Y with respect to 09-) 10 Thus by applying theorem
VI-4, for any x e V there exists a unique solution x(t) in the space
(H,(o®a)) with x(0) ®x. If an equilibrium solution x  exists, then
by the relation (VI-11) 	 t
1
llx(t)-x.11 ® Me'^^ 0 8(s)dsllx_xell	 for all t	 0.
Therefore the equilibrium solution x  is asymptotically stable since
t
inf 8(t) > 0 implies t^
im
 
18(s)ds ®.
®	 o
Corollary 1, Assume that the c.;nditions I, II, III are satis-
fied and that (VI-13) is valid. Then for any two solutions x(t) and y(t)
of (VI-1) with x(0) ex, y(0)sy both in V
	
v(x(t)=y(t))	 0	 for all t ® O.
If (VI-13)' is satisfied, then
	
O(x(t)®y(t)) o -28(t)l^x(t)°y(t)11 2	for all t > 0.
Proof. It can easily be Phnwn by following the proof of lemma
V­ 7 that for any two solutions x(t),y(t)
i(x(t)my(t))®2ReV(A(t)x(t)°A(t)y(t),x(t)-y(t)).
The results follow directly from (VI-13) and (VI-13)' since x(t),y(t) E v
for all t > 0.
a
A direct consequence of theorem VI-5 is the followings
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of theorem VIm5, and in
addition if 0 E V and A(t)-0®0. Then the null solution is stable under
*.he condition of (VI-13) and is asymptotically stable under the condition
of (VI=13)00
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Co Nonlinear Nonstationary Equations
Based on the theorems developed in the previous aection, we shall
develop some results on the nonstationary differential eouations of the
form
dx t ® Ax(t) + f(t,x(t))
dt
(VI=15)
where A. which is independent of t, is a nonlinear operator with domain
O(A) and range R(A) both contained in a real Hubert space H and f is
a given (nonlinear) function on R+ x H into Ho On setting A(t)-A+f(t,-)B
the equation of the form (VI-15) becomes a spec!.al case of the general
nonlinear equation (VI-1) and thus the results in section B can be applied
to this type of equations Cn the other hand, equations c` the form
(VI-15) are direct extensions of the nonlinear differential equations of
the form (V=1) where f can be regarded as identically equal to zero. The
purpose of this section is to modtfy the basic assumptions I, II, III of
section A so that the existence, the urlf qu.:ness, the stability and the
asymptotic stability of a solution can I-e investigated, For the sake of
convenience in the statements of our results in this and in the remaining
sections of this chapter, we state some basic assumptions on tue function
fe These basic assumptions area
(i) f is defined on R+ x H into li and for each t > 0 0 f is
continuous from the strong topology to the weak topology of H and is
bounded on every bounded subset of Hg
(ii) For each t ® 09
(f(t,X)-f(t,y), X=y) ^< 0	 for all x,y a 11;
(ii)° There exists a continuous real -valued function k(t) on
R+ such that 0 k(t) < S where S is the dissipative constant of A. and
such that for each t > 0
C
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( f (t, x)°f ( t uY)e x°Y) < k(t)Ilx°Yil2 	 for all x,y a H9
(iii) There exists a positive nondecreasing function L(r) of
r > 0 such that for all x e U and any s,t > 0
IIf(t,x)—f(®,x)II :^ L(Ilxll)It--s 1(1+IIAx+f(s,x)II).
Theorem VI-6. Let the operator A of (VI-15) be densely defined,
dissipative and R(I-A) ®H. Assume that f satisfies thp..cond,49"ons (i),
(ii), (iii). Then
(a) For any x e D(A), there exists a unique contraction solution
of (VI-15) with x(0)-x;
(b) An equilibrium solution x  (or a periodic solution), if it
exists, is stable;
(c) A stability region of the equilibrium solution x  is D(A)
which can be extended to the whole space H.
Proof. Let A(t)=A+f(t,^). We shall show that A(t) satisfies
all the conditions in theorem VI-l. Since A is independent of t and f
is defined on all of t e R+, it follows that D(A(t))=D(A) which is
independent of t and thus the coed!.tion I is satisfied. By the condition
(iii), for each x c D(A)
IIA(*_)x—A(s)xll=Ilf(t,x)—f(s,x)li
	
L(Ilxll)It°sl(l+IIAx+f(s,x)II)
which shows that the condition III is satisfied. To show the condition II,
we shall apply theorem V-10 as in the proof of theorem V-11. Let T®-A
and for each t > 0 let Tt=I-f(t,-). Then both T and T
r
 are monotone since
the dissipativity of A implies the monotonicity of T and by the condition
(ii), for any x,y e H
(Ttx-Tty,x°y)
 - (X°YBx—y) — (f(tBx)—f(t,Y)sx°Y)
 > Ilx°ylfa
which implies that T  is monotone. By hypothesis, R(I+T)=R(I-A)-H and
D(T)=D(®) is dense in H. For each t >0, T t is, by the condition M,
f^
f
lag
defined and demicontinuous (i.e.p continuous from the strong topology
to the weak topology of H) on H and is bounded on every bounded subset
of H since the identity operator I also possesses this property. On
setting y=0 in the condition (ii), we have
(f(tpx)px) _ (f(t90)9x) ^ I1 f (tn 0)II Ilxil.	 (VI-16)
Hence the dissipati.vity of A and the relation (VI-16) imply that
IITx+T txll = II—Ax+T txll e (—Ax+Ttx , x) /II x II m (Ttx , x) /IIxII®
((x,x) a (f(t,x),x))/Il x lI > 11x11-1If(t90)1
which shows that
I ITx+TtxI I -^ +w	 as I Ix  I -► + ® .
Therefore, all the conditions in theorem V-10 are satisfied. It follows
by applving that theorem that R(I-A(t))-R(T+T t ) BH for each t a 0 which
shows condition II with m (t) ° 1. Finally, the dissipativity of A and
the condition (ii) impl•r that for each t ^ 0
(A(t)x-A(t)y,x-y) = (Ax-Ay ex-Y) + (f(t,x)-f(t,y),x-y) < 0
for all x,y c D(A). Thus A(t) is dissipative for each t > 0 and so all
the conditions in theorem VI-1 are satisfied. Hence for any x e V(A)
there exists a unique contraction solution of (VI-15) with x(0) ®x. The
contraction property of solutions of (VI-15) implies that if an equilibrium
solution x  exists, then for any solution x(t) with x(0)=x a 'D(A)
l x (t)—xe 1I n I Ix—xe 11	 for all t o o
which shows that the equilibrium solution is stable with a stability region
D(A). Since U(A) is dense in 11, the extension of the stability region to
the whole space 11 follows from lemma VI-1. Hence the theorem is completely
proved.
3
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The above theorem has a counter part for the asymptotic stability
of an unperturbed solution (e.g. equilibrium Folution or periodic solu°
,ion), we shall show this it the following.
Theorem VF-7. Let the operator A of (VI=15) be densely defined,
strictly dissipative wiL`: elibaipative constant B and let R(I-A)=H.
Assume that f satisfies the conditions (i), (11)°, (iii). Then:
(a) For any x e V(A) there exists a unique contraction solution
of (VI=15) with x(0)=x and for any solution y(t) uith y(0)=y e 'V
II x ( t )°y (t)II ffi	 ^
t(S°k(s)ds)
II x°YII 	 for all t => 0;	 (VI=17)
(b) An equilibrium solution x  (or a periodic solution), if
it exists, is asymptotically stable;
(c) A stability region of the equilibrium solution x  is DW
which can be extended to the whole space H.
Proof. Let A(t)=A+f(t,-), we shall show tha: A(t) satisfies all
the conditions in theorem VI-2. As in the proof of theorem VI°6, the
conditions I and III are satisfied. To show the condition II, note that
the dissipativity of A and R(I--A)=11 imply that k(I - a A) =H for all a > 0
(see lemma V=1). Let T t- I - a(t)f(t,-). For each t > 0, choose a real
number a(t) such that 0 < a(t) g k(t)
°l
 (if k(t) a 0, choose, e.g., a(0=1)
then T  is monotone, for by the condition (ii)°
(Ttx°Tty,x°Y)=(x°y,x°Y)°a(t) (f(t,x)°f(t,y),x°y) > ( 1°a(t)k(t))Iix°Yj12 ®0.
With a(t) so choosen for each t => 0, the operator T=-a(t)A is monotone with
	
R(I+T)=R(I-a(t)A)=H and with u(T) = M - H. By the condition (i), T t is	
a
defined and demicontinuous on all of 11 and is bounded on every bounded
subset of H, and by the dissipativity of a(t)A and the relation (VI-16)
I I T-t+Ttx l l-1I ° a(t)Ax+Ttxj I > (°a(t)Ax+T % ,x) /11 x 11 > (Ttx,x) /1IxII
_ (1I x II 2°a (t) ( f(t 9 x)sx)) /11x11 : IIxI1°a(t)IIf(tso)II
(
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which implies that II Tx+Ttx ll ► +® as IIxII + +m	 It follows by applying
theorem V-10 that for each t 0 we can choose an a(t) > 0 such that
R(I-a(t)A(t))-R(T+Tt)=H which shows the condition II.
	
Moreover by the
strict dissipativity of A and the condition (ii)°, for any x,y c U
(A(t)x-A(t)Yux-Y)=(Ax-Ay,x-y)+(f(t,x)-f(t,y),x-Y) < -(B-k(t))Ilx_Y,12
for each t > 0
_
which shows that A(t) is strictly dissipative with dissipative constant
B-k(t) for each t '= 0,	 It follows by applying theore.ii VI-2 that (a) is
proved and the relation (VI=E) holds with 3(s) replaced by B-k(s).
	
Hence
if an equilibrium solution xe exists . , then for any solution x(t) with x(0)=
=x C'0
IIx(t) -xell 	ft(-
ft(
	 II
x_xel^	 for all t > 0
t
which proves (b) since f($-k(s))ds> (B- supk(s))t for any t > 0.	 Note that
o	 =
B-s9Q	
q^
k(s) > 0,	 It also proves that a stability region is N(A).
	
The
extension of D(A) into V'(7A04 follows from lemma VI-1 which completes the
proof of part (c).
Corollary.	 Let the operator A of (VI-15) be densely 	 defined,
strictly dissipative * ,^ith dissipative constant B and let R(I-A)=H. 	 Assume
that f(t,x) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in g- with Lipschitz constant
k < B, that is
Il f (t9x)-f (t9y)II ® k ll x°YII	 for all x,y e H	 (VI-18)
and let there exist a positive nondecreasing function L(r) of r > 0 such
that for all x e •D(A)	 '-
I If(t,x)-f(s,x)I I	 : L(I IxI I)
	
It-@I
	
for all s,t > 0.
:c Then the results (a), (b), (c) in theorem VI-7 are valid.
^.T
r
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Proof. We shall show tLat f(t,x) satisfies all the conditions
a
(ii), (iii). For each t > 0. the condition (VI-18) implies that f
is continuous from the strong topology to the strong topology and that
for any fixed y 0 a 11
; 1 f (t9 x)II
 a 11f(t9 y6 )11+ kllxll+kl1y0 11 	for all x e H
which is bounded whenever I1x11 is bounded. 'thus the condition (i) is
satisfied. The condition (ii)°also follows from (VI-18) since for each
t > 0
(f(t,x)-f(tey),x—y) < Il f (ts x)—f(t, y) II Ilx—y ll < k ll x—y 11 2	 x,y a H.
Finally, the condition (iii) follows by hypothesis. Hence all the hypotheses
in theorem VI-7 are fullfilled and the result (a), (b), (c) follows immed-
iately.
Remark?. (a) In theorem VI-6, theorem VI-7 and the Corollary of
theorem VI-7, the condition R(I-A)-H can be weakened by the condition
R(I-aA)®H for some a > 0 since by lemma V-1 R(I-aA)-11 for some a > 0
implies R(I-A)-H. (b) In theorem VI-7, if A is dissipative rather than
strictly dissipative and if the function k(t) appearing in the condition
(ii)' is such that sup k(t) < 0 9 the results still holdo (c) The contin-
uity of the real-valued function k(t) can be weakened to some extent, for
example, k(t) can be discontinuous at a finite number of points on R+ with
the values of k(t) properly defined at these points of discontinunity
(e.g., k(to) - k(to + 0) or k(t )=1/2 (k(t o + 0) + k(to - 0)) where t o is
a point of discontinuity of }
D. Semi-linear Nonstationary Equations
Another application of the results obtained in section B is
for the differential equations of the form
datt) a Ao (t)x(t) + f(t,x(t))
	
(VI-19)
t
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where Ao (t) is, for each t > 0. a linear unbounded operator with V(A (t)) and
0
R(Ao (t)) both contained in a real Hilbert space H and f is a given
function from R+ x 11 into 11. Again, on setting A(t)-A0(t)+f(t,"), the
equation of the form (VI-19) becomes a special form of (VI-1). Differen-
tial equations of the semi-linear form (VI-19) have been investigated
rather extensively (e.g., see Browder [1] or Kato [91), and in [9] it
gives a survey of the results obtained for this type of equation by using
semi-group theory.	 The object in this section is not to prove any new
i;
is theorems on the existence of a solution but rather to deduce some results
from the general theorem developed in section B and to extend these
results for the investigation of the asymptotic stability property ofr..
a solutions
	
In part 1, we introduce some theorems based on the general
results of section B, and in Parts 2 and 3, which are the main object of
this section, we shall discuss some special equations of the form (VI-19).
Because of the hypothesis in these special forms is relatively simple,
it is expected that these results would be more convenient for applications
on certain physical problems, that is, on some concrete partial or ordin-
ary differential equations.
1.	 General Semi-linear Equations
6
Consider the operator differential equations of the form (VI=19)9
we first show the following:
Theorem VI-8.
	 Assume that Ao (t) satisfies the conditions I and
II (given in section B) and that for each t > 0, A 0 (t) is dissipative with
D(A0(Q )-U dense in 11.
	 If the operator A(t)mA0(t)+f(t,-) satisfies the
condition III and f satisfies the conditions (i) and 	 (i)	 (given in
section C).
	 Then all the results (a), (b), (c) of theorem VI-6 hold.
y'}
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Proof, Consider the operator A(t)®Ao(t)+f(t,.) as a nonlinear
operator in the equation (VI-1), we shall show that all the hypotheses
V	
in theorem VI-1 are satisfied, Since V(A o (t)) ®U is independent of t
and that f is defined on all of R+ x H. it follows that V(A(t))
®U(A0(t))-V is independent of t and thus A(t) satisfies the condition
I. By hypothesis for each t >> 0, Ao (t) is dissipative and by lemma V=1,
the condition II implies that R(I-A0(t))®H. It follows from the same
proof as in theorem VI-6 that R(I-A(t))-H since for each fixed t > 0
we may take A0 (t) as the operator A in theorem VI=6. Note that all the
hypotheses for the proof of R(I=A)°H to that theorem are fullfilled if
we replace A by AO (t) where t is fixed. Since this is true for each
t >> 0, the condition II is satisfied. The condition III is given by
hypothesis. By the di>ei.pativity of A 0 (t) and by the condition (ii), we
have for each t > 0
(A(t)x°A(t)y,x®y) ® (Ao ( t ) x°Ao ( t )Y,X-Y) + (f ( t 9x)°f ( t 9 y) s x-y) < 0
for all x,y a 1). Hence A(t) is dissipative for each t > 0. By applying
theorem VI®1 9 the result (a) is proved. The proof of (b) and (c) is
the same as in that of theorem VI-6.
Remark. The assumptions I and III in the above theorem can be
replaced by (I-A0(t))-1 is strongly continuously differentiable in t
and f is demicontinuous in t. For a direct proof of this theorem see
[9,. It should be noted that the solution obtained in (9) is the so®
called 11mild solution" which is the solution of an integral equation
reduced from the differential equation (VI-19).
Theorem VI-9. Assume that Ao (t) satisfies the conditions I and
II with V dense in H and for each t > 0, let A0 (t)be strictly dissipa-
S
tive with dissipative constant s(t) where 0(t) is a positive real-valued
..r
continuous 'unctior. on R+ o	 If the operator A(t)-A(t)+f(t,-) satisfies0
the condition III and if f satisfies the conditions (i) and ( 11)°with
t
k(t) < d(t) for each t a 0 and f(0(s)-k(s) ) ds	 as t * W , then all the
a
results (a),	 (b),	 (c) of theorem VI-7 hold.
Proof.	 It suffices to show that the operator A(t)-A0 (t)+f(t,^)
satisfies all the hypotheses in theorem VI-2.	 The condition I is obviously
satisfied and by hypothesis the condition III is satisfied. 	 The proof
Y
j,
of the condition II follows the same argument as in the proof of theorem
VI-7.
	
Since for each fixed t ® 0 9 Ao (t) is strictly dissipative with
dissipative constant S(t), and by hypothesis f satisfies the condition
(ii)B it follows that for any x,y e U
(A(t)x-A (t)y,x-y) -(Ao(t ) x-Ao(t)yex-y)+(f(t'x) -f(tey)ex-y)
-(5(t)-k (t))jjx-vjj 2	for all t > 0
r.
v which shows that for each t > 0 9 A(t) is strictly dissipative withs, a
y dissipative constant (B(t)-k(t)).	 Note that 9 ( t)-k(t) > 0 for all
t" t > 0.
	
Hence by theorem VI-2, (a) and (c) are proved with the relation
rt t
(VI-17) for B-k(s) replaced by 5(s)-k(s).
	
Since by hypothesis 1im f
t	
o
($(s)-k(s) ) ds	 ^, it follows by the relation (VI-17) that if an
equilibrium solution x
	
exists, it is asymptotically stable which proves
r
ax,
(b). a
2.	 Some Special Semi-linear Equations M
The results developed in the proceeding sections of this chapter
are
	
to	 for	 differential equations.	 However, anot easy	 apply	 partial
number of physical and engineering problems are fromulated by a system
of partial differential equations which can be reduced to the simplier
;;	 2 form
dxdt	 Aox(t) + f(t,x)	 (VI-20)
(
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where Ao , which is independent of t, is a linear unbounded operator
with domain V(A0) and range R(Ao) both contained in a real Hilbert
space H and f is a given function from le x H into 11. Since (VI=20)
is a special form of (VI=15) with A=Ao a linear operator, the results
obtained in section C are directly applicable. Note that the equation
(VI-20) is an extension of the equation (V=24) where f(t,x)®f(x). The
object in this section is to deduce some results similar to those in
section V=C, which would be easier to apply for a certain class of non=
stationary partial differential equations.
According to theorem IIIm14, if A 
o 
is the infinitesimal genera=
for of a contraction semi-group of class Co , then A0 is densely defined,
dissipative and R(I=tb)'H. Hence the following theorem is a direct
s
consequence of theorem VI-6.
i'
Theorem VI=10, Let Ao be the infinitesimal generator of a
(linear) contraction semi-group of ;lass Coo Assume that f satisfies
s:
the conditions (i), (11), (111). Then all the results (a), (b), (c)
of theorem '`I-6 hold.
As to the asymptotic stability of a solution of (VI=20), we have
the following theorem which is a special case of theorem VI-7.
Theorem VI-11. Let Ao
 be the infinitesimal generator of a
s:	 (linear) negative contraction semi-group of class Co with the contractive
constant B. Assume that f satisfies the conditions (i), (ii)°, (111).
Then all the results (a), (b), (c) of theorem VI-7 hold.
Proof, Since A  is the infinitesimal generator of a negative
contraction semi-group of class Co , it is densely defined, dissipative
and R(I=Ao)-H. By applying theorem V=3 for A®Ao as a special cave, Ao
Is strictly dissipative with dissipative constant 0 since the dissipa-
iP^
L
4.
y
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tivity of A  in the sense of definition V-3 for a linear operator
coincides with the dissipativity of A 
o 
in the ordinary sense. Hence
all the results (a), (b), (c) follow from theorem VI-7.
Corollary. Let Ao be the infinitesimal generator of a (linear)
negative contraction semi-group of class C o with the contractive constant
a, and let f be uniformly Lipschitz continuous on R+ x H with k <g
where k is the Lipschitz constant with respect to x. Then all the
results (a), (b), (c) of theorem VI-7 hold.
Proof. We show that all the hypothesis in the corollary of
theorem VI-7 are fulfilled. As in the proof of theorem VI-11, A  is
densely defined, strictly dissipative with dissipative constant 0 and
R(I-Ao)-H. The uniform Lipschitz continuity of f on R+ x H implies
that the relation (VI-18) holds (A th k <B) and that there exists a
positive real number L such that zor any x e 11
jjf(t,x)-f(a,x)jj < LIt-sj	 for all ®, ;;. ra 0
which implies that the condition (iii) is satisft-c-, 	 by the
corollary of theorem VI-7, all the results in theorem VI-7 hold.
So far in this section, we have assumed that A. is the infinite-
simal generator of a contraction semi-group of class C 
o 
(The conditions
imposed on A0 (t) in theorems VI-8 and VI-9 imply that for each t o, O,
A0 (t) is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semi-group of
class Co (theorem III=14)). In the remainder of this section, we shall
consider A  as an unbounded closed linear operator. (The infinitesimal
generator of a semi-group is always closed). Before looking into this
type of operator, let us make some observations about the equation (VI=20).
Suppose that there exists an equilibrium solution x  of (VI-20). Let
^.. K.
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Z(t) - x(t)-xe . On substituting x(t) by z(t)+xe in (VI-7C), we have
	
dat
 t - Aoz(t) + F(t,z(t))
	
for all t a 0
where
F(t,z(t)) - A  e + f(t,z(t) + xe).
Since by (VI-12)
	
Aoxe + f(t,xe )	 0	 for all t : 0
it follows that F(t,O) - 0. Moreover, if f satisfies the conditions
(i) (11) (iii) (or (1), (ii)°, (iii)), so does F with possibly different
L(llxll) in the condition (iii). To show this, note that the trans-
lation mapping from x to x+xe is a continuous one-to-one mapping from
all of li onto H so that F is defined on R+ x H into H. For each t ® 0
and any z l (t), z 2 (t) e H
(F(t,z2(t))-F(t,z1(t))su) - (f(t,z2(t)+xe)-f(t,z1(t)+xe),u)
for every u e H which implies that F is continuous from the strong
topology to the weak topology of H and is bounded on every bounded
subset of H since f has these properties. Note that z 1 W -' z2(t)
if and only if zl(t)+xe
-.P' 	 and that liz(t)ll is bounded if and
only if llz(t)+se11 is bounded where x  is a fixed element in H. Thus
F satisfies the condition (i). For any x,y e H
(F(t,x)°F(t,y),x-y) - (f(t,x+xe) - f(t,y+xe)®( 	 e) - (Y+Xe))
which shows that F satisfies the condition (ii) if f does. In case
f satisfies the condition (11)°, so does F since the above equality
implies that
(F(t,x)-F(t,y),x-y) a k(t) I I (x+xe)-(y+xe )11 2 - k(t) I I x_y l 12.
Finally, if f satisfies the condition (iii), then by the definition of
F for any z e D(A0)
t
0zsa
I!,W(t,^)°F(s,z)II ® Il f (t, z+xe )°f(s , z+xe)II : L(lly+xeII)It°sl-
(1+IIAo (z+x e )+f(s,z+xe ) II) - L(Ilz+xell)lt°sl(1+l,Aoz+F(s9z)II)
< L(Ilxll+llxell)lt-sl(1+IIAoz+F(sez)II)
since L(Ilz+se ll) is nondacreasing (which implies that L(Ilz+xell)
L(I lzl I+l lxe i l )). The function L 1 (I I z l l)-L ( I lzl l+l lxe l I) is a positive
nondecreasing function of ll z il ' o, for if Ilz III® II z2 II then
l l zl l I+I l xe l l a l l z2 l I+l l xe l I which implies that
L(I l z l l I+I Ixe l l) : L(i lz2 l .'+I Ixe l I)-
The positivity of L1 follows directly from the positivity of L. This
completes the proof.
It follows from the above observation that if an equilibrium
solution of (VI=20) exists, we may assume that f(t,0) ® 0 and thus the
investigation of the sta}-i1".'v property of an equilibrium solution is
the same as that of the nv,: '. Solution.
Another observation about equilibriuz, solutions of (VI-20) is
the following theorem.
Theorem VI°12. Let H be a real Hilbert space, and let A o be
a strictly dissipative operator from H into H with the dissipative
constant B, i.e.,
(Aoxax) < °Bll x ll 2 	 for all x c D(Ao).
Assume that for any x,y a D(A0)
(f(t,x)°f(t,y),x=y) < k(t)lI x'y ll 2	for all t ® 0
where k(t) is a real-valued function with k(t o) < B for some to a 0.
Then an equilibrium solution x  of (VI=20) 9 if it exists, is unique. In
particular, if f(t,0)-0 for all t e 0, then the null solution is the
only equilibrium solution.
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Proof. Let ye be an equilibrium solution. By (VI-12)
Aoxe + f(t,xe) = 0	 and Aoye + f(t,ye)	 0	 for all t > 0
which implies that
Ao(xe ye) + f(t,xe) - f(t,ye) = 0.
Hence, for all t > 0
0 = (A0(xe ye)exe ye)+(f(t,xe)-f(t,ye),xeye)	 -(O-k ( t)) j I xe yel12.
By hypothesis b-k(t0) > 0 for some to >= 0 9 it follows from the above
inequality that lixe-yelj s 0 which proves the uniqueness of xe.
Remark. The above theorem remains true if A 0 is dissipative
and the function k(t) is negative for some t o > 0 since under this
condition, we have 0 < k(t)IIxe -Ye 11  for all t a 0 which is a contra-
diction unless lixeye 11 =0 since k(t0) < 0.
Corollary. Under the hypothesis in theorem VI-11 (or in theorem
VI-7) if an equilibrium soluticn exists, it °Is unique.
The uniqueness of the ecuilibrium solution ir. theorem VI-11 (or
in theorem VI-7) is also a direct consequence of the negative contraction
property of the solution. For, if x and y are two equilibrium solutions
e	 e
then since x(t) =xe and y(t)-y
e
 for all t > 0
11x
e -Ye 11  < e 
Bt l1x
e 
ye 11	 for all t > 0
which is impossible unless x  = ye.
Now we return to the equation (VI-20) where A 0 is an unbounded
closed linear operator. In analogy to theorems V-15 to V-17, the
following theorems may be regarded as their respective extension.
Theorem VI-13. Let A0 be densely defined, closed and strictly
dissipative with dissipative constant S. Assume that A** is the closure
of its restriction to 'D(A0)r)D(A*0) and that f satisfies the conditions
(ii)°, (111) where Ao is the adjoint operator of A0 . Then all the
results (a), (b), (c) in theorem VI-7 hold.
C
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Proof. It suffices to show that R(I-Ac ) ®H since all the other
cosditicna in theorem VI-7 are fulfilled by hypothesis. Note that
(VI-20) is a special form of (VI -15) with A-Aoo But is has been shown
in the proof of theorem V-15 that R(I-A o)®H. Hence the results follow,
Theorem VI-14. Let A  be an unbounded self-adjo'nt operator
from part of H to H and let it be strictly dissipative with dissipative
constant S. Assume that for each t > 0, f is uniformly Lipschitz con-
tinuous in x with Lipschitz constant k(t) where k(t) is a positive con-
tinuous function on R+ satisfying g>0 k(t) < V x^,d assume that for each
x e D(A0), f is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in t with Lipschitz
constant L(II x II) where L(II x II) is a positive non-decreasing function
of II x II. Then all the results (a), (b), (c) of theorem VI-7 hold.
Proof. Since the self-adjoint operator A o is densely defined,
closed and equals its adjoint operator A** (in particular, "D(Ao)-D(A*o)),
it follows that A  satisfies the requirements in theorem VI-13. By
hypothesis, for each t >> 0
If(t,x)-f(t,y)II ^< k(t)IIx-yII 	 for all x,y e H	 (VI®21)
which implies that f satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii)°. This is
due to the fact that for each t E 0 0 (VI-21) implies that f is a
continuous in x (from the strong topology to the strong topology of H)
and that for a given yo e H
I I f (t,x) I I< I I f (t,yo) I I+k(t) I Ix i I+k(t) I ly0110
Hence for each t > 0, IIf(t,x ) II is bounded whenever IIxII is bounded
since k(t) < B and IIf(t,yo)II is bounded for each t (see (VI-22) below)o
This proves the condition. (i). Condition (ii)' follows also from (VI-21)
since for any x, y e H
(f(t,x)-f (t,y),x
 y) I< I If(t,x)-f(t,y) I I I Ix-y i I g k(t) I I x°y l I2
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for all t > 0 ° By the assumption of uniform continuity of f in t,
for each x e V(Ao)
jjf(t,x)=f(®,a)jj ® L(jjxjj)jt=®j
	
for all ®,t > 0 (VI-22)
which shows that f satisfies the condition (iii). Hence the theorem
is proved by applying theorem VI-l3°
Remark, It is obvious that the assumptions on f can be weakened
by assuming that f satisfies the conditions (i), (ii)°, (iii), Oil the
other hand, a stronger assumption is that f is uniformly Lipschitz
continuous on R+
 x H. that is, k(t) e k < B and L(Ilxll)-L>0°
It can happen that the given linear operator A o
 of (VI=20) is
not self-adjoint in the original space H-(H,(° ® °)) but it is possible
to find an equivalent inner product (° s °) 1 such that A  is self=adjoint
in the space H1=(H,( °e °)1)° In such a case, we have the following
theorem which is an extension of theorem VI-14o
Theorem VI-15. Let Ao
 be a densely defined linear operator from
H = (H,( °e ° )) into H. and let f satisfy the conditions (i) (iii) in H.
;'.
	
	
If there is an equivalent inner product (° e
°)1 such that Ao is self=adjoint
and is strictly dissiapt:ive with the dissipative constant 0 with respect
to (° s °) 	 and such that for any x,y e H
(f(t,x)mf(t,y),x®y)1 < k(t)jjx-yjjlf or all t > 0	 (VI-23)
where k(t) is a continuous real-valued function on R + such that Bill?
Then, (a) For any x e D(A0), there exists a unique solution x(t) of
(VI-20) with x(0) -v . (b) If an equilibrium solution xe exists, it is
asymptotically stable, (c) A stability region of xe is D(A0) which can
be extended to the whole space H in the sense of lemma VI-1.
Proof, Consider Ao as an operatcr from the space H1®(H9,(°9°)1)
e	 into H1 0 Since Ao is self=adjoint in H1, it is densely defined, closed
v
'i
	
t
}3s
and D(Ao)-D(Ao) in H1 . It follows by hypothesis that _A_e sati5=iee the
conditions in theorem VI-13 where the underlying space is H,. Tke
continuity of f being invariant under equivalent norms together with
the relation (VI-9) imply that if f is demicontinuous in H. it it.
demicontinuous in H l. Thus f satisfies the condition (i) in the HL
spare since by hypothesis, f possesses this property in the H-space.
Note that the boundedness of f is also invariant under equivalent norms.
Moreover, by the condition (iii) in H and the equivalence relation (VI-7)
llf(t,x)°f(s,x)llla yllf(t,x)°f(s,x)ll < YL(Ilxli)lt- sl(l+ll,x+f(s,x)II)
y L(6-111xlll)lt-sl(1+6-11IAox+f(s,x)II1)
since Ii x ll	 6-111x111 and L(llxll) is nondecreasing. Let A m max(1,6°1)
and set L1(llxlll)=YAL(6°lllxlll), then L l is a positive nondecreasing
function since L is. Hence
Il f ( t , x)-f (s , x)ll l : L1(Ilxlll)lt-81(1+IIAox+f(s,x)lll)
which shows that the condition (iii) is satisfied with respect to 11.111•
By applying theorem V%-13, all the results (a), (b), (c) of theorem
VI-7 hold in the space H 1 0 Since for any x s D(A ), there exists a unique
J
contraction solution x(t) of (VI-20) with x(C)-x in H l , it follows by
lemma VI-3 that x(t) is also the unique solution with x(0)-x in H. Thus
(a) is proved. Since the relation (VI-17) holds in H1, and by lemma V%=3
if x  is an equilibrium solution in H 1 it is also an equilibrium solution
in H. It follows that for any solution x(t) in H with x(0)®x a D(A0)
Ix(t)°xe
 11	 6
°1
l Ix(t)°xe I I l z 6°le js-k(s))as I Ix°xe I I1®
<(y/6)e_ Jt(a—k(a))dsllx°xe11	 for all t : 0
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which shows that the equilibrium solution xe is asymptotically stable
since sup k(t)<B implies li'n f t (B—k(s))dse +00 . The above inequalitytoo	 t-_ o
is true for any x e D(Ao) showing that a stability region is D(Ao).
By lemma VI-1, this region can be extended to the whole space since
D(A0) is dense in H. Hence the theorem is completely proved.
It is clear that theorems VI-13 to VI-15 are particularly useful
for the class of partial differential equations which can be formulated
in the form of (VI-20) where A  is a concrete partial differential
operator defined in a suitable Hilbert space H into H and f is a (non-
linear) function defined on R+ x H into H. It happens often that the oper-
ator Ao reduced from a partial differential operator is a densely defined
closed operator or its extension is a closed operator (i.e., A  is clos-
able), Theorem VI-14 and VI-15 suggest that if A  is self-adjoint in H
or if an equivalent inner product can be found such that Ao is self-
adjoint in the equivalent Hilbert space H l, then the strict dissipativity
imposed on A  in these theorems is like] to give some stability criteria
for the coefficients of the partial differential operator and possibly
including the parameters involved in the boundary conditions. On the
other hand, in certain design or control processes, the function f itself
or the parameters involved in this function can be varied so that the
conditions imposed on f such as (VI-22) and (VI-23) are also likely to
yield some criteria among this class of functions or among the parameters
involved in the given function. In practical problems, these criteria
are often in terms of physical properties, dimensional parameters, control
functions, etc. which are originated from the derivation of the differen-
tial dquations describing this system. Thus they are not only important
for the design or control prupose but also gives some interpretation of
the physical meaning about the system.
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3, Ordinary Differential Equations
In case the operator Ao in the equation (VI-20) io a bounded
linear operator on li to 11, we can write (VI-20) as an ordinary differ-
ential equation of the form
dx(t = f(t,x(t))
	
(VI-24)
dt
where f (t,x) is a function from e x H into R. Since the equation
(VI-24) is also a special form of (VI-15) with A = 0 which is densely
defined, dissipative, and R(I=0)-h, we have immediately the following
theorems,
Theorem VI-16, Let f satisfies the conditions (1), (11) 9 (iii)
(given in section C), Then, (a) For any x e H. there exists a unique	 3
contraction solution of (VI-24) with x(0)=7.:, (b) If an equilibrium
4d
solution x  exists, it is stables (c) The stability region is H.
Theorem VI-17, If f satisfies the conditions (1) 9 (ii)°, (iii)
with S=0 (i.e., sup M WO), then the results (a), (c) of theorem VI-16O
hold, and in addition: (b)° For any solution y(t) with y(0)-y a Il
1 Ix(t)-y(t)11 a eltk(s)1s1 I x-y 11	 for all t H 0,
Thus, if an equilibrium solution x  exists, it is asymptotically stable.
The abo•: -- two theorems can be proved directly by considering the
operator A(t) of (VI-1) as f(t,-) and show that the conditions in theorem
VI-1 and theorem VI-2 are satisfied respectively, To see this, we first
note that A(t)-f(t,-) satisfies the conditions I and III Ly the assumption
(1) and (iii) respectively, To show that A (t) satisfies the condition II,
let T-I and Tt=-f(t,.), By following the proof of theorem VI-6, it can
i
easily be shown that all the conditions in theorem (V-10) are satisfied
which implies that for each t ® 0, R(I-A (t))=R(I-f (t,-))-H, The dissipa-	 6^
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tivity of A(t) follows from the assumption (ii). Hence all the results
of theorem VI-16 follow by applying theorem VI°1. A direct proof for
theorem VI-17 can similarly be shown.
It should be noted that the existence and the uniqueness of a
solution of (VI-24) do not require that k (t) be negative (c.f. ( 1 1, [91).
However under this conditions the asymptotic stability property of a
solution can not be ensured.
Theorem VI-16 and VI-17 >emait, true if an equivalent inner product
(os.) l
 can be found such that f satisfies respectively the conditions (ii)
and (ii)' with respect to (.,.) 1. In fact s we have the following theorem
whose proof follows that of theorem VI-15,
Theorem VI-18. Assume that f satisfies the conditions (i),
(iii) in the Hilbert space 	 If there exists an equivalent
inner product ( ^®^) 1 such that
(f(t9x)°f(t,y)9x°y ) 1 0 lc(t ) llx°y11l	 for all t s 0
where k (t) is a continuous real-valued function defined on R+ with
s>p k(t) < Os then the results (a), (b)°, (c) of theorem VI-17 hold
except the contraction property of the solutions. If k(t) ®0 9 (b)°
should be replaced by (b) in theorem VI-16.
In theorems VI°17 and VI®18, if an equilibrium solution x  exists,
it is unique. A weaker condition for the uniqueness of an equilibrium
solution can be obtained by applying theorem VI-12. We show this in the
following.
Theorem VI°19. Assume that for any x,y E H
(f(t,x)°f (tsy)sx°y) < k(t)ljx°y11 2	for all t ® 0
where k(t) is a real°valued 'function with Mt0) < 0 for some to $ 0.
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Then an equilibrium solution xso if it existso is unique. In particular®
if f(t B 0 )®0 for all t ® 0 9 then the null solution is the only equilibrium
solution.
Proof. Let ye be any equilibrium solution. By (V%=12)
f(tsxe)	 0 and f(t,ye)	 0	 for all t ® 0
which implies that
	
0 a (f(t ® xe)°f(tgye)®x^ ye)	 k(t)j Ixe ye,12	 for all t ® 0.
But k(to) < 0 9 the above inequality is impossible unless 11xe ye 11-0.
Thus the uniqueness of x  is proved.
to
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VII. APPLICATIONS TO PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The stability and existence thoery of the operational
differential equations developed in Chapters IV s V, VI deals with
unbounded and nonlinear cperators which are extensions of certain
concrete linear and nonli. .ear partial differential operators res-
pectively. Thus the solutions of the operational differential equa-
tions are closely related to the concept of generalized solutions
(distribution solutions, weak solutions, etc.) of boundary-value
problems for partial differential equations. By a suitable choice
of a function space (such as L2 (9), Hm (93)), the results obtained
in the previous mentioned chapters are directly applicable. In
this chapter, we do not intend to solve general nonlinear partial
differential equations but rather to apply some of the results
obtained in Chapters IV, V. VI to certain semi -linear partial differ-
ential equations (which occurs often in physical problems) in order
to illustrate some steps in applying the theorems developed for
operational differential equations.
A. Elliptic Formal Partial Differential Operators
It is known that a linear partial differential operator can
be, under suitable conditions, formulated as a linear operator in a
function space such as Banach space or Hilbert space. In this section,
we shall formulate an elliptic partial differential operator as an
unbounded linear operator in the real Hilbert space L 2 (n). Before
giving a formal definition of an elliptic partial differential opera-
tor, it is convenient to use the following conventional notationso
^h
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X®(Xl,X2,°°°, xn) and C ' "V
 E Y , °° °, Cn) denote variable points in Rn;
n
l a l - n aj where a ® (alB a2B° ° °, an ) whose components are non-negative
	
jil
M a	 a
integers; Da ® D11D22 ° ° ° DOn where Dj	 a X for j®1,2,•°°,n; if lal®0
the operator Da is defined to be the identity operator; t o denotes the
c
expression C a 9a °°° 
can
 and aa (x) denotes the expression as 
a 
°°°an(X)°
	
1 2	 	 12
With these notations, we first gir l
 the following definition of a formal
partial differential operator.
Definition VII-1. Let the operator
	
L = I	 aa(X) Dae
l a l® p
where p is a positive integer and the coefficients a a (X) are infinitely
differentiable functions in an open set Dc_- R n ° 'then L is called a formal
partial differential operator. The differential operator
L*<°)	 I	 (°I)IaIDa(aa(X)( °))
lal ®p
which is also a formal partial differential operator is called the
(real) formal adjoins of L. If L-L*, then L is said to be formally
self-adjoint°
Now we give a formal definition of an elliptic differential
operator.
Definition VII-2. Let
L	 aa(X) Da
l a 
'p
be a formal partial differential operator of order p defined in a domain
9 of the Euclidean space Rn ° If for each non-zero vector C in R 
	
I
	
aa(•X) CO, f 0	 X e atII^p
then the operator L is said to be elliptic. Thus, the requirement of
ellipticity for a partial differential operator is the analogue of the
(
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condition that the leading coefficient should be non-vanishing.
For the case of second order elliptic partial differential
operator (i.e., p=2), the operator L can be written in the form
D2
L = 1. a (X)	 +2b,  =-a + r(X)i, j^l ij	 91 X^j i=1
	 "i
with the requirement that for any non-zero vector ^ in R 
n
i®j®l
a
ij	 i(x) Y^ 1 ¢0	 XE2.
The elliptic partial differential operator L can be formulated-as
an operator in L 2 (0) in different ways. For example, we may define
the operator T to be the restriction of L with domain D(T)-Co (9), the
set of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact support
in 0. T is a densely defined linear operator from L 2 (9) into L2 M
since C%2) is dense in L2 (Q) (see theorem 111=17). The domain of
T is narrower than necessary; in the above definition we could replace
Co(R) by Co( R) since we need only p-th order derivatives in constructing
L. there by obtaining an extension of T. We can also define a larger
extension T 1
 of T by admitting in its domain all functions u e L2(9)
such that u e Cp (Q) and Lu a L2 (Q)(here u need not have compact support).
Since T is densely defined and T,= T 19 it follows that T 1 is densely
defined and eo both T * and T*l
 exist. The question may arise that if
the formal partial differential operator L is self=adjoint, that is,
L-L*, whether or not T* (or T*l) is also self=adjoint. To answer this
question. for the case of the operator T. we state the following theorem
whose proof can be found in the book by Dunford and Schwartz [6]o
Theorem V11=1. Let L be an elliptic formal partial di-ferential
operator of even order 2p defined in a domain D o
 in Rn . Suppose that L
G
is of the form
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L = E	 aa(x) Da
,aI <2p
and that
(-1)p I	 aa	 o(x)	 > 0 0 x e Q00 ^ e Rn e E ¢ 0.lal=2p 
Let 0 be a bounded subdomain whose closure is contained in Q 0
(VII-1)
(VII-2)
Suppose
that the boundary of n is a smooth surface an. and that no point in 9 0
A
is interior to the closure of Q. Let T and T be the operators in the
Hilbert space L2 (S2) defined by the equation
D(T)=D(T) _{ u E Co(S2) s u(x) = a ^u(x)^a o a P-'"u (x)=0, x E an)
Tu . Lus Tu = L*u, u E D(T) = D(T)
where aV denotes the k-th normal derivatives on an. Let A and A be the
A	 A	 A
closure of T and T. respectively. Then (i) A* ® A and (A)* = A. (ii) 0(A),
the spectrum of A. is a countable discrete set of points with no finite
limit point. (iii) If A 0 0(A), (AI=A)-I is a compact operator.
Corollary. Under the hypotheses of theorem VII-1 and, in addition,
L is formally selfmadjoint so that L=L*. Then (i) the operator A 1s self.••
adjoint, A=A*; (11) The spectrum a(A) is a sequence of points { An)
tending to w , and for A i o(A)s R(AsA) is a compact operator.
Remark. Suppose that the condition (VII-2) in theorem VII=1 is
replaced by the condition
(° 1 ) p I	 aa(x) ^a < 0,	 x E 90 9 	 E Rne	 0	 (VII=2)e
lal=2p
A
then -L satisfies tre hypothesis in the above theorem in which -Ts =Ts
A	 A	 A
-A.. and =A would be the operators associated with -L where T. T s A and A
are the operators defined in the theorem for the operator L. Thus if
L is formally self=adjoint so is ®L and by applying the above corollary
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A-(-A)* which implies A-A*. Hence theorem VII-1 and its corollary,
on the part of self-adjointness of A, remains valid if the condition
(VIZ-2) is replaced by the condition (VII-2)'.
It follows from the above theorem that under suitable conditions
on ahe leading coefficients of L and a smooth boundary condition on Q.
the elliptic partial differential operator L can be formulated as a
linear operator i in L 2 (0) such that if L is formally self—adjoint then
the closure of T is also self—adjoint.	 This formulation enables us to
apply some of the results developed in Chapters V and VI for certain
semi-linear partial differential equations.
It is known that (6) under the conditions of the above theorem
and if 2 is a bounded open set contained in D o then the Garding°s
Inequality holds, that is there exists constant K <	 and k > 0 such
that
(Lu,u) + K(u,u)	 kIlulI	 u E Co(n)^> p
;. where	 is the norm of the Hilbert space Ho(Q)pa
ALL:
- B.	 Semi-linear Parcial Differential Equations
-' The formulation of a formal linear partial differential operator
as a linear operator in L2 (92) in the previous section enables us to
establish some existence and stability criteria among the coefficients
of the formal differential operator for a certain class of stationary and
non-stationary partial differential equations. In this section, we give
some applications of the results obtained in Chapters IV, V and VI to
a class of linear and semi-linear partial differential equations which
can be served as an illustration of some steps in applying the theorems
developed for operational differential equations. In the following, the
first simple example of a linear partial differential equation gives a
f
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fairly detailed description of the application from which some more
general equations or non°aero boundary conditions can easily be obtained.
Example VII-° le Consider the simple case of the linear partial
differential equation
2
2t a(x)	 + b(X) aX + c(X)u	 X e (0 8 1)	 (VII-3)ax
with the boundary conditions
u(t,0) = u(t,l) 6 0	 (t > 0) ,	 (VII°4)
Assume that the coefficient
	
a(X) is positive (or negative) on [081]
and that a(X), b(X), c(X) are all infinitely differentiable functions
in an open interval Io
 containing [0 8 1].	 Then the linear operator
2
L ® a(x) 8X2 + b(X) 2X + c(x)
is a formal partial differential operator defined in I o .	 Moreover, by
the assumption a(X) > 0 for all x e [0,i] we have
°a(X)g2 < 0	 for all & e R1	with	 0 and	 x e [0911.
It follows that -L is an elliptic partial differential operator.	 The
formal adjoint operator of L is given as
° 2
L*(.)	 (b (x)(°)) + c(x)(.)
ax2(a(X)(.))
	 ax
which is also an elliptic partial differential operator. 	 It is easily
shown by a simple calculation that equation (VII-3) can be reduced to
the form
au I
at 
W 
q(x)	 ax (P (x) 2x) + c(X)u	 (VIII-3)'
where	 X
(b (E)/a(C))dE
q(X) ® (a(X))el
 eko
	
(x0 a [O,X] fixed)
f x(bQ)/aQ))dC	 (VII-5)
P(X) W eXO	 c a(x)q(x).
J:
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Let us seek a solution in the real Hilbert space L 2 (0,1) in which the
inner product between any pair of elements u, v e L 2 (0,1) is defined by
1
(u, v) a fu(x) v(X) dX.	 (VII-6)
0
Define the operator T in L2 (0,1) as the restriction of L on C 0 (001)
A
and T the restriction of L* on Co (0,1), that is
A	 w	 A
D(T) ® D(T) ® Co (0,1)8	 Tu-Lu and Tu-L*u, 	 u c D(T).
A	 A	 A
Let A and A denote the closure of T and T respectively (T and T are
closable). Then V(A) is dense in L 2 (0,1) since V(A)=>D(T) = Ca (091)
n
which is dense in L (0,1)o Thus A* and (A)* both exists In general, T
is not self-adjoint with respect to the inner product defined in (VII-6)
as can be seen by "integration by parts" of the integral
1
(u,Tv) = fu(X) T v (x) dX	 u, v E D(T)
0
which, in general, is not equal to (v, Tu) for all u,v E V(T), However,
by defining the scalar functional V(u,v) by
1
V(u e v)	 (u o gv)	 fu(x) q(x) v(X) dX	 (VII=6)9
0
where the function q(x) is the known function given in (VII-5) then
V(u,v) defines an equivalent inner product (-e^) 1 such that
(Tu,v) 1 = (u, Tv) 1	for all u, v e D(T).
To see this, define
(u,v)1 = V(u,v)
then it is obvious that ( ^ e , ) 1 possesses all the properties of an inner1
product, Since (u,u) 1 = (u,qu)	 f qu2dX, it follows that
0
( 0
^®l q(x)) 11 u 11 2 < 11u,1 2
 5 (0,x` 1 q(x)) 11u112
r	 which implies that ( oe.) 1 and (-e-) are equivalent. Notice that q(x)>0 i
14&
and is continuous over the closed interval [0,1] so that it actually
attains its maximum and minimum values bounded away from zero and
For any u ° v e D(T) s on integrating by parts and taking notice that
the boundary conditions are satisfied for any u e D(T) we have
1
	
( u , Tv)1 = (u s gTv)	 f uq[q°1 ax (P az) + c•rldx
0
	
au av	 a	 au
= 
f(°P ax ax + c q u v)dx = fl[V ax (P ax) + c q u v]dx - (Tusv)10	 0
A
which shows that T=T. It follows by applying theorem VII°1 and the
remark following that theorem that A =( A)*=A* which shows that A is
self°adjoint in the equivalent Nilbert space L 2 (0,1) equipped with the
inner product (^sa) l, Moreover, the above equality implies that for
any u e D(T)
(u,Tu) 1 = m f[P(au ) 2
	c q u2 ]dx - ° f
1 
[ a q(aX) 2°c q u2 ]dx o
On setting ul= ql/2 u then jjuljj=jIujjl and by an elementary calculation
we have	 2
	
aq (a®'^) 2 = a( axl )2 1 (b-a°)
 aum
ax
 + .
1
 (b a	 u2
	
(VII-7)
	
ax	 ax	 2	 4	 a	 1
where . a' __ dx a(x)e Hence, integrating by parts and using the well
known inequality
	
fl (dX) 2 dX > 1T flu2 dX	 (VI%=H)
	
0	 0
which is valid for any u(x) satisfying the condition (VII°4), we have
	
au
(u °Tu) 1 = ° fl [a(azl)2 + (2 (b'-a") +	 b°^° 2 _ c) uildX0
<e 
fl[r2 amin + °
g (b° °a") 
+ 4 
(b°a° 
2 ° clu2 dX < -a11u11 2® 0
	
1
where
® min
amin O<X<l a(x)
_
	
S 
a min [W a
	
+ 
1 (b °(X)°a"(X)) + 1 (b (X °a°(x))2 - c(X) la
	0<X<1	 min 2	 4	 a(X)
I
4
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It follows that if a=0 or R >O then T is dissipative or strictly dissipa-
tive, respectively, with respect to ('e o ) l . The dissipativity or strict
dissipativity of T implies the dissipativity or strict dissipativity,
respectively, of A. To see this, let u e V(A) then by the construction
of the closure of a closable operator there exists a sequence (un }C- D(T)
such that un -> u and 
n^ 
Tun exists and equals Au (see the definition
of closable operator following theorem III°1). Hence by the continuity
of inner product, we have
lim(Au,u) l
	(Tune un)1 n^ (°B^^un^^i)	 °SHUI^l
which shows the dissipativity and strict dissipativity of A. Therefore,
by applying theorems V-17 and V-13  with f = 0 we have the following results.
t
Theorem VII°2 . Assume that the coefficients a(X), b(X) and c(X)
of (VII°3) are infinitely defferentiable over any open interval I o con-
taining [0 , 1] and that a(X) is positive on [0,1]. If the condition
B	
min [5r2a+ 1 (be(X)°a"(X)) 1 (b(X)-ae(X)) 2°
 c(X)] > 00®X<1	 min 2	 4	 a(X)
(VII-9)
2
is satisfied where amin c Omin a(x) and a °(X) ^ dX a (X), a" 
(X)_ 2 
a(X)B
dX
then for any initial element uo (X) a v(A) there exists a unique solution
u(t,X) in the sense of definition VI-1 with u (O,X)-u0 W. Moreover, the
null solution of (VII-1) is stable if 0-0 and is asymptotically stable if
S > 0 and in the later case the null solution is the only equilibrium
solution.
As an example of the above theorem, take a (X), b(X) ® X,
C(X)
	 (X2 + 2 where R is a positive constant to be determined, then
R
min
	 22 1 1	 2 2	 2 2	 R2 1
S 0<X<l [ R +^ + 4 R (P X) ° (X +-) ] R ° ° a®	 ^/R	 4R
F
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Hence B > 0 if 0 < R < a4 which shows the same result as given in (3)a
Remark, The solution u(t ° x) in theorem VII-2 is in fact a
	
solution of (VII°3) in the strong	 u t x) = Au(t x) in the sense i,e,°	 dt	 °
norm topology as can be seen by applying the corollary of theorem III°14,
However, in the case of semi-linear equations which are to be discussed
in the following, theorem III-14 and its corollary do not applyo Thus°
we shall assume that any solution in the following discussion is in the
sense of definitioa VI-1.
In case a(x) is negative instead of positive,, then L is an
elliptic partial differential operator satisfying (VII-2). By defin-
ing (u ° v) 1 .(u p -qv) and note that -q(x) > 0 for all x e [0 ° 11 ° ( 0° -)1
is equivalent to ( . e-) and that A remains to be a self-adjoint operator
with respect to ( o e o ) l. Moreover,
1
(u,Tu)1 ® (u 8-q Tu) _ ° J uq [q ax (P au + c q u2]dx0
J1[ep W) + c q u2]dx	 J[-aq(ax)2 + c q u2]dxa
On setting ul=(°q) 1/2
 u° then 11ul11=1jull1° and using the identity
(VII-7) and the relation (VII-8) we have
(u ,Tu) 1 = - J [-a(a aX ) 2°(2 (b'-a")- 4 (b°a =c)uIIdx0
< - AIT (-a)min
 
° a(bava°°)° 
4 
(b°
a
	°clui dx < -0 11 u l 11
0
where
B	
min [n
2 (°a)	 - 1(b °(x)°a"(x))° 1 (b (X)°a°(x)) 2° c(x)lO<X<l	 min 2	 4	 a(x)
(VII-10)
Hence we have the following results.
Theorem VII-3 a Under the hypotheses of theorem VII-2 with the
assumption a(x) positive replaced by a(x) negative and with (VII-9)
F
f
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replaced by (VII-10), all the results in theorem VII-2 hold.
The results obtained in theorems VIIm2 and VII-3 can be applied
to the case of semi-linear equations with the same linear part as in
example V%I=1 9 i.e., a nonlinear function f is included in equation (V%I=3).
With some additional restrictions on f 9 the existence and stability of a
solution can be ensured. These conditions are given in the following.
Example V%I®2. Consider the partial differential equation
23t = a(X) 2 + b(X) x + c(X)u + f(u)	 (V%%=11)ax
with the boundary conditions u(t,0) ®u(t,l)e0 where a(X), b(X), c(X)
are the same as in theorem VII-2 and f is a nonlinear function defined
on L2 (0 9 1) to L2 (0 9 1). According to theorem V=17 9 if f is continuous
on L2 (0,J) and is bounded on bounded subsets of L2 (0,J)such that
(f(u)°f(v)eumv) 1 < kl11 u°v 11 2	 with kl < B. u,v E L2(O91)
a
where (-9-)1 is the equivalent inner product defined in (VII-6) and S
is given by (V%%=9), then all the results in theorem VII=2 with respect
to an equilibrium solution, if it exists, remain valid. In particular if
f(0)-O, the null solution is exponentially asymptutically stable.
To illustrate the above statement take, for example, the function
2
f(u) ® k Z __2 	 (A2 > 0).A +u
It is obvious that f is continuous on L 2 (0,1) (in the strong topology)
By
r1
1 k(-
0
+
and is bounded on L2(091).
(f (u)-f (v) 9 u=v) l
1
®k AZ
o (A2+u2)(A
the definition of (.9.) 1 in (V%I=6)°
2	 2
U	 v )q(umv)dx
A2+u2 
a 
A2+v2
q (u°v) 2 dX
2 max	 k(u(X)+v(X)) I	 1 t
	 11 2®A %X®l
 (A2+u 2(x))(A2+v2(X)) uev 1
c
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It is easily shown that for any real number u,v
ju+vj	 <	 1	 (VII=12)
(A 2+u2 ) (1 2+v2 )	 101
which implies that
(f(u)°f(v)su°v)l < I AI Il^^^ll1 ,
It follows that if lal<s then the existence and uniqueness of a solution
for any initial element uo (x) a D(A) are ensured, Moreover the null
solution is exponentially asymptotically stable with stability region IOU).
The above example gives general conditions on the coefficients
of the partial differential operator L and on the nonlinear function f
which depends on u. In case f is a function of both t and up additional
restriction on f is necessary. These conditions are given as an example,
Example VII=3, Consider the non-stationary semi-linear equation
au	
2
8g ® a(x) 8 a + b(x) 8X + c (x)u + f(t ,u)	 (VII-13)
3x
with the same boundary conditions u(t,0)=u(t,l)-0 where a(x), b(x) and
c(x) remain the same as in example VII=1. According to theorem VI-15,
if f satisfies the conditions (i) and (iii) given in section C of Chapter
VI and if there exists a continuous real-valued function k(t) on a-(Opw)
with sup k ( t) < S where 8 is given by (VII-9) such that for any u,v a L2(Opl)
t>O
(f(tpu) °f(tp v) pu°v) l 	k(t) Il u°w ill
	
^ 	 (t > 0)	 (VII-14)
then for any initial element uo (x) E V(A) there exists a unique solution
u(t,x) with u(O,x)-u0(x), and if an equilibrium solution exists, it is
unique and is asymptotically stable.
Take, for instance, the function
2
£(teu)
	 2 2ku	
(clec2 > 0),
(A +u )(cl+c2t)
S
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It is obvious that f is defined on R+
 x L2 (0,1) into L 2 (0,1) and is
such that for each t : 0 it is continuous on L 2 (0,1) (in the strong;
topology) and is bounded uniformly which implies that f satisfies
the condition (i) in theorem VI-15. For any u(x) a 'D(A o ) and any
s ot ® 0
ku2 c2(s°t)
^^f(t,u)°f(a,u)^^®^IA2+u2 (cl+c2t)(cl+c2s
Ic kI	 2	
'C2
®	 2 	 ^ 2 ^^ ^ s°t ^ ^	 2	 ^s°t^
	c l	A +u	 cl
which shows that f satisfies the condition (111). Finally, by using
(VII-12) for any u ov a L2(0,1)
1	 2	 2
	(f( t,u)°f (t,V), u°v) 1 s c
	
t I ( 2u 
2° 
2 2)9(u°v) dx 	 <
1
+c 
2 o A +u
	 A +V
< I A^ c +c t ^^ u°v
11i
	
k(t)IIu°vI 12
1 2
where k (t) m IAI 
c	
is a continuous function on R+ with t>0 k(t)s
1 2
cl kA . It follows by applying theorem VI-15 that if q ^< S
then all the results stated above are valid. Since in this particular
case, f(t,0) - 0, which implies that the null solution is asymptotically
stable.
In the examples above, we assumed that the boundary conditions
were u(t,O'%-u(t,l)-0. In the case of non-zero boundary conditions, a
suitable transformation of the unknown function can reduce these condi-
tions into zero boundary conditions without affecting the existence or
stability of the original system. The following example gives such an
?:	 illustration.
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Example VII-4. Consider the same problem as in example VII°3
except with the boundary conditions replaced by
u(t,0)®ho(t) and u(tsl)-h 1 (t)	 (t m 0)
	 (VII-15)
where ho and h 1 are two given continuously differentiable functions of
t > 0, On setting
v(t,X) ® u(t,X) ° ( I-x)ho (t) °xh i (t)	 (t ® 0) (VII-16)
equation (VII-13) is reduced to
av
2t a(X) a?2 + b(X) Hz + c(X)v + f l (t 9 v)	 (VII°13)°
ax
a
with the boundary conditions v(t,0)-v(t,i)®0 where
fl (t 9v) a f(t,vl)	 (1°x)ho(t)=xhg(t)+b(x)(hl(t)°ho(t)) +
+ c(x)(Xh1 (x) + ( 1°X)ho(t))
	
(VII-17)
with vI (t 9 x)av(t 9 x)+(1°x)h0 (t)+xh1 (t)a Suppose that f l satisfies all
the conditions in theorem VI°15 8 then for any two initial elements vI(O9X)
and v2 (O,x) a V(A) theorem VI-15 implies that there exists two solutions
vl ( t,x) and v2 (t,X), rebpectively, such that
t
1 (B°k(s))daIIvl (t,X)-v2 (t, X)II < M e o	 IIv1(0,X)°v2(0,X)II
where M > 1 9
 S is given in (VII-9) and k(t) is given in (VII-14) with
f replaced by f l , By the relation (VII-16)
u1 (t 9x)°u2 (t 9 x)av1 (t9X)°v2 (t 9 X) 	 (t > 0 9 X e (0011),
it follows that
	 t
°f (S°k(s))ds
II ul (t,x)°u2( t , X)II a M e o	 Ilul(09x)°u2(09X)
which shows that the existence, uniqueness and stability of a solution
of the transformed system with homogeneous boundary condiions implies
the same property of a solution of the original system with non-homogeneous
I
}
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boundary conditions, Hence the investigation of the equation (VII® 13) with
the non-homogeneous boundary conditions (VII-15) is reduced to the one
with homogeneous boundary conditions by taking the transformed function
f l
 as the given nonlinear function.
It is to be noted that if an equilibrium solution v e exists for
the transformed equation s it does .not, in general, imply the existence of
an equilibrium solution u  of the original equation. In fact, if ho(t)
and h 1 (t) are not both constant no equilibrium solution of the original
system can exist, (In physical problems, this type of boundary condi-
tions often generates periodic solutions).
The above examples are given in the one-dimensional space which
serve as an illustration of some needed technique in formulating linear
operators in a Hilbert space from formal partial differential operators
and which give an application of some of the results developer for
operational differential equations to partial differential equations.
Following the same idea as in the one-dimensional case, the extension
of the above results to more general n=dimensional space-dependent
partial differential operators bears no difficulty. For the sake
of simplicity, we limit our discussion to second order partial differ-
ential equations which occur often in physical problems,
Example VII=5, Consider the second order linear differential
equations of the form
ac 
6	 ax (ai^(X) au + c(X)u	 X e 0
	
i	 3
with the boundary conditions
	
u(t,X°) ®0 	 X° e 8 9	 t 3 0
(VII=18)
(VII=19)
where Xa ( x1O X2 ,, , , , Xn), sa is a bounded open subset of the Euclidean
space Rn with boundary 39 which is a smooth surface and no
point in 3 p
 is interior tp 5. the closure of Q. Assume
t
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that aij (x) = aji (x) (i,jm1,2,°°o,n) and together with c(x) are
infinitely differentiable real-valued functions in a domain Sl o which
contains 0 and that there e%ists a positive constant a such that
n	 nc
Z 
ai-(x)E i	
iL l
> a	 ^i	 x E Sloe C E R
i	
n
l=	
°
®
(VII-20)
By definition VII°2, the operator
L	 L	 8X (a (X)(X) aX. )+ c(X)i ° j=1
	
i
is an elliptic partial differential operator in Q 0 since under the
assumption (VII-20)
n
(°1 ) ai j (x) Y j $ 09
i,j=1
X E 00 , E E e, E r Oo
In fact, if the operator L satisfies the condition (VII=20) 8
 it is said
to be strongly elliptic. It is easily seen by definition that the operator
L is self-adjoint ioeoe L=L*. Let T be the operator in L 2 (0) defined by
D(T) = {u E C-(S';u(x°)=O, x° E 2 Pi
Tu-Lu	 u E D(T),
and let A be the closure of To By the corollary of theorem VII°1. A
is self°adjointo For any u E D(T), integration by parts yields
	
(u,Tu) = Y uTudx a 1 [ I	 u 8X (aij(X) ez ) + C(X)U2Sl	 Sl 1 8 j-1	 1
n	
ij (X) a zi Du	 c (x) u2 ]dx_ - 0 [ iVj-1 a	 j
where dx- dx1dx2
o ^°dxn, By the assumption ( VII-20) and using the well
known inequality (24)
nSSL (aX)2dx y u2 dX
SZ i®1	 i	 Sl
(VII-21)
f,
6 ay -
max
 xet c(X) > 0 (VII-22)
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where y is a positive real number, we obtain
(u,Tu) °f [a
	 ( P - c(X) u21dX < ®1 (ay - c(X))u2 dX
S2	 i=1	 i	 S2
o - (Qy - cm)11u112 = °Sllul,2
where cm = X c(X) and B=ay-cm. Hence, T is dissipative if S-0
and is strictly dissipative if B>O. The dissipativity and strict
dissipativity of A follow from the dissipativity and strict dissipativity,
respectively, of T as has been shown in example VII-1 since A is the
closure of T. Therefore, A satisfies all the hypotheses in theorem V-16.
To summarize, we can state the following theorem by applying theorem
V-16 with f e 0,
Theorem VII-4. Assume that all the real-valued functions aij(X)=aji(X)
(i,j-1,2,­ ,n) and c(X) in equation (VII-18) are infinitely differentiable
in a domain R0 containing S2, the closure of Q, where 0 is a bounded open
set in 0 whose boundary aQ is a smooth surface and no point of DO is
interior to 5. If the condition (VII-20) is satisfied and if
where a is given in (VII-20) and y is given in (VII-21), then for any
uo (X) s D(A) there exists a unique solution u(t,X) to (VII-18) strongly
continuous in t with respect to the L 2 (52) norm with u(O,X)=uo(x). More-
over, the null solution is stable for S-0 and is asmyptotically stable
if S > 0 and in the later case the null solution is the only equilibrium
solution. The stability region is D(A) which, in some sense, can be
extended to the whole space L 2 0).
It is seen from the above theorem that the major conditions imposed
on the coefficients of the operator L are conditions (VII-20) and (VII-22).
Notice that if c(X) is a non-positive function, then (VII-22) is auto-
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matically satisfied. As a special form of (VII-18) we consider the
equation
au 	n
 = L	 ax (ai(x) aX ) + c (x) u	 X E 52	 (VIY-18)1i=1	 i	 i
with the boundary conditions (VII-19). The following theorem is an
immediate consequence of theorem VII-14.
Theorem VII-5. Assume that the real-valued functions ai(X)
(i=1,2,­ .n) and c(x) in equation (VII-18)° are infinitely differen-
tiable in a domain Q0 containing 0 where R is a bounded open set in
in whose boundary aQ is sufficiently smooth. If, in addition, ai(x)
is positive for each i and c(x) is non-positive then all the results
in theorem VII-4 hold.
Proof. Consider (VII-18)° as a special form of (VII=18) with
aij (X) =ai (X) for i=j and aij (X)=0 for i¢j.	 Then the condition (VII-20)
is satisfied since by hypothesis a = min (fin a (X))>0 which impliesl<i<n XEQ i
F
i/y-1 
sij (X) ^ i &j = a, (X) ? a L	 si
i= 1	 i=1
The condition (VII-22) follows from the non-positivity of c(x). Hence
the results follow by applying theorem VII-4.
As an example of the above theorem, consider the equation
du = A u-c2u	 (c real)
where A is the Laplacian operator in St y
 R3 with BQ sufficiently smooth.
Then all the conditions in the above theorem are fulfilled since in this
case ai (x) = 1 for each i and c(x) = =c2.
Just as in the case of one-dimensional space case, semi-linear
equations of the form
f
Ia u = I	 as 	 (aij (x) a x ) + C (x)u + f(t,u)	 X e R	 (VII-23)i,j=Z	 i	 j
with the boundary conditions
u(t,x) Ja, = h(t,x °) 	 X, e a s2	 (VII-24)
can similarly be treated where f is a function on e x L 2 (S2) to L 2 M.
For the sake of application, we state a theorem which is a direct
consequence of theorems e I-14 and VII-4,
Theorem VII=6 o Suppose that the semi-linear equation (VII=23)
with the boundary conditions
u(t,X°) = 0
	 X° e a 2
	 (VII=24)°
possesses the same linear part as given in theorem VII-4. If for each
t > 0 9 f is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in u with Lipschitz constant
k(t) where k(t) is a positive continuous function on R+ satisfying
sup k(t) < S with R given by (VII-22); and if for each u e D(A), f is
uniformly Lipschitz continuous in t with Lipschitz constant g(llull)
where g is a positive non-drecreasing function on e. Then
(a) For any u 0 a D D(A)there exists a unique solution of
(VII^23) with u(O,X)=uo(X),
(b) An equilibrium solution (or a periodic solution), if it
exists, is stable if 
sup k(t) =a; and is asymptotically stable if sup k(t)<g,
(c) A stability region of the equilibrium solution is D(A)
which can be extended, in some sense s
 to the whole space L2(S2),
Remarks. (a) The conditions of uniform Lipschitz continuity
imposed on f can be weakened by assuming that f satisfies the conditions
(i), (ii) (or (ii)`) and (iii) listed in section C of Chapter VI, (b)
The continuity condition on k(t) can be weakened to allow discontinuous
r
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at a finite number of points on R+ with k (t) properly defined at the
points of discontinuity (see the remarks following theorem VI-7).
Example VII-6, As an example of the above theorem, consf •-
the partial differential equation
BU	
2
at 	
0u - c 2u + 2 2u	 (c2A9cl,cq > 0)
(A +u )(cl+c2t)
with the boundary conditions
u(t,x°) - 0	 x°e a R
(VII-25)
where A is the Laplacian operator in a bounded open set S2 in R 3 and
u-u(t,x) with x-(xl ,x2 ,x3), The coefficients of A are agj(x)=dlsJ,
the Kronecker delta, which implies that the condition (VII-20) is
satisfied with a = 1 since
	
3	 3
	
i91	
agi (x) 4i^3° 
i^l 
^g o
Since c(x) = -c 2 < 0 9 the condition (VII-22) is satisfied. Hence
all the hypotheses in theorem VII-4 are fullfilled with S=y+c 2a It
is easily shown that for any u s D(A) and s,t > 0 (see example VII-3)
1C2k 1
11 f (t,u)°f (s,u)11
	
2	 I s°t i
c 
which shows that f is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in t with
Ic2kI
g (11 u 11) = 2 	o	 By using the relation (VII-12), , for each t > 0
c 
2 2 2
f(t,u)°f (t,v)II a ICI+c2tI II(X2
+u2)(A2+v2^I
	
2	 2
® I c +c t l ( l 2 (u2 2 2 2 2 (u=v) 2 dx) 1/2 <
	
1 2	 n (A +u) (A +v )
2
< 1c1+^2t Ix	 (	 (u_V)2dx) ) 1/2® I A ck c2t ) I IIu°vII
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which implies that f is uniformly Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
constant
k(t)	 I	
k
^(cl+c2t)I•
Hence if 
'up k(t) ® Ik/a cl I ® a, all the results in theorem VII-6 follow.
In this particular case, f(t,0) QO it follows that t a null solution is
the only equilibrium solution and is asymptotically stable.
In case the boundary conditions are given by (VII-24) where
the function h(t,x°) is a continuously differentiable function of t
on R+
 and twice continuously differentiable in x on all the (n=1)-dimen-
sional subspace of D. On setting
	
v(t,x) ® u(t,x) ®h(t,x l )	 x e n, X , e a sa,
equation (VII-23) reduced to
av
at — nC
	
ax (ai (x) ax ) + c(x) v + f l (t,v) (x c 9) (VII-23)'i® j=l i	 j
with the boundary conditions v(t,x') - 0 (x° e a 0) where
fl (t,v) - f(t,v+h) +	
aX (ai (X) aX ) + c(X)h - ag
	
(VII=26)i, j -1	 i	 j	 j
which is a known function since both f and h are given functions. It
follows that the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions can be reduced to
the homogeneous boundary conditions as for the one-dimensional case from
which theorem VII-6 may be used for the existence and stability of a
solution. Knowing the property of the solution v(t,x) in (VII=23)°, the
property of u(t,x) of (VII=23) with boundary conditions (VII=24) can
be deduced.
(
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VIII, CONCLUSIONS
A. The Objective of the Research
The objective of this dissertation is to establish some
criteria for the stability and the existence and uniqueness of
solutions for some linear or nonlinear, time-invariant or time-
varying operational differential equations (i.e., equations of
evolution) from which stability criteria for the corresponding
type of partial differential equations can be deduced. In the
case of linear time-invariant differential equation, a Lyapunov
stability theory for this type of equations in a real Banach space
is established. By using the linear semi-group theory and by the
introduction of semi-scalar product, the existence of a Lyapunov
functional is shown. In addition, necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the generation of an equibounded or negative semi-group are
obtained from which the existence and stability of a solution can
be ensured.
In parallel to the linear semi-group theory, the introduction
of nonlinear semi-group theory enables the extension of linear differ-
ential equations to nonlinear operational differential equations. A
stability theory as well as the existence and uniqueness theory for
nonlinear differential equations in a complex Hilbert space are estab-
lished. Moreover, by introducing an equivalent inner product, the
same results hold in an equivalent Hilbert space. This fact makes
possible the construction of a Lyapunov functional through a sesquim
linear functional which under suitable conditions defines an equivalent
inner product and from which a stability criteria is obtained. In the
f	 I
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special case of semi-linear differential equations, the known results
on the linear part simplifies the criteria on a general nonlinear opera-
tor. Upon imposing some additional conditions on the nonlinear part
which is an everywhere defined function, stability and existence of a
solution are guaranteed. This type of equation is particularly useful
for some physical problems.
The development of the nonlinear time-invariant differential
equation is further extended to a more general type of nonlinear time-
varying operational differential equation. Criteria for the existence,
uniqueness, stability and in particular, asymptotic stability of a
solution, including the stability region, are obtained. The invariance
of the existence and stability property of this type of equation in two
equivalent Hilbert spaces is also proved. Particular attention has been
paid to the nonlinear non-stationary operational differential equations
Some special cases of this type of equation possess many possibilities for
applications to partial differential equations.
In order to apply the results obtained for the above mentioned
type of operational differential equations to partial differential equa-
tions, some second order stationary and nonstationary equations in one-
dimensional and in n=dimensional spaces are considered. These applications
not only yield results on the type of partial differential equations under
consideration but also illustrate some steps in the formulation of a linear
operator in a Hilbert space from a formal partial differential operator.
These steps may be needed in solving more general partial differential equa-
tions. In the following section, a brief description of the main results
in this research are given.
6
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B. The Main Results
1. The Existence of a Lyapunov Functional
The linear time-invariant operational differential equations
are investigated in Chapter IV. Through the use of an equivalent
semi-scalar product, the existence of a Lyapunov functional in a Banach
space is proved in theorems IV-7 and IV=8p and in terms of this Lyapunov
functional, necessary and sufficient conditions on A to generate an
equibounded and negative semi-group are established in theorems IV-11
and IV-12 respectively. With these additional results, the stability
study of the linear time-invariant equations by using semi-group or
group theory in a Banach space or a Hilbert space is (in a sense) com-
plated. In addition to the above results, some interesting properties
of semi-scalar product in terms of a semi-group are giver, in theorems
IV-9 and IV=10, the proofs of which are based on an useful lemma (lemma
IV-5) which is proved through the construction of a continuous linear
functional,
2. Nonlinear Time-Invariant Operational Differential Equations
Linear time-invariant differential equations have been extended
in Chapter V to nonlinear differential equations with the underlying
space a complex Hilbert space. By introducing the concept of nonlinear
semi-groups, stability criteria in terms of the infinitesimal generator
of a nonlinear contraction semi-group are given in theorem V-2 and is
extended to theorem V-3 for asymptotic stability. The proof of theorem
V-3 is based on a very useful lemma which is shown as lemma V=5. These
two theorems are fundamental for the development of stability theory.
Moreover, the semi-group on V(A) generated by A in theorems V-2 and V-3
I
t
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are extended into the closure of V(A) as is shown in lemma V-3. The
inner product with respect to which the nonlinear operator A is dissipa-
tive required in theorem V-2 can be replaced by an equivalent inner
product which is shown in theorem V-4. In this cases the semi-group
generated by A is not necessarily contractive in the original space.
Howevers from the stability point of views there is no loss whatsoever
of the stability property. This fact enables one to define a Lyspunov
functional through a sesquilinear functional so that stability property
can be determined by the construction of a Lyapunov functional. These
results are obtained in theorems V-7 to V=9. In addition to the above
results which are directly related to stability theory, lemma V -6s lemma
V-10 and its corollary all have their own values. Moreover, theorem V-6
gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an
inner product equivalent to the given inner product of a complex Hilbert
space. It should be remarked that theorem V-5 is an alternative form
of theorems V-2 and V=3.
As a special case, the semi-linear equation is discussed with
the underlying space a real Hilbert spaced If the linear part is the
infinitesimal generator of a semi-group of class C o , then the existences
uniqueness, stability or asymptotic stability of a solution are established
in theorems V=11, V-12 and their corollaries. Moreover, under some weaker
conditions than those required in theorem V-12 s the uniqueness of an equili-
brium solution is established in theorem V-13 and a special case of the
null solution is given in its corollary. This theorem is contributed in
a large part by Dr. Vogt during the discussion between him and the author.
In case the linear part is a closed operator, a general theorem for the
existence, uniqueness and stability property is established in theorem V-15,
C
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and in the special case of a self-adjoint operator the results are
t
given in theorem V-16. Finally, theorem V-17 shows that theorem V -16
remains true if the inner product of H is replaced by an equivalent
inner product.
3. Nonlinear Time-Varying Operational Differential Equations
The nonlinear time-invariant differential equations are further
extended in Chapter VI to the nonlinear time-varying differential
equations. In parallel to the development of Chapter V. a stability
criterion for the general equations of evolution is established in
theorem VI-2. Through the use of lemma VI-3, theorem VI-2 is extended
to an equivalent Hilbert space as is shown in theorems VI-3 and VI-4
for the stability and asymptotic stability reseectively. By defining
a Lyapunov functional through a sesquilinear functional, theorems
VI-3 and VI-4 are, in fact, equivalent to theorem VI-5. Additional
properties are stated as corollaries 1 and 2.
An important special form of nonlinear time-varying equations
is the nonlinear nonstationary differential equation which is also an
extension of the nonlinear equation discussed in Chapter V. Theorems
4	 VI-6 and VI-7, which are very useful to the applications of concrete
nonlinear partial differential equations, have established general criteria
for the stability and asymptotic stability, respectively, of a solution.
Another special form of the nonlinear time-varying equations is
the semi-linear equations. In the general case where the linear part
is a time-varying unbounded operator, criteria for the stability and asymp-
totic stability of a solution are given in theorems VI-B and VI-9 respect-
ively. In case the linear part is time-invariant and if it is the
infinitesimal generator of a semi-group of class C o , theorems VI-10 and VI-11
t
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give conditions for the existence, uniqueness and stability or asymptotic
stability, respectively, of a solutions Theorem VI-12 shows the unique-
ness of an equilibrium solutions if it is a closed unbounded linear operator,
a general theorem is shown in theorem VI-13; when it is a self-adjoint
operator either. in the original Hilbert space H or in an equivalent Hilbert
space Hl, conditions imposed on it turn out to be particularly simple,
and these results are shown in theorems VI-14 and VI-15 which are very
useful for the application of a class of partial differential equations.
Finally, if the linear part is a bounded operator on , the semi-linear
equations is reduced to an ordinary differential equation. Results on this
type of equations are given in theorems '7I®16 to VI-19 which are direct
consequences of the semi-linear equation.
4. Applications
Applications of the results developed for operational differential
equations to partial differential equations are given in Chapter VII in
which stability criteria for a class of second order partial differential
equations are established and are given in theorems VII-2 through VII-6.
These applications and special examples also illustrate some steps for
solving the stability problem of certain partial differential equations
through the use of the results for operational differential equations.
C. Some Suggested Further Research
The stability theory developed in this research can be extended in
two broader directions, namely; theoretical extensions to some more general
function spaces such as banach space on the one hand, and applications to
the class of nonlinear partial differential equations which can be reduced
to the form of operational differential equations on the other. As it has
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been shown in Chapter IV, that the stability criteria of linear time-
invariant operational differential equations in Hilbert spaces can be
extended to Banach spaces by the introduction of semi-scalar product.
This suggests that through the use of semi-scalar product it might be
possible to extend the stability and existence theory for nonlinear
operational differential equations from Hilbert spaces to Banach spaces.
It is'believed that this extension is possible for some class of Banach
spaces which are not Hilbert spaces. On the other hand, the results
obtained for the operational differential equations can be used for a
large class of nonlinear partial differential equations which are not
limited to semi-linear equations. The formulation of a nonlinear operator
in a suitable Hilbert space from a given nonlinear partial differential
operator and the associated abstract operator possessing the desired
property both need further investigation. One of the immediate exten-
sions along this line is the formulation of a nonlinear partial differ-
ential operator of elliptic type as a nonlinear operator in some suitable
function spaces such that this nonlinear operator has the required pro-
perty to ensure the stability of a solution of the parabolic-elliptic
partial differential equations. Moreover, applications to nonlinear wave
equations and to Schrodinger equations also need additional attention.
r
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